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1 

2 (9 :45 a.m.) 

3 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: I would ask you to be 

4 recognized before speaking and please identify 

5 yourself when commenting. Further, I ask that all in 

6 the room please turn off your electronic devices such 

7 as BlackBerries, i-phones, cellphones, et cetera. We 

8 have been having technical issues with regard to audio 

9 transmittal of these hearings, and having those 

10 operate during the hearing interfere with an effective 

11 broadcast, so I would please again ask that you turn 

12 those devices off. 

13 The purpose of today's hearing is to allow 

14 the Postal Service the opportunity to cross-examine 

15 Gamefly's institutional discovery responses. Before I 

16 begin discussing the procedures we are about to employ 

17 today, I would like to yield to my colleagues up here 

18 on the bench for any opening remarks. 

19 I will defer to Chairman Goldway. Good 

. 20 morning. 

21 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Good morning. I will 

22 simply say that when President Obama designated me as 

23 Chair and Commissioner Blair and I agreed that he 

24 would continue to lead the oversight as a complaint 

25 case, I never thought it would be a full employment 
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1 program for him. It's a case that's gone on much 

2 longer, and I think not necessarily useful motions, 

3 and I am looking forward to getting to the heart of 

4 the matter, being able to make a decision that has 

5 some direction for further operations for the Postal 

6 Service. 

7 But I do appreciate how careful and thorough 

8 your leadership has been and how considered you have 

9 been in hearing everybody's concerns and problems. 

10 The issues that have been before you, procedural 

11 issues, have been complicated and difficult, and I 

12 commend you for how you have handled that. 

13 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Thank you, Chairman 

14 Goldway. I appreciate those kind remarks. 

15 Commissioner Acton? 

16 COMMISSIONER ACTON: I have nothing to add. 

17 Thank you, Commissioner Blair. 

18 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Commissioner Hammond? 

19 COMMISSIONER HAMMOND: No, thank you, Mr. 

20 Chairman. 

21 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: And not to be 

22 forgotten, save the best for last, Commissioner 

23 Langley? 

24 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: I do believe that 

25 Chairman Goldway has summed up the full employment 
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1 aspect for Commissioner Blair on this particular case, 

2 and I am pleased that it continues to move along. I 

3 do not believe that Congress when giving the Postal 

4 Regulatory Commission the authority to have enhanced 

5 complaint opportunity hearings really had in mind that 

6 cases would go on as long as they have. 

7 But I do appreciate the diligence that the 

8 parties are giving to this matter. Thank you. 

9 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Thank you, Commissioner 

10 Langley. 

11 And now we will get into the details 

12 regarding the procedures we will be employing at 

13 today's hearing. Due to the nature of this case a 

14 significant amount of material have been filed subject 

15 to protective conditions. Protecting confidential 

16 information remains an imperative. While we expect 

17 witnesses to answer questions fully, I caution today's 

18 witnesses to be aware of materials that are subject to 

19 protective conditions when answering questions. 

20 If you are uncertain as to whether an answer 

21 might involve revealing protected information, you may 

22 consult with counsel on that limited question prior to 

23 answering. 

24 As a general rule, all Commission hearings 

25 should be public. However, in order to allow testing 
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1 of relevant confidential testimony or exhibits, our 

2 recent rulings anticipate the potential need to 

3 conduct a portion of today's hearing in camera. 

4 The procedure for conducting an in camera 

5 hearing is to defer questions that must involve 

6 reference to confidential materials until the 

7 conclusion of the day. A IS-minute recess will be 

8 then taken at the end of the public session to allow 

9 interested observers to become subject to an 

10 appropriate confidentiality agreement. The hearing is 

11 then reconvened for a separate in camera session. 

12 The transcript for that separate session is 

13 maintained under seal and the in camera hearing will 

14 not be web broadcast. Individuals who chose not to 

15 agree to abide by the confidentiality agreements will 

16 be excluded from the hearing. This process was 

17 successfully used in the June 16, 2010, hearing. 

18 Counsel here today have already shown that 

19 they can develop questions relating to confidential 

20 materials that do not specifically reference any 

21 confidential information. The Commission would be 

22 grateful if counsel is able to conduct cross-

23 examination so as to keep as much of this proceeding 

24 public as practical while reducing the duration of the 

25 in camera session. 
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1 I also urge counsel when referring to 

2 exhibits or other documents during cross-examination 

3 to take care to clearly indicate whether they are 

4 referring to public or non-public versions of that 

5 document. 

6 Are there any procedural matters that 

7 counsel wish to raise before we begin? 

8 MR. MECONE: James Mecone for the Postal 

9 Service, with Daniel Foucheau and Michael Tidwell. 

10 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Good morning. 

11 MR. MECONE: There are a couple of matters 

12 but I would first like to say we anticipate that the 

13 cross-examination will be similar to the one on June 

14 16th. Hopefully the majority will be public, and then 

15 we have a smaller set of questions for an in camera 

16 session. 

17 For the record, the Postal Service would 

18 like to note that it takes exception to the most 

19 recent ruling on the procedures for the panel cross-

20 examination to the extent that that ruling affirmed 

21 the earlier ruling and we reserve the right to appeal. 

22 However, we do not anticipate that it will be 

23 necessary given the safeguards that were put into that 

24 the most recent rulings. 

25 And for the record, we would just like to 
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1 note that the two witnesses are sitting at the witness 

2 stand together. I guess we would like a clarification 

3 of whether that's for swearing in or if they're going 

4 to be allowed to sit together for the entire cross-

5 examination. 

6 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: We anticipate they will 

7 be sworn in together and will be seated together per 

8 the previous orders. 

9 MR. MECONE: Okay. Okay, and I guess 

10 another issue: they are both up there sponsoring the 

11 full set of interrogatories or the discovery requests, 

12 and on the face of the responses Mr. Hodess was the 

13 sponsor, so I guess it would be helpful for the Postal 

14 Service to clarify who is sponsoring which discovery 

15 response. 

16 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Counsel, counsel for 

17 GameFly? 

18 MR. LEVY: Thank you. 

19 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Would you identify 

20 yourself? 

21 MR. LEVY: David Levy for GameFly. 

22 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: And accompanied by? 

23 MR. LEVY: And accompanied by Matthew Field, 

24 my colleague. 

25 I think it would be useful to respond to Mr. 
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1 Mecone's question to describe the division of 

2 responsibility between the two witnesses so that this 

3 could proceed more efficiently. I can't give a 

4 precise boundary because we obviously don't know 

5 exactly what questions will be asked, but in general 

6 terms, I'm going to refer now to the notice of intent 

7 to conduct cross-examination the Postal Service filed 

8 on July 12th. 

9 Their first topic of discovery responses 

10 related to breakage, theft or loss of GameFly DVDs; in 

11 comparison GameFly DVDs and mail pieces to other DVDs, 

12 and mail pieces. On that one Mr. Hodess is the 

13 witness who is prepared to testify about what GameFly 

14 does and what is their experiences. 

15 The questions that would compare GameFly to 

16 Netflix or otherwise require or call for information 

17 that's in the documents we obtained in discovery, 

18 those would be answered by Mr. Glick. 

19 Topic No.2, that was a discovery response 

20 that related to "GameFly's loss or destruction of 

21 responsive documents". That would be Mr. Hodess. 

22 Topic No.3, discovery responses related to 

23 handling, injury, receipt, processing and tracking of 

24 GameFly mail and DVDs, and GameFly's capacity to 

25 receive service on the same terms as Netflix, again 
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1 the division here is -- the question involves the 

2 operations of the company, information that would be 

3 in the knowledge of somebody who is running the 

4 company about its own processes and facts, that would 

5 be Mr. Hodess. 

6 If it's a comparison with Netflix, that 

7 would be Mr. Glick because Mr. Glick is the one who 

8 has had the opportunity to review the documents that 

9 were provided in discovery by the Postal Service. 

10 Topic 4, GameFly's interpretations of 

11 documents cited in its responses to discovery, that I 

12 believe, as I understand refers to the various 

13 contention interrogatories that the Postal Service 

14 asked, you know, what is your support for the 

15 Proposition X, where we then responded by citing 

16 particular documents that were obtained in discovery. 

17 Again, we're referring to documents that were obtained 

18 in discovery. Mr. Glick is the witness. 

19 MR. MECONE: The Postal Service objects to 

20 that division to the extent -- well, I guess should 

21 clarify that all of the documents -- we are asking all 

22 questions that are related back to a particular 

23 response, discovery responses, as was asked 

24 particularly in the order, and as I said before, Mr. 

25 Hodess sponsored all the responses, so it was our 
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1 understanding that he had reviewed the documents that 

2 was cited in his responses. I guess we should clarify 

3 whether this division means that Mr. Hodess has no 

4 knowledge of the documents that were cited in his 

5 responses to our discovery requests. 

6 MR. LEVY: The discovery requests were 

7 generally, if not entirely prepared under the 

8 direction and supervision of Mr. Hodess, but the task 

9 of providing responses to specific documents that were 

10 obtained in discovery was delegated to Mr. Glick. 

11 Mr. Hodess was not an authorized reviewing 

12 representative for proprietary material until 

13 recently, and even now he is not authorized to see 

14 proprietary information in the documents about 

15 Blockbuster, and that information has been screened 

16 from him. 

17 In addition, he has obviously not had time 

18 in the last few weeks since he became a reviewing 

19 representative to give anything more than a cursory 

20 look at the documents. He's got a business to run. 

21 So I mean, we are going to proceed efficiently. 

22 If the Postal Service wants to ask questions 

23 about the documents that it produced to us in 

24 discovery, the witness to ask about them, I think, as 

25 I said before, is Mr. Glick. 
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1 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Does the Postal Service 

2 have anything else that they would like to say at this 

3 point in response to counsel's discussion? 

4 MR. MECONE: I guess, like I said at the 

5 beginning, reserve our right to object to the 

6 unprecedented procedure, and I just want to make sure 

7 that what we are saying here is Mr. Hodess sponsored 

8 these responses. He did not actually supervise the 

9 responses as they relate to particular documents cited 

10 in these responses. 

11 MR. LEVY: I think I have made clear the 

12 division of labor. 

13 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: The bench will 

14 understand that many of these issues will come out and 

15 play out during the cross-examination that will be 

16 upcoming, and your objections are noted, and I will 

17 comment on the procedure in my next set of statements. 

18 Is there anything else that you would like 

19 to add to that? 

20 MR. MECONE: Well, I guess one other thing 

21 we didn't mention as far as our reservation of the 

22 appeal is in our motion we address the issue of 

23 whether our witnesses, the Postal Service witnesses, 

24 will be subject to the same type of procedures for 

25 cross-examination. I guess it's not necessary to rule 
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l on that now. Maybe we can delay that until our 

2 witnesses are up, but we just reserve our right to 

3 appeal any ruling on that issue. 

4 MR. LEVY: David Levy. 

5 Since neither I nor Mr. Hodess, the client, 

6 nor Mr. Glick have seen the Postal Service's direct 

7 case, we obviously would prefer to wait to address any 

8 motion about how that should be handled in cross-

9 examination until the end of this hearing and we get 

lO to open this seal on the package. 

II COMMISSIONER BLAIR: I think we can approach 

l2 that bridge when we come to it. So I appreciate the 

l3 heads up on that, but we will proceed with today's 

l4 hearing. 

l5 GameFly has identified two individuals who 

l6 between them are sufficiently knowledgeable as to be 

l7 able to respond to questions concerning GameFly's 

l8 institutional responses to Postal Service discovery. 

19 Presiding Officer's Ruling 3l gave notice that these 

20 individuals would be sworn in together and sit as a 

2l panel to respond to questions. 

22 On Monday of this week the Postal Service 

23 filed a motion for clarification of this ruling. 

24 Yesterday, the Commission responded to the motion by 

25 issuing a ruling reminding witnesses and their counsel 
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1 not to engage in actions intended to coach or attempt 

2 to coax a witness to shade or distort a response, and 

3 consistent with our rules that witness responses 

4 should adhere to a complete, unfettered and truthful 

5 standard. 

6 The two individuals identified by GameFly 

7 are David Hodess and Sander Glick. will you gentlemen 

8 please stand so I can swear you in. 

9 Whereupon, 

10 DAVID HODESS AND SANDER GLICK 

11 having been duly sworn, were called as 

12 witnesses and were examined and testified as follows: 

13 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Please be seated. 

14 Mr. Levy, would you please qualify your 

15 witnesses? 

16 MR. LEVY: Yes, Commissioner Blair. 

17 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

18 BY MR. LEVY: 

19 Q Mr. Glick, would you state your name and job 

20 title? 

21 A Sander Glick, Vice President of FLS 

22 Consulting. 

23 Q 

24 A 

25 Q 

Have you had any previous role in this case? 

Yes, I have. 

Have you submitted testimony? 
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1 A Yes, I have. 

2 Q Could you identify that? 

3 A That would be GFL-P-l. 

4 Q Thank you. 

5 Mr. Hodess, could you state your name and 

6 title? 

7 A David Hodess, Chief Executive Officer, 

8 GameFly. 

9 Q And where are your offices located? 

10 A In Los Angeles. 

11 MR. LEVY: Since this witness has not 

12 testified before on direct, I would like to ask just a 

13 couple of qualifying question. 

14 BY MR. LEVY: 

15 Q How long have you been in your present 

16 position? 

17 A Seven years. 

18 Q And what is your education? 

19 A I have an A.B. from Dartmouth and an MBA 

20 from Harvard. 

21 MR. LEVY: Thank you. The witnesses are 

22 tendered for cross-examination. 

23 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: The Postal Service has 

24 designated written cross-examination. This 

25 designation includes both public and non-public 
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1 materials. It includes institutional responses by 

2 GameFly which were either prepared or sponsored by 

3 Witnesses s or Glick. The material is to be treated 

4 as follows: 

5 Public materials will be separately 

6 identified and included in today's transcript as is 

7 our normal practice. Non-public materials will be 

8 identified and included in a separate sealed 

9 transcript. 

10 Mr. Mecone, will you identify the written 

11 cross-examination to be included in today's public 

12 transcript? 

13 MR. MECONE: Okay, the Postal Service 

14 designates interrogatories USPS-GFL-1 to 11, 13 to 14, 

15 16, 19 through 23, 25 to 36, 38 through 51, 53 through 

16 56, 58 through 59, 63 through 69, 71 through 79, 81 

17 through 83, 84 through 85, 88 through 89, 91 through 

18 93, and 95 through 103; the Supplemental Appendix 

19 USPS-GFL-5, Appendix USPS-GFL-39, Appendix USPS-GFL-

20 50, Appendix USPS-GFL-91; and finally, USPS requests 

21 for admissions USPS/GFL-1 through 10. 

22 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Thank you. Are there 

23 any objections? 

24 MR. LEVY: No, and I thought that most of 

25 this material was moved in at the prior hearing or at 
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1 least was approved for that so we don't object to 

2 that. 

3 I will note that I believe there were a 

4 couple of the items on the list that we filed a 

5 corrected or a supplemental answer to, and for 

6 completeness we ought to include that but we can deal 

7 with that after the hearing. 

8 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Without objection we 

9 will have those documents supplemented by what you 

10 just raised. 

11 So having no objection the identified 

12 written cross-examination will be received into 

13 evidence. The reporter is to include this public 

14 material at this point in today's public transcript. 

15 (The document referred to was 

16 marked for identification as 

17 USPS/GFL-1-11 and USPS/GFL-4, 

18 and was received in 

19 evidence.) 

20 / / 

21 / / 

22 / / 

23 / / 

24 / / 

25 / / 
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Interrogatory Designating Parties 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 
, 20m JUL - 2 0 4: [ 3 

USPS/GFL-1. Please describe each mail piece used by GameFly to' 

691 

transport its DVDs through the mail. Foreachmailpiecedesign,pleg),i"e . .!\Ic.!u,qe, 
the period of usage, the number of pieces mailed, the breakag?~Jil,te~{d 0"';' 

'experienced during the use of each,-thetheft rates' experiencecJ-dmihg'ihe'use ofC;,- ,'; "'::~. ',-- '-,-:~ 
each, and whether GameFly sought or gained the Postal Service's approval of 
each. 

Answer: 

Appendix USPS/GFL-1 provides the requested mail piece data. GameFly 

sought and received approval for each version of its mailer through its BSN 

contacts at the Los Angeles P & DC. Approvals generally were given orally. 





DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-3. Please explain the reasons for each modification to the 
design of a GameFly mail piece described in the response to USPS/GFL-1. 

Answer: 

Please se·e answer to question USPS/GFL-2. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFLY, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

. USPS/GFL·4. Please produce all documents and communications related 
to any of the following matters: 

.. (a) GameFly's decision to use a mail piece to transport its DVDs 
through the mail; 

(b) GameFly's decision to stop using a particular mail piece or to use 
some other design; and 

(c) GameFly's decision to modify the design of its mail piece. 

Answer: 

Please see the email thread reproduced in Appendix USPS/GFL-4 and the 

other documents produced in response to this set of discovery responses. 

GameFly does not have. any other internal communications responsive to this 

question. The most recent modification of mailer desig'n occurred in September 

2008. The two individuals who managed these changes (Steve Brown and Jeff 

Kawasugi) left GameFly in December 2007 and August 2009, respectively, and 

GameFly did not retain the two employees' files on these matters. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFLY, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 9, 2009) 

USPS/GFL-S. Please produce all. documents and communications related 
to actual or alleged theft of GameFly DVDs, the mail piece design of each such 

·.:piec.e, and efforts to~ddr~.s'§.QHElme.diate.a.ctualor allegedtheft.·: : 

Supplemental Answer: 

GameFly is producing responsive emails of Don Judge, David Barthel, 

Sam Guttman,' Dave Hodess, Mike Gimlett, and Terri Luke, the GameFly 

employees most likely to have information regarding the investigation and 

remediation of the theft of GameFly DVDs~ in response to USPS/GFL-S. All 

significant communications regarding the theft of GameFly DVDs should have 

one of these individuals as a sender or recipient. These emails have been filed 

under seal in as Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-8-GameFly Emails 

Responsive to USPS/GFL-S. GameFly has also searched its files and found 

additional responsive material, filed under seal as Library Reference GFL -LR

C2009-1-2-Material Responsive to USPS/GFL-S. 
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COMPELLED ANSWERS OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 14, 2009) 

USPS/GFL-S . . Please produce all documents and communications related 
to actual or alleged theft of GameFly DVDs, the mail piece design of each such 
piece, and efforts to address or rt3mediciteactual or "arregecrfhefC"- _.. .". 

Answer: 

Presiding Officer's Ruling No. C2009-1/23 has ordered GameFly to 

produce any documents that discuss both the theft of GameFly DVDs and the 

design of GameFly's mailpieces. As GameFly has previously stated, it changed 

the primary color of its mailer from orange to white in 2005 in part to make the 

mailer less identifiable to thieves. GameFly does not retain any documents 

discussing this change. GameFly has searched for· additional documents 

(including emails) discussing mailpiece design and theft and has found one 

email, which GameFly is producing as Supplemental Appendix USPS-GFL-S. 

In its Supplemental Answer to USPS/GFL-S, filed on June 10, 2010, 

GameFly produced emails from Don Judge, David Barthel, Sam Guttman, Dave 

Hodess, Mike Gimlett, and Terri Luke, the GameFly employees most likely to 

have information regarding the investigation and remediation of the theft of 

GameFly DVDs .. All significant communications regarding the theft of GameFly 

DVDs-and therefore any emails that discuss both theft and its relation to 

mailpiece design-should have one of these individuals as a sender or recipient. 

Thus, if any additional emails exist regarding this topic, they should have been 

included in Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-8-GameFly Emails Responsive 

to USPS/GFL-S or Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-2-Material Responsive to 

USPS/GFL-S. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-S. Please describe all mail piece design testing conducted by 
GameFly or on behalf of GameFly. What were the purpose and results of each 
test? Please provide complete results and any analysis that was developed 

-during or subsequent to a-ny test. -_.-

Answer: 

Please see Appendix USPS/GFL-6 (September 10, 2008, presentation to 

the Postal Service). 
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ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-7. This question relates to each time GameFly changed the 
color of its mail piece, whether such change occurred at the time a new design 
was adopted or not. Why did GameFly decide to change the color of its mail 
piece? Please describe each=factorthat·contributed to GameFly's decision to 
change the color of its mail piece. 

Answer: 

On November 1, 2006, GameFly changed the color of its mailer from 

briQht orange to white as a theft-prevention measure after being informed by the 

U.S. Postal Inspection Service that bright orange mailers were being identified by 

airline cargo handlers as GameFly mailers even when inside sealed containers. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 9, 2009) 

. USPS/GFL-S. Please describe in detail the productiori of mail pieces, 
starting with procurement of stock and all mailing/shipping supplies and 
extending to the point actual mail is inducted or entered. If changes in mail piece 

. design triggered or coincided with any change inthe.production:process, please 
explain completely before and after processes and why such changes were 
undertaken. 

Supplemental Answer: 

As GameFly does not produce its mailers in-house, but rather purchases 

them from a vendor, it cannot describe the production process of each mailer. 

The following is a description of how GameFly assembles the purchased mailers 

from GameFly's inventory in its warehouse to prepare the mailers for entry into 

the mailstream. 

Mailers are ordered every two to six weeks from the same supplier. 

GameFly maintains an eight week supply at any given time. 

When GameFly assembles its product, it places each uniVdisc in its own 

protective Tyvek sleeve and inserts into a cardboard outer sleeve for additional 

protection. The closed end of both the Tyvek sleeve and cardboard are in 

opposing directions in order to encapsulate the disc preventing the disc from 

coming loose. 

Specifically, when assembling, the operator takes orie piece of cardboard 

and one shipped mailer, and performs the following: 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
. DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 9, 2010) 

1. Unfolds mailer 

. 2, -c:P~aces discirrsideof:cardboard".:so-the -Sleev!'l openJng.isln-the fold of . 

the cardboard with the disc title facing up 

3 .. Folds the cardboard over and slides the entire item into the mailer 

opening with arrow facing down 

4. Peels off the c1ean-tac strip in the middle of the loose flap of the mailer 

and folds over aligning the loose end with the top c1ean-tac fold 

5. Peels off the top c1ean-tac adhesive strip and folds over the remaining 

flap 

.6. Stacks the sealed mailers in a pile. 

The above steps are repeated for each rental shipment. 

When the mailers are sealed, the operators stack them into a mail bin (775) and 

perform the following: 

1. Mailers in the bin must all face the same direction for the USPS 

machines 

. 2. Bins are prepared for acceptance based on local USPS presentation 

preferences 

3. Once prepared, the Bins are placed in an APC or hamper cart per local 

USPS preferences 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 9, 2010) 

4. APC or Hampers are loaded onto the GameFly truck and secured 

using e-track straps 
.. --._._ .... _. -_.- ---_.--_ .. _---- -.-+-.... ---. -_. _ .• ,_ .•. - - .... _._._ ._ .. - -4-.- ___ . " .. _. __ ._. 

5. GameFly truck delivers mail to the BMEU using assigned dock. 

APC/Hampers are rolled off of truck and placed into designated 

acceptance area for acceptance clerk to inspect 

.Attached as Appendix USPS-GFL-8 are a purchase order, invoice, and 

pricing overview for GameFly's mailers. 

- 5 -
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COMPELLED ANSWERS OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 14, 2009) 

USPS/GFL-S. Please describe in detail the production of mail pieces, 
starting with procurement of stock and all mailing/shipping supplies and 
extending to the point actual mail is inducted or entered. If changes in mail piece 

-designtriggeted or .coincided with any changeintbe production prQcess;-please . 
explain completely before and after processes and why such changes were 
undertaken. 

Answer: 

In its Supplemental Answer to USPS/GFL-B, GameFly provided a 

narrative description of the process by which GameFly procures its mailers, 

packages games into them; and prepares them for entry with the Postal Service. 

Additionally, GameFly provided a purchase order and invoice for a mailer it has 

. used. 

The only additional information GameFly possesses that is responsive to 

this request is attached as Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-9 Compelled 

Response to USPS/GFL-8. This informatiot:l consists of proposals produced for 

GameFly by a vendor of mailers. The proposals describe the design of the 

mailers. 

GameFly has never changed the design of its mailpiece in response to a 

change in its vendors' production processes. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 . 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18,2010 

USPS/GFL-9. Please describe in detail how GameFly receives delivery of 
return DVDs and how such mail pieces and DVDs are handled by GameFly to 
the point where the production process described in the response to USPS/GFL-

703 
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Answer: 

The Postal Service makes the mail available to Ga.meFly as a Firm 

Caller/Pickup. ·A GameFly employee picks up all available mail pieces a.t the 

local Firm Caller delivery point designated by the Postal Service, and transports 

the pieces by truck to the GameFly Distribution Center served by the Postal 

Service facility. At the GameFly Distribution Center, GameFly employees inspect 

the pieces visually for breakage, scan them, and either return them to the local 

inventory or cross-dock them for immediate shipment to another subscriber. All 

. handling by GameFly is manual. 



DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-10. Please describe the location and frequency with which 
GameFly picks up BRM pieces at each BRM return site. In your answer, please 
inolude days of the week and times per day, and a measure of volume per site on 

.. at least aquarterlyfreqoency. 

Answer: 

GameFly has four Distribution Centers nationwide. They are located in 

Lakewood CA, Austin TX, Tampa FL, and Pittsburgh PA. GameFly employees at 

each Distribution Center pick up its inbound Business Reply Mail ("BRM") at the 

local designated delivery point designated by the Postal Service. 

The mail pickup at each of these Postal Service facilities normally occurs 

onoe per day from Monday through Saturday. The only exceptions to the normal 

schedule occur when the Postal Service facility is closed for a scheduled holiday 

or an unforeseen circumstance. In those instances, GameFly picks up its BRM 

mail as soon afterwards as USPS operations allow. 

Appendix USPS/GFL-l 0 provides volume data. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL·11. By destinating GameFly facility, please provide the most 
recent accounting year volume by 5-digit ZIP Code of all mail pieces being 
returned from GameFlycustomers. __________ _ 

Answer: 

Please see Appendix USPS/GFL-11, column D. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL·13. By destinating GameFly facility, please provide the most 
recent accounting year volume by 5-digit ZIP Code of all mail pieces that failed to 
be received from GameFly customers. 

Answer: 

Please see Appendix USPS/GFL-11, column C. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-14. Is GameFly able to track individual DVDs to individual 
customers? If so, how well does that work quantitatively? 

Answer: 

GameFly mailers are marked with pLANET Code® barcodes, which can 

generate Confirm scan data when processed on appropriate equipment by the 

Postal Serv.ice. GameFly does not have other means of tracking individual DVD 

mailers. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-16. Separated by each 5-digit ZIP Code, please describe the 
frequency with which GameFly has taken the actions described in the response 
to USPS/GFL-15. 

Answer: GameFly has objected to this question .. Without waiving its 

objections, GameFly nevertheless statel;l that it has not compiled the requested 

information. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 9, 2009) 

USPS/GFL·16. Separated by each 5·digitZIP Code, please describe the 
frequency with which GameFly has taken the actions described in the response 
to USPS/GFL·15. 

Supplement,,1 Answer: 

GameFly does not maintain the requested information separated by 5·digit . 

. ZIP code. If it wishes, the Postal Service can tabulate by ZIP Code the 

information GameFly is providing in response to USPS/GFL·5. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009·1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-19. What are GameFly's damage rates for the mail piece it 
currently uses? What were GameFly's damage rates for each mail piece design 
it used in the past? 

Answer: 

Please see Appendix USPS/GFL·1. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL·20. By destinating GameFly facility, please provide the most 
recent accounting year volume by 5-digit ZIP Code of all damag.ed mail pieces: 

(a) Returned from GameFly customers; 

(b) Reported by customers as having arrived damaged; and 

(c) Damaged en masse due to one or more apparently extraordinary 
events that impacted many pieces. 

Answer: 

(a) Please see Appendix USPS/GFL-20, tab "20a&22," column C. 

(b) Please see Appendix USPS/GFL-20, tables marked "20b (Austin)," 

"20b (Los Angeles)," "20b (Pittsburgh)" and "20b (Tampa)." 

(c) GameFly is unaware of any such events. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18,.2010 

USPS/GFL-21. What threshold does GameFly consider to be an 
acceptable damage rate? Please provide the research that determif'led this rate. 

Answer: 

GameFly has. never determined a maximum acceptable damage rate. 

GameFly is spending over $700,000 per month in extra postage to reduce disk 

breakage. The company is willing to invest resources to reduce breakage as 

long as the additional financial and customer service benefits outweigh the 

. additional costs. While GameFly recognizes that it will never achieve zero 

breakage, it has not specified an arbitrary threshold damage rate below which 

GameFly would no longer willing to make productive investments iii reducing the 

rate further. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-22. Separated by5-digit ZIP Code of the customer, what is 
the current damage rate of customer-returned GameFly mail pieces by 
destinating facility location? Please also discuss the respective types of damage 
and your best understanding of how such damage occurred. 

Answer: 

For damage data broken down by 5-digit ZIP code, please see Appendix 

USPS/GFL-20, tab "20a&22," column D. 

GameFly has not performed a rigorous study of the current types of disk 

damage and their causes. Based on an informal sample, roughly 55-60 percent 

of damaged disks have chipped edges, referred to as edge dings; approximately 

20-25 percent are shattered or cracked; and approximately 15-20 percent suffer 

from other kinds of ciamage, including (1) belt burns, (2) dents in both the disk 

and mailer caused by impact from heavy objects, and (3) bends or creases that 

result from being run over by the wheel of a cart. The latter type of damaged 

pieces often arrive at GameFly in Postal Service body bags after having been 

retrieved from Postal Service mail processing equipment during periodic 

maintenance. 

GameFly has not performed any scientific q.nalysis of the causes of these 

. forms of damage. The following are possible causes: 

• Edge dings may result from collisions with hard edges in mail 

processing equipment. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18,2010 

• Shattering and cracks are generally believed to result from bending of 

the disks. 

• Belt burns appear to result'from friction with transport belts. 

• Dents may result from the impact of a hard object dropped on DVD 

mailers. 

• Bends and creases may result from being run over by a cart wheel. 

GameFly emphasizes that this pattern of damage involves pieces that 

were mailed at two-ounce flats rates in mailers with cardboard inserts. The rate 

of disc breakage would be higher if the DVD's were mailed at one-ounce letter 

rates, and the pattern of disk damage would likely differ as well. 

-2-
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
. ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y,INC., TO· 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-23. What are the average volumes per entry site by month for 
the last year? Please provide volume in pieces and handling units. 

Answer: 

Please see Appendix USPS/GFL-23. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-25. What is the average distance from each GameFly 
distribution center to the postal facility or facilities in which the GameFly 
distribution center 'enters its mail? What are the weight averaged decile 
distances from each.Qi.stribu.tiol!..centeUoG.ameFly cl,g;to.rners s~rved by each 
distribution center? 

Answer: GameFly has objected to this question. Nevertheless, without 

waiving its objections, GameFly states that Appendix USPS/GFL-24 identifies the 

primary warehouse for each 3-digit ZIP code and the Open and Distribute 

destination for each 5-digit ZIP code; and Appendix USPS/GFL-25 shows the 

nuinber of GFL subscribers by 5-digit ZIP code. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-2S. What is the transportation cost incurred by GameFly to 
transport its mail from each GameFly distribution center to the postal facility used 

... b.y that dlsjributionGelJter? .Wb_aU§lhetr8,.lJsQ~rtat[oo._C:QsUnc!J!I~d by _C39-.m~e,=l)' 
io transport its mail from the postal facility to each Gl3.hfeFlydistributioncenter? 

Answer: GameFly has objected to this question. Nevertheless, without 

waiving its objections, GameFly states that it has not determined the requested 

values. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18,2010 

USPS/GFL·27; Has GameFly performed any studies of or qualitatively 
evaluated expanding its number of USPS entry and destination locations? If so, 
p~ease provide !her~sults of these studies and all related analy~i~~ _ 

Answer: 

No. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY18,2010 

USPS/GFL·28. Please desc~ibe the total cost that GameFly would incur if 
it expanded its distribution network to sixty or one hundred twenty locations. In 
your answer,please itemize costs separately. 

Answer: GameFly has objected to this question. Nevertheless, without 

waiving its objections, GameFly states that it has not determined the requested 

cost values. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-29. Please produce all documents related to GameFly's 
research or analysis concerning the material used in the DVDs it distributes. 

Answer: 

GameFly buys its DVDs from commercial DVD game vendors, and does 

not engage in the manufacture of DVDs or" the materials from which DVDs are 

manufactured. For this reason, GFL has not performed any research or analyses 

of the material used in the manufacture of DVDs. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEfL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL·30. Has GameFly conducted any testing related to materials 
used In the DVDs it distributes Or that it is aware respective manufacturers' have 
undertaken? In your answerplea§e de.scribe the Je.§ts.and any results from the 
tests, including breakage rates for the materials tested. . 

Answer: 

No. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-31,. Is there an industry standard for the material used in 
DVDs? Please describe the industry standard. 

Answer: 

GameFly buys its DVDs from commercial DVD game vendors, and does 

not engage in the manufacture of DVDs or the materials from which DVDs are 

manufactured. , For this reason, GFL has not performed any analyses of the 

industry standards for such materials. GameFly understands, however, that such 

standards exist. Some are publicly available; others are proprietary. For a 

Wikipedia article on the subject, please see http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilDVD. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO . 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY18,2010 

USPS/GFL·32. Please describe the ·material that makes up your DVDs. 
Is the material uniform in composition? How, if at all, have source materials 
changed over time? 

Answer: 

GameFly buys its DVDs from commercial DVD game vendors, and does 

not engage in the manufacture of DVDs or the materials from which DVDs are 

manufactured. For this reason, GFL has not performed any analyses of the 

nature of such materials, or vyhether they have changed over time. For a general 

Wikipedia article on the subject, please seehttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DVD. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009·1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL·33. What is the average life cycle of a gaming DVD? 

Answer: 

In answering this question, GameFly assumes that the question seeks 

information on the average life cycle of video game DVDs generally. 

GameFly has not studied the average life 'cycle of video game DVDs. In 

our experience, however, GameFly is unaware of any meaningful limit on the life 

. of a DVD that is handled appropriately. GameFly retires a DVD from service only 

when it is broken beyond repair. Some of the DVDs in GameFly's rental 

inventory have been in continual service since the company began operations 

over seven years ago. 

GameFly also believes that the life expectancy of DVDs is shortened by 

subjecting return DVD mail to automated letter processing. This belief is shared 

by other firms in the DVD rental industry as well as many responsible Postal 

Service personnel who have studied the issue. See, e.g., GFL773 (the Round· 

Trip Disc Mail ("ROM") Work Group Minutes: 26 September 2005) ("Disc damage 

is now becoming the number one issue with ROM [round·trip DVD mail] mailers 

as more mail is processed onequipment."); GFL 1335 (slide from USPS 

PowerPoint Presentation titled "LSS Project Fle·Measure: Return DVD Handling 

& Damage Reduction" and dated February 24, 2009) ("Automated USPS 

handling procedures cause a perceived amount of damage to mailers' DVD 

products causing a large return volume to be processed manually at the mailers' 

request."); GFL 126 (document titled "Netflix and the Round·Trip Disk Mail (ROM) 
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MAY 18, 201Ci 

Project") ("these tests suggest that if ROM disks are processed completely within 

letter automation in both-directions, they would suffer losses due to cracking in 

excess of 5 percent per round trip."); GFL216 (reporting a disk breakage rate 6f 

4.5% within "a small· sample set of other mailers"); GFL768 ("[T]he overriding 

issue for Netflix concerned disc damage on the AFCS"); GFL 10 (internal USPS 

memorandum noting that "damaged (broken) disks during processing and/or 

delivery" were "common problems" reported by Netflix); GFL 771 ("[Blockbuster] 

expressed concern about damage to the discs in the current Blockbuster design. 

[Blockbuster] reported an overall damage rate of 3% with the newer envelope 

designs."); GFL374 (stating, in response to testing of a DVD mailer's proposed 

envelope design, that "engineering's ongoing experience with the poor 

machineability of this design indicates that the [DVD mailer's] mailer will sustain 

damage ... during processing."); GFL7293 (same); GFL7295 (same); Joint 

Statement at 1[102 (noting that Blockbuster formally asked the Postal Service to 

"immediately implement manual culling and processing of inbound mail pieces for 

Blockbuster Online" to mitigate the "persistent damage to. mailer contents and 

longer mail duration rates as judged against comparable mailings."). 

- 2 -
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18,2010 

USPS/GFL-34. Does the age of a gaming DYD or the number of times 
played have more effect on the average life cycle of a gaming DVD? What other 
factors can affect life cycles? . 

Answer: 

In answering this question, GameFly assumes that the question concerns 

video game DVDs generally. 

In GameFly's experience, neither the age of a video game DVD, nor the 

number of times it is played, appears to have a significant effect on its useful life. 

Neither the passage of time, nor appropriate DVD handling, appear to' shorten 

the remaining useful life of a DVD to any significant extent. One environmental 

factor that is recognized to have a major effect on the average life of a video 

game Dvb is the number of times it receives automated letter processing when 

mailed by a customer back to a DVD rental company. This fact has been 

recognized by other firms in the DVD rental industry as well as responsible 

Postal Service personnel who have studied the issue. See GameFly response to 

USPS/GFL-33. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL·35. Does every GameFly DVD contain branding that identifies 
GameFly ownership? Please describe the branding. 

Answer: 

The mailers, sleeves and protective cardboard each contain printed 

GameFly branding. The disks do not. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL·36. Please· provide all research and analysis conducted by 
GameFly to assess any environmental factors that may physically damage a 
DVD. Your answer should include, but not be limited to, impacts of temperature, 
lemperaturechange and speed of temperature change. 

Answer: 

One environmental factor that is recognized to have a major effect on the 

average life of a video game DVD is automated letter processing during return 

trips to a DVD rental company. See GameFly response to USPS/GFL-6 for 

GameFly research on the subject. The damage caused by this environmental 

factor has been recognized by other firms in the DVD rental industry, as well as 

responsible Postal Service personnel who have studied the subject. See 

GameFly response to USPS/GFL-33. 

GameFly has not performed any research or analyses of the effects of 

temperature, temperature change, or the speed of.temperature change on DVD 

life. Although we have customers in all parts of the United States, we are 

unaware of any evidence that the temperature variations encountered by our 

DVDs in normal use and shipping have a discernable effect on DVD life. 
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. DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18,2010 

USPS/GFL-3B. Please produce all records of all meetings between 
GameFly and postal employees. Please include the topics discussed and the 
meeting minutes prepared by GameFly employees. . 

Answer: 

GameFly has objected to this question. Nevertheless, without waiving its 

objections, GameFly provides the following information: 

• The main meetings between the Postal Service and GameFly 

concerning disk breakage are summarized in paragraphs 26-34 and 

44-47 of GameFly's Complaint and Paragraphs 113-131 of the parties' 

Joint Statement Of Undisputed And Disputed Facts (July 20, 2009). 

• Appendices USPS/GFL-38A through 38D to these answers provide' 

information about other meetings between GameFly and Postal 

Service personnel, mostly about subjects other than the matters for 

which GameFly seeks relief from the Commission. 

These lists do not cover routine interactions between GameFly and Postal 

Service employees in the ordinary course of depositing or picking up mail or 

coordinating operation arrangements in the ordinary course of business. Nor do 

these lists include all of the collaborative efforts of GameFly with postal 

inspectors and other responsible Postal Service officials to minimize the theft of 

GameFly DVDs in transit. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
. DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 9, 2009) 

USPS/GFL-38. Please produce aiL records of all meetings between 
GameFly and postal employees. Please include the topics discussed and the 
meeting minutes prepared by GameFly eiT!ployees. 

Supplemental Answer: 

Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-1-Material Responsive to USPS/GFL-

38, -46, and -49 contains records of meetings with Postal Service employees 

contained in the files of Dave Hodess, Don Judge, David Barthel, Sam Guttman, 

Mike Gimlett, and Terri Luke. These individuals are the most knowledgeable 

about the information that the Postal Service seeks and most likely to have 

responsive information. This library reference also contains the em ails of 

GameFly's consultant, Sander Glick, that are respohsive to USPS/GFL-38, 46, 

and 49. A separate library reference, GFL-LR-C2009-1-4-GameFly Emails 

Responsive to USPS/GFL-46, contains emails between these individuals (mirius 

Mr. Glick) with the Postal Service, Postal Inspectors, or Office of Inspector 

General. 

Also included in Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-1"Material 

Responsive to USPS/GFL-38, -46, and -49 are copies of presentations given to 

the Postal Service during meetings with GameFly personnel. 

GameFly continues to withhold on grounds of privilege the emails and 

meeting minutes concerning any settlement discussions between the parties. 

And GameFly also continues to withhold the written "meeting minutes" and other 

meeting "records" created by GameFly employees and agents after such 
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meetings but not disclosed to the Postal Service. These documents were 

communications among GameFly's legal counsel, economic consultant and 

senior executives in anticipation of litigation. Those communications are covered 

by attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine. A listing of these 

documents is included in the privilege log GameFly is producing today. 

- 2 -
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DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 14, 2009) 

USPS/GFL-3B. Please produce all records of all meetings between 
GameFly and postal employees. Please include the Jopics discussed. and the. 
meeting minutes prepared by GameFly-emptoyees.· 

Answer: 

Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-1-Material Responsive to USPS/GFL-

38, -46, and -49, produced on June 10, 2010, contains records of meetings with 

Postal Service employees contained in the files of Dave Hodess, Don Judge,· 

David Barthel, Sam Guttman, Mike Gimlet!, and Terri Luke. These individuals 

are the most knowledgeable about the information that the Postal Service seeks 

and most likely to have responsive information. This library reference also 

contains the emails of GameFly's consultant, Sander Glick, that are responsive 

to USPS/GFL-38, 46, and 49. A separate library reference, GFL-LR-C2009-1-4-

GameFly Emails. Responsive to USPS/GFL-46, contains emails between these 

individuals (minus Mr. Glick) with the Postal Service or Postal Inspectors. 

Also included in Library Reference GFL-LR-C20'o.9+1-Material. 

Responsive toUSPS/GFL-38, -46, and -49 are copies of presentations given to 

the Postal Service during meetings with GameFly personnel. 

GameFly has performed additional searches of its email system and found 

35 additional npn-privileged, responsive emails. . GameFly is producing these 

emails as Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-10 Compelled Response to 

USPS/GFL-38 and 46. 
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GameFly continues to withhold on grounds of settlement privilege the 

emails and meeting minutes concerning any settlement discussions between the 
- -. . 

. parties, both before and-after the filing of Gamefly's complaint. GameFlyalso 

continues to withhold the written "meeting minutes" and other meeting "records" 

created by GameFly employees and agents after such meetings but not 

disclosed to the Postal Service. These documents were communications among 

. GameFly's legal counsel, economic conSUltants and senior executives in 

anticipation of litigation. Those communications are covered by attorney-client 

privilege and the work product doctrine. A listing of these documents is inCluded 

in the updated privilege log GameFly will provide to the Postal Service. 
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(June 14, 2009) 

USPS/GFL-39. Please produce all communications with other parties 
identified in this case, including all parties who submitted any fiiing posted in the 
C2009-1dcicket.· ... ::..... . .. 

Answer: 

GameFly is producing non-privileged communications with Netflix as 

Appendix USPS-GFL-39. 

GameFly also has responsive written communications with. Blockbuster. 

GameFly does not assert any claim of privilege or confidentiality over the 

documents on its own behalf. Blockbuster's counsel, however, is in trial today 

and has not had an opportunity to review the documents for release. 

Accordingly, GameFly is filing the documents in camera pursuant to Presiding 

Officer's Ruling No. C2009-1/23 at 15. 

All other communications responsive to this request are protected by. the. 

settlement privilege or attorney work product privilege and are included on the 

privilege log GameFly is producing. 
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MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-40. At any time did you consider preparing your mail pieces in 
the same manner that Netflix prepares its mail pieces? Please describe each 
factor that contributed to your. decision related to preparing your mail pieces in 
the same manriei'asNetflix.· . 

Answer: 

As stated previously, GameFly would rather use letter mailers and pay 

one-ounce letter rates, as Netflix does, than continue to incur the added postage 

ahd other costs of two-ounce flats. However, all tests of letter sized mailers 

resulted in unacceptably high disc breakage rates. Without the elaborate manual 

processing and other special treatment that the Postal Service offers Netflix at 

one-ounce letter rates, the use of letter-rated DVD mailers is not a viable option 

for GameFly. 
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ANsWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010, 

USPS/GFL·41. Please produce all communications related to GameFly's 
consideration' conceming whether or not it should prepare its mail pieces in the 
same manner as Netflix. 

, Answer: 

GameFly has no responsive documents other than GameFly'sresponse to 

USPS/GFL-1, USPS/GFL-4 and USPS/GFL-6, GameFly's pleadings in this case, 

and the documents produced by the Postal Service on this subject in discovery. 

Any other written or electronic communications relating to this issue were created 

long enough ago to have been deleted in the ordinary course of business 

pursuant to GameFly's document retention policies. 
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. DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-42. Currently, at how many plants does GameFly pick up its 

Answer: 

Four: Los Angeles CA, Pittsburgh PA, Tampa FL, and Austin TX. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS. 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-43. Please produce all documents and communications 
related to GameFly's decision to use a flat-shaped mail piece. 

Answer: 

GameFly has retained no responsive documents other than GameFly's 

response to USPS/GFL-1, USPS/GFL-4 and USPS/GFL-6, GameFly's pleadings 

in this case, and the documents produced by the Postal Service in discovery in 

this case concerning the damage suffered by DVDs in automated letter 

processing. Any other written or electronic communications created by GameFly 

on this issue would have been created long enough ago to have been deleted in 

the ordinary course of business pursuantJo GameFly's document retention 

policies. 
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ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-44. Please produce all documents and communications 
related to GameFly's research,- analysis or other consideration of price and cost 
differences between flat-shaped mail and letter-shaped mail for its round-trip 
DVDs. 

Answer: 

GameFly has retained no responsive documents other than GameFly's 

response to USPS/GFL-1, USPS/GFL-4 and USPS/GFL-6, GameFly's pleadings 

in this case, the documents produced by the Postal Service in discovery in this 

case concerning the damage suffered by DVDs in automated letter processing, 

and the applicable rate schedules published in the Domestic Mail Manual. Any 

other written or electronic communications created by GameFly on this issue 

would have been created long enough ago to have been deleted in the ordinary 

course of business pursuant to GameFly's document retention policies .. 
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MAY 18, 2010 

USPS/GFL-4S. Please produce all documents and communications 
related to GameFly's research, analysis or other consideration of breakage 
differences between flat-shaped mail and letter-shaped mail. 

Answer: 

GameFly has retained no responsive documents other than Appendices 

USPS/GFL-1 and USPS/GFL-6, GameFly's pleadings in this case, and the 

documents produced by the Postal Service in discovery in this case concerning 

the damage suffered by DVDs in automated letter. processing. Any other written 

or electronic communications created by GameFly on this issue would have been 

created long enough ago to have been deleted pursuant to GameFly's document 

retention pOlicies in the ordinary course of business. 
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USPS/GFL-46. Please produce all records of all emails between 
GameFly and postal employees. 

Supplemental Answer: 

Please see supplemental answer to USPS/GFL-38 and library reference 

GFL-LR-C2009-1-4-GameFly Emails Responsive to USPS/GFL-4S. 
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DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS· 

(June 14, 2009) 

USPS/GFL-46. Please produce all records of all emails between 
GameFly and postal employees. 

Answer: 

Please see supplemental answer to USPS/GFL-38. Pursuant to the 

Presiding Officer's ruling, GameFly has not produced any further emails on which 

the Postal Service was an addressee. 

GameFly has searched its files for records of em ails between GameFly 

and postal employees that have not been produced or are not being produced in 

response to USPS/GFL-38. GameFly has located four non-privileged emails 

forwarding emails between GameFly and the Postal Service, and it is producing 

these em ails in Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-HO Compelled Response to 

USPS/GFL-38 and 46. The only other responsive documents are internal 

communications between GameFly's legal counsel, economic consultants and 

senior management commenting on or reacting to emails between GameFly and 

the Postal Service. All such internal documents are covered by attorney~client 

privilege or work-product protection. We have ·identified those documents in the 

privilege log filed separately today. 
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ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 25,2010 

USPS/GFL·47. Please refer to your answer to USPS/GFL-1, which asked 
for a complete list of each mail piece design used by GameFly. 

-- a.Atany time did GameFly-consider-mailingits- DVDs- as one-ounce flats? 

b. Please describe the factors related to any consideration of mailing 
GameFly DVDs as one-ounce flats. 

Answer: 

a. Yes. In fact, the vast majority of mailer types S, 4 and 5 in 

Appendix USPS-GFL-1 were sent as one-ounce flats. Because the breakage 

_ rates were too high, GameFly switched to a mailer with a protective cardboard 

insert (mailer type 6). 

b. Pro: lower postage costs. Con: increased disc breakage and a 

resulting degradation of customer service. On balance, GameFly concluded that 

these disadvantages outweighed the potential savings in postage costs. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 25, 2010 

USPS/GFL-48. Please provide a complete history, including dates, of the 
classification and rates used for mailings of each mail piece design listed in your 
answer to USPS/GFL-1. 

a. Did GameFly mail any DVDs as First-Class Mail single ounce letters? 

b. If so, please provide GameFly's breakage rate when it mailed DVDs as 
First-Class Mail single ounce letters . 

. c. How does this breakage rate compare to GameFly's breakage rate 
when mailing DVDs as two-ounce flats? 

Answer: 

a. No. GameFly has always sent and received its DVD mailers as 

single-piece First-Class flats. Of the mailer designs listed in Appendix USPS

GFL-1 to GameFly'sanswer to USPS/GFL-1, the vast majority of designs 3, 4 

and 5 were mailed as one-ounce flats. Because breakage rates were too high, 

GameFly switched to a mailer design with a cardboard insert (type 6), mailed as 

a two-ounce flat. 

b. N/A 

c. N/A 
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ANSWER OF GAMEFLY, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 25, 2010 

USPS/GFL-49. Please provide a listing of all meetings and 
communications with Postal Service employees in which mail piece design, 
performance, including breakage and theft results, and rates and classification of 
GameFly mailings of DVDs were discussed. Please include dates and locations 
of each meeting, a list of GameFly employees attending, and a list of Postal 
Service employees attending. 

a. For each meeting and communication please provide a description of 
the discussion, including recommendations made by the Postal Service, and 
each response by GameFly. 

b. For each meeting and communication, please provideadescciption,of 
any physical tests conducted on GameFly actual mail pieces or any prototype 

. mail pieces that were considered. ' 

c. For each' meeting and communication, please produce all documents 
and written communications, whether directed to the Postal Service or not, 
related to the meetings and communications referred to in your answer. 

d. For each response by GameFly to suggestions made by the Postal 
Service described above, please discuss the reasons why GameFly responded 
as it did, including any analysis employed to formulate the response. 

Answer: 

(a)-(d). , GameFly has objected to these questions, Without waiving its 

objections, however, GameFly states that certain responsive information appears 

in GameFly's answers to USPS discovery requests USPS/GFL-6 and 38; 

GameFly Complaint ~~ 26-34, 44-47; and Joint Statement of Undisputed and 

Disputed Facts (July 20, 2009) ~~ 113-131. 

GameFly further states that it partiCipated in severaL meetings with Postal 

Service employees where they brainstormed about possible operational or 

design solutions to the disc breakage problem. Although GameFly's mailpieces 

were mailed at First-Class Mail flats prices, were flat-shaped, and included the 
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markings "FIRST-CLASS MAIL FLAT" and "PROCESS ON AFSM 100," Postal 

.SelVice employeessuggestedthaLGameFly could reduce the percentage of 

. inbound pieces that received automated letter processing by further increasing 

mail piece height, width, and thickness. 

One suggestion that the Postal SelVice has highlighted in this 

proceeding-to use mailers at least 8.5" tall-proved to be unwOrkable because 

GameFly's envelope manufacturer could not fabricate envelopes taller than· 

8 3/8" in height at that time. In response to the Postal SelVice's suggestion, 

however, GameFlydid test mailers larger than the designs previously used by 

GameFly. All of larger mailers produced a total mailpiece weight above one 

ounce. See Appendix USPS-GFL-6; compare Joint Statement of Undisputed 

And Disputed Facts (July 20, 2009) at ~ 52 (''The Postal SelVice acknowledges 

that an 8.5" tall mailpiece with sufficient stiffness not to fold over may well exceed 

one ounce."). GameFly's tests indicated that including a protective cardboard 

insert was more effective in minimizing disc breakage than increasing the. height. 

of the mailpiece. The mailer design .that produced the least breakage was type 9 

in Appendix USPS-GFL-6. GameFly began using that mailer design as a result, 

and still uses it today. 

- 2-
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
, DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 9, 2009) 

USPS/GFL-49. Please provide a listing of all meetings, and 
communications with Postal Service employees in which mail piece design, 
performance, including breakage and tneft-results, and-r-ates-ano- elassification of 
GameFly mailings of DVDs were discussed. Please include dates and locations 
of each meeting, a Jist of GameFly employees attending, and a list of Postal 
Service employees attending. 

a. For each meeting and communication please provide a description 
of the discussion, including recommendations made by the' Postal Service, and 
each response by GameFly. 

b. For each meeting and commul)ication, please provide a description 
of any physical tests conducted on GameFly actual mail pieces or any prototype 
mail pieces that were considered. 

c. For each' meeting and communication, please produce all 
documents and written communications, whether directed to the Postal Service 
or not, related to the meetings and communications referred to in your answer. 

d. For each response by GameFly to suggestions made by the Postal 
Service described above, please discuss the reasons why GameFly responded 
as it did, including any analysis employed to formulate the response. 

Supplemental Answer: 

Please see supplemental answer to USPS/GFL-38. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 25,2010 

USPS/GFL·50. Please provide a complete history of the physical design 
and composition of DVDs (as distinguished from mail piece design) containing 
games or other materials sent to GameFly subscribers and customers . 

.. _------- --- --,- -- - - - --- _ .. _. . .. - ... " - ._--_.- -_... . _. . . 
-_ .. _. -.---.. --.. -~---------.-'----:_-- -~-~7 _--;'.:--: .. --

-
a. For each DVD design, please provide the physical dimensions, 

including thickness. . 

b. For each DVD design, please provide a complete description of the 
materials used in producing the DVD. 

c. For each DVD design, please compare and contrast the dimensions 
and the materials used. to create the DVD with the dimensions and materials 
used in video DVDs sent by Netflix, Blockbuster, or" any otlier mailers" who" .- -, 
distribute video DVDs through the mail. If you lack information about any 
particular mailer's practices, please answer with regard to GameFly's general 
knowledge of the DVD industry .. 

d.. For each DVD design, please compare and contrast the dimensions 
and the materials used to create the DVD with the dimensions and materials 
used in DVDs containing other data sent by Netflix, Blockbuster, or any other 
mailers who distribute such DVDs through the mail. If you lack information about 
any particular mailer's practices, please answer with regard to GameFly's 
general knowledge of the DVD industry. 

e. With regard to your answer to the previous question,how do the 
thickness, density,flexibility and manufacturing ·of the DVDs mailed by GameFly 
compare to DVDs used for new or alternative DVD formats, such as Blu-Ray? 

Answer: GameFly has objected to this question. 'Withouf'waiving its 

objections, however, GameFly provides the following answers: 

a. GameFly has not performed a scientific engineering study of DVD 

dimensions. The company's understanding, however, is that the standard 

dimensions of DVDs used for both games and movies are a diameter of 120mm 

and a height of 1.2 mm. 
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b. GameFly personnel are not experts on this subject. The company 

understands,-however, that all standard DVDs,-for both -games and moves, are _ 

made from two wafers of clear polycarbonate plastic bonded together with a very 

. thin information-carrying layer or layers in between. 

c. GameFly understands that movie and game DVDs (other than mini-

DVDs, which are not at issue in this case) have the same dimensions and are 

constructed of the same kind of polycarbonate plastic. 

d, See response to part c. 

e. GameFly has not studied this issue. The company understands, 

however, that standard and Blu-Ray DVDs have the same physical dimensions 

as standard DVDs and CDs, and are constructed from the same kind of 

polycarbonate plastic. The design differences between standard and Blu-Ray 

DVDs involve the re'solution of the information-carrying layer(s) that are 

sandwiched between the two polycarbonate wafers that are .bonded together to 

form the disk, and the wavelength of the light source used to read the information' 

carried in the disks. 

- 2 -
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DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 14, 2009) 

USPS/GFL-50. Please provide a complete history of the physical design 
____ .. _____ aod_c.o[1Jp-ositionofPVDs (as._djs1!119!JishE,'lc:l froQ}_mallpi§.ce cjesign) containing 

games or other materials sent to GameFly subscribers and customers. . --- - - --

a .. For each DVD design, please provide the physical dimensions, 
. including thickness. 

b: For each DVD design, please provide a complete description of the 
materials used in producing the DVD. . 

Answer: 

GameFly does not have any information responsive to this request. To 

the best of GameFly's knowledge, the physical design and composition of DVDs 

used for video games have adhered consistently to the specifications identified in 

. GameFly's May 25 initial response to· this question. Last week, GameFly 

measured the dimensions of several of the gaine DVDs in its rental inventory and 

determined that they conformed to this industry standard. The results of this 

-informal study are attached as Appendix USPS-GFL-50. 
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USPS/GFL-51. Has GameFly conducted tests to determine mailability or 
machinability, including susceptibility to breakage and frequency of breakage on 
its own mail. pieces? For each mail piece design listed in your answer to 
USPS/GFL~1, please desCribe any tests c:cinaCiCteiCincltiding oates,and the 
results of each test, including any quantitative analysis performed. Please 
produce all documents and communications related to any tests discussed in this 
answer, including any communications with the Postal Service. 

Answer: GameFly has objected to this question. Without waiving its 

objections, however, GameFly ·states that certain responsive information appears 

in GameFly's answer to USPS/GFL-S. 

. . 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 9, 2009) 

USPS/GFL-S1. Has GameFly conducted tests to determine mailability or 
machinability, rncludirig susceptibility to breakage and frequency of breakage on 

.. its'0wnmail pieces? For· each mail piece design listed. in your answer to -
USPS/GFL-1, please describe any tests conducte.d, including dates, ·and the 
results of each test, including any quantitative analysis performed. Please 
produce all documents and communications related to any tests discussed in this 
answer, including any communications with the Postal Service. 

Supplemental Answer: 

In addition to the responsive documents already produced, GameFly is 

producing as Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-6~GameFly Emails 

Responsive to USPS/GFL-51 a number of em ails discussing mailer design, 

breakage, and Postal Service tests of mailers. Additionally, some of the emails 

produced .in response to USPS/GFL-46 as Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-

4-GameFly Emails Responsive to USPS/GFL-46 touch on tests conducted on 

GameFIy" mailers. 

Finally, any responsive documents GameFly possesses that are covered· 

by (1) attorney-client privilege or (2) attorney work product protection are 

included in the privilege log GameFly is providing along with these responses. 
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USPS/GFL-53. For DVDs that GameFly purchases from independent 
producers, does GanieFly have permission to copy the DVDs it purchases?Has 
GameFly attempted to obtain this permission? Please describe the results of any 
aiscussions- with· DVD -manufacturers· related -to -obtaining -permission to copy
DVDs. 

Answer: 

GameFly does not copy DVDs, and has not sought permission from 

manufacturers to do so. To the best of GameFly's knowledge, game DVDs are 

manufactured by the console. manufacturers. 
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DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 25,2010 

USPS/GFL-54. Please produce all weekly or other periodical reports, 
including reports internal to GameFly and reports provided to the Postal Service, 

-.-~_.:.:: -_:- _. relatedt9...thePostal Service's processing_o.fGa,£1leFIYJI1~jL __ ._ ... _ ... _ 

Answer: 

GameFly is producing all responsive documents for the most recent 12 

months as Appendix USPS/GFL-54. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DiSCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(June 9, 2009) 

USPS/GFL·S4. Please produce all weekly or other periodic reports, 
including reports internal to GameFly and reports provided to the Postal Service, 
related to the Postal Service's processingof-GameFlymail.---- ---- ---. 

Supplemental Answer: 

GameFly has already produced the last twelve months of responsive 

reports as Appendix USPS-GFL-54. GameFly is now supplementing its answer 

to this request with all responsive reports in GameFly's possession dating back 

to 2002. The reports are included in Library Reference GFL-LR-02009-1-7-

Weekly Reports Responsive to USPS/GFL-54. 
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USPS/GFL-55. With regard to DVDs sent by GameFly through the mail to 
its subscribers or other customers, 

- - - - a. Does GameFlymbnitorthetype-a:nd·hU"ilb-erof~O'ses-by:its-subscribers 
or other customers for each of its DVDs? 

b. If yes, how does GameFly obtain information regarding the uses and 
practices of its subscribers or other customers? 

c. Does GameFly remove its DVDs from circulation after they achieve a 
certain number of uses? 

d. What is the threshold number of uses before GameFly removes its 
DVDs from circulation? 

e. Please explain how GameFly developed the threshold number of uses. 

Answer: 

a. No. 

b. N/A 

c. No. GameFly removes a DVD from circulation only when the DVD 

is sold or too badly damaged to be playable. 

d. N/A 

e. N/A 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 25,2010 

USPS/GFL-56. In paragraph 30 of the GameFly Memo, GameFly states 
"[s]ince 2002, Netflix return mailers have suffered unacceptably high rates of 
_DVDbreakagewhenever proces§ed9!lp,].JtQmfltedlet)er pr()ces§ing equipJIl9.i1.L_ 
. Alril-osfimmediately, many mail processing- sites .. :- had· begUn 'handling· the 
return mailers manually.'" Please produce all documents and communications, 
including internal documents and communications with the Postal Service, that 
support these assertions. 

Answer: 

GameFly bases the quoted statements on documents produced by the 

Postal Service in. discovery in this case. Paragraph 30 of GameFly's April 12 

memorandum provides citations to a small sample of the documents. Many ·of 

the other documents produced by the Postal Service are in the same vein, 

however. GameFly has provided the Postal Service with CDs containing Bates

numbered copies of all the documents provided by the Postal Service to 

GameFly in discovery. 
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ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

MAY 25, 2010 

USPS/GFL-58. Paragraphs 89 and 90 'of the GameFly Memo describe the 
Postal Service's development of a round-trip -DVD mail piece and mailers' 
resistance to using that mail piece. Please explain whether GameFly attempted 

~-c.~. ~j()~use. thisa-esignio{itsmail plece.]n your .answer,. please. include the reasons .- .. -
for GameFly's decision. 

Answer: GamePly has objected to this question. Without waiving its 

objections, however, GameFly provides the following answer: 

GameFly does not know whether it ever tested the referenced mailer 

design. According to the minutes of a meeting of the Postal Service's Round

Trip Disc Mail ("RDM") Work Group in September 2005, the GameFly manager 

who participated in the meeting stated _ that "Game Fly would be willing to 

participate in the experiment[al use of the mailpiecej for part of its maiL" 

GFL74294. GameFly has been unable to determine, however, whether the 

Postal Service actually went forward with the experiment before abandoning the 

RDM .initiative, or whether GameFly participated in the experiment if it occurred. 

GameFly has not found any records that answer those questions, and the 

GameFly manager identified in GFL74294 left the company in 2007. 

In light - of _ GameFly's subsequent experience with tests of the 

effectiveness of alternative mailer designs in preventing disc breakage, GameFly 

would be dubious about using the referenced mailer design unless it bypassed 

automated letter processing. 
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USPSJGFL·59. Paragraph 105 of the GameFly Memo refers to envelope 
testing conducted by GameFly and the Postal Service in 2007 and 2008. Howdid 
this testing affect GameFly's mail piece design? Please produce all documents 
andcornmlTnicati6ns relatedtGlhis·testillg: .. 

Answer: GameFly has objected to this question. Without waiving its 

objections, however, GameFly provides the following answers: 

Please. see GameFly's answer to USPSJGFL-6 for information on mailer 

tests.. The test data indicated that minimizing disk breakage required use of a 

cardboard insert and mailing the piece as a two ounce flat. 

Please also see the email thread reproduced in Appendix USPSJGFL-59. 
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USPS/GFL-63. Please produce a copy of "GameFly's document retention 
policies," referenced in your answerS to USPS/GFL-41, 43, 44, and 45 together 
with any documentation showing or recommending compliance or non-

-- __ ._0 ___ . ____ .... _-- --'compliance with-such policy. -.. . . __ .. -- _ .. -.- ... _. ---- - ---_ .. - ... 

Answer: 

Please see Appendix USPS/GFL-63. The "legal counsel" referenced in 

Mr. Hodess' March 16, 2009, email were GameFly's corporate counsel in 

California. 
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USPS/GFL-64. Your answers to USPS/GFL-41, 43, 44, and 45 state 
"[a]ny other written or electronic communications relating to this issue were 
created long enough ago to have been deleted in the ordinary course of business 

. ·pLirsu,Hiftci GameFly's·· document·-retentkm~_p0Iicies."For the deleted
communications referenced in your answers to USPS/GFL-41, 43, 44, and 45, 
please provide the information listed below. 

(a) The subject matter and content of the document or communication; 

(b) All persons involved in the destruction or removal of the document 
or communication; 

(c) The date of the destruction or removal of the document or 
communication; 

(d) The reasons for the destruction or other unavailability of the 
document or communication; 

(e) Any destruction log. associated with the document or 
Communication; 

(f) All documentation showing when the document retention policy 
commenced; and 

(g) All documents showing or exemplifying how the policy is 
administered, including reminders, training records and materials, 
and the method(s) for document destruction. 

Answer: 

(a) GameFly's. Email Retention Policy, attached as Appendix 

USPS/GFL-63, states that email can only be stored for a maximum of 15 months 

from the date the email is created. GameFly's email infrastructure is configured 

to delete automatically and permanently any message older than 15 months. As 

such, GameFly does not have subject matter or content details of any deleted 

email communications. Outside of emails and ·instant messenger logs, no formal 

document retention policy exists. 
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--- 15r--,he configuration ot-GameFly's emaiHnfrastr\;lcture to-Qelete 

automatically and permanently any messages older than 15 months was 

performed by GafT)eFly's Director of Network Operations, Lester Wong. 

(c) . All email communications older than 15 months are automatically 

deleted on a continuous basis by GameFly's email infrastructure. 

(d) The email communications were destroyed in the ordinary course 

of business pursuant to GameFly's Email Retention Policy. As indicated in the 

policy, GameFly implemented this policy "to ensure that GameFly's email 

infrastructure is properly utilized and that all employees are following a common 

set of procedures in regards to email management." The policy makes the best 

use of GameFly's limited email storage space while still ensuring that important 

documents and communications are retained. 

(e) No destruction log is created when GameFIy.semail infrastructure 

automatically deletes emails older than 15 months. 

(f) See GameFly's Answer to USPS/GFL-63. 

(g) See GameFly's Answer to USPS/GFL-63. No reminders, training 

records, or materials are distributed; the Email Retention Policy is enforced 

automatically through GameFly's email infrastructure. 

- 2-
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USPS/GFL-6S. Please provide the information listed below for each mail 
piece identified in Appendix USPS-GFL-1. 

piece weight;- ------:- "-- ---- -- ... ---- - - -----_.. • •••• <-

(b) price or rate category for outgoing and return trips; and 

(c) postage paid. 

Answer: 

Please see Appendix USPS/GFL-65: This document represents 

GameFly's best effort to recreate these data. GameFly has not kept complete 

documentation of this information for all of the mailer designs it has used. 
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USPS/GFL-66. Please explain why your answer to USPS/GFL-1, 
including Appendix USPS-GFL-1, provides no information related to mail pieces 
used from 2005 and_ earlier.JLyou.lcu::_kJtaHL data. on earlier_designs, please 
provide (1) a qualitative description 6f pieces used and (2) the strengths and 
weaknesses of the outgoing design compared to its replacement. 

Answer: GameFly lacks any quantitative data on the mailpiece design it 

used before 2005. GameFly believes the mailpiece was identical to or similar to 

the design identified as Mailer #1 in Appendix USPS-GFL-1. 
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USPS/GFL-67. In your answer to USPS/GFL-4, you state "[t]he two 
individuals who managed these changes (Steve Brown and Jeff Kawasugi) left 
GameFly in December 2007 and August 2009, respectively, and GameFly did 

:.nonetain thetwo.- employees' fHes·:on·tbes.ematte.rs."-Bid.GameFlyimpose a 
litigation hold on the files of the two employees described above? Please 
describe the litigation hold, including the effective dates and the preserved 
content, and produce all documents related to the litigation hold. If you did not 
impose a litigation hold on the files of the two employees described in your 
answer to USPS/GFL-4, please explain the reasoning for this decision. 

Answer: 

GameFly is producing files from Jeff Kawasugi as Library Reference GFL

LR-C2009-1-3-Kawasugi Files Responsive to USPS/GFL-67. GameFly did not 

produce these files earlier because they were not in Mr.. Kawasugi's offices at 

GameFly's headquarters. GameFly unexpectedly located some of his files, 

however, during a subsequent search of one of its distribution centers. 

GameFly did not impose a litigation hold on the files of either Mr. Brown or 

Mr. Kawasugi. Mr. Brown left the company in December 2007, 16 months before 

this complaint was filed. GameFly recently contacted Mr. Brown, and Mr. Brown 

stated that he left his files intact at his desk in his office at GameFly's previous 

headquarters location. These files may have been destroyed when GameFly 

moved its offices in November 2008. GameFly is searching its off-site storage in 

the remote possibility that Mr. Brown's files were moved there. GameFly will 

supplement this response if any files are found. 

As for Mr. Kawasugi's files, GameFly did not expect them to (and still does 

not believe they do) have information relevant to its complaint. As GameFly has 
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repeatgdly stated, the complaint was' filed :agarnst~'thB p.ost.3fSBrVice and turns 

on the Postal Service's actions in discriminating against GameFly. The 

information relevant to this complaint consists of the Postal Service's costs and 

the Postal Service's treatment of the mail of GameFly and other DVD rental 

companies, information that was likely to found only in the Postal Service's 

possession .. Since learning of the Postal Service's inquiries, GameFly CEO 

David Hodess has directed GameFly employees refrain from destroying any 

materials potentially relevant to the facts of this case or the Postal Service's lines 

of inquiry. 

- 2 -
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USPS/GFL-68. In your answer to USPS/GFL-4, you provide a partial 
. email thread dated 6/2/2009. Please produce the complete email thread and the 

attachments referenced in that email thread. 

Answer: 

- -_._." ---'" .. - ... -_... ---_. . 

The email in question was printed on June 2, 2009, but dates from 

December 5,2007. GameFly did not retain a paper or electronic copy other than 

what was provided in response to USPS/GFL-4. 
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USPS/GFL-69. In your answer to USPS/GFL-6, you' provide Appendix 
USPS-GFL-6, which includes a PowerPoint document titled "Mailer Peliormance 

. Update:" Please identify who prepared this document and when. 
. "_. 

Answer: 

This document was prepared in August and September 2008 under the 

supervision of David Hodess, GameFly's CEO. 
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USPS/GFL·71. Please provide the position titles for the GameFly 
personnel identified in Appendix USPS-GFL-38A. 

Answer: 

David Hodess: CEO 

Steve Brown: Vice President-Operations (former) 

Jeff Kawasugi: Vice President-Logistics (former) 

Don Judge: Director-Loss Prevention 

David Barthel: Director-USPS Operations 

Sam Guttman: Loss Prevention 
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USPS/GFL-72. In your answer to USPS/GFL-41, you state "GameFly has 
. no responsive documents other than ... and the documents produced by the 
Postal Service on this subject in discovery." Please identify the documents 
produced by the Postal Service that you assert are responsive to this discovery 
request. 

Answer: 

USPS/GFL-41 asked for communications "related to GameFly's 

consideration concerning whether or not it should prepare its mail pieces in the 

same manner as Netflix." Because the Postal Service never offered to·process 

GameFly's mail in the same manner as Netflix-or even disclosed the terms' of 

the service given to Netflix, including the custom 'manual processing of mailers 

entered at automation letter rates-GameFly had no reason to believe that 

preparing GameFly mail in the same manner as Netflix would provide any benefit 

to GameFly. Instead, GameFly chose to enter its mail as a flat to· avoid 

automation letter processing and the damage such processing causes to DVDs. 

Since the filing of GameFly's complaint, the Postal Service has confirmed 

in response to a GameFly interrogatory that the Postal Service is unwilling t6 

commit to providing GameFly the same level of service as provided to Netflix. In 

response to GFUUSPS-63, which asked whether the Postal Service would "offer 

to GameFly the same degree of manual culling and priority manual processing 

that the Postal Service currently provides to Netflix," the Postal Service declined 

to do so, stating instead that the level of manual culling received by GameFly 

DVD mailers would be left to the "discretion" of ''field officials." USPS Response 
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-- - -~:- ---- - - -ici~GFUUSPS-63. This, ofcourse,is:thevefY'-arra~emenUhat-has produced the 

-current discrimination against GameFly. 

- More recently, on May 17, 2010, counsel for the Postal Service sent a 

letter to GameFly counsel, self-styled as "no~ an offer of settlement," which 

appears to be a belated attempt to_ give public notice of the terms and conditions 

of the special treatment that the Postal Service has provided Netflix. (A copy of 

the letter is attached as Exhibit 1 to the Postal Service's June 7, 2010, Reply to 

GameFly's Answer to the Postal Service's Motion to Compel.) The letter 

indicates that the Postal Service will not offer manual processing to GameFly 

unless it agrees to make a variety of operational changes. The letter again 

disClaims any commitment to provide GameFly with Netflix-like levels of manual 

processing even if GaineFly makes the operational changes. Once again, the 

Postal Service invokes the supposedly uncontrolled "discretion of local mail 

processing operations." Letter at 1 & 2 n. 1. 

Consequently, the documents produced in discovery by the Postal Service 

to which GameFly referred in its response to USPS/GFL-41 were those indicating 

that automation letter processing causes disc damage and that DVD mailers 

typically try to avoid such processing to protect their discs. These documents 

include: GFL 29 ("CD/DVD CFR Draft" stating that '''[o]n the DBCS and AFCS, 

the letters are bent through sharp angles at high speeds in diverter gates which 

can damage CD/DVDs"); GFL 30 (culling return mailers rather than running them 

- 2 -
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"on abitGlllation letterprocessing equipm~nt;'PIev~~!~c,ll!g!l~f!~~~.~ __ ~VD cracking ., 

that would occur as disks are repetitively bent through gates on our equipment"); 

GFL 58 ("In their return configuration, most of the current envelope designs do 

not process effectively on letter-sorting equipment."); GFL 211 ("Anecdotal 

information attributed DVD damage to the cancellation process on the Advanced 

Facer Canceler System (AFCS)"); GFL 272 ('We are concerned that the non-

machinable standard may not be sufficient to avoid significant jams, damage, 

and lost productivity in some operations .... [T]here are field reports that letters 

containing CDs in collection mail (e.g. DVD movies being returned, home movies 

on CDs) are a major and rapidly growing problem on the AFCS."); GFL 317 

, (request from Blockbuster for manual processing of its return mailers as avoiding 

automated processes "may result in ... reduced damage to our product"); 

GFL773 (the Round-Trip Disc Mail (RDM) Work Group Minutes: 26 September 

2005) ("Disc damage is now becoming the number one issue with RDM [round

trip DVD mail] mailers as more mail is processed on equipment."); GFL1335" ' 

(slide from U.SPS PowerPoint Presentation titled "LSS Project Re-Measure: 

Return DVD Handling & Damage Reduction" and dated February 24, 2009) 

("Automated USPS handling procedures cause a perceived amount of damage to' 

mailers' DVD products causing a large return volume to be processed manually 

at the mailers' request."); GFL 126 (document titled "Netflix and the Round-Trip 

Disk Mail (RDM) Project") ('these tests suggest that if RDM disks are processed 

completely within letter automation in both directions, they would suffer losses 

- 3 -
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due to crackhlg inextess'of5percenlperroundirip:"y;-GFL216-(reporting a ,disk 

breakage rate of 4.5% within "a small sample set of other mailers"); GFL768' 

("[T]he overriding issue for Netflix concerned disc damage on the AFCS"); 

GFL1 0 (internal USPS memorandum noting that "darn aged (broken) disks during 

processing and/or delivery" were "common problems" reported by Netflix); GFL 

771 ("[Blockbuster] expressed concern about damage to the discs in the current 

Blockbuster design. [Blockbuster] reported an overall damage rate of 3% with 

the newer envelope designs."); GFL374 (stating, in response to testing of a DVD 

mailer's proposed envelope design, that "engineering's ongoing experience with 

the poor machineability of this design indicates that the [DVD mailer's] mailer will 

sustain damage ... during processing."); GFL7293 (same); GFL7295 (same); 

Joint Statement at ~ 102 (noting that Blockbuster formally asked the Postal ' 

Service to "immediately implement manual culling and processing of inbound 

mail pieces for Blockbuster Online" to mitigate the "persistent damage to mailer 

contents and longer mail duration rates as judged against comparable 

mailings.'), 

This is not an exhaustive list. The documents produced by the Postal 

Service to GameFly in discovery include many other documents in the same 

vein, as the Postal Service is undoubtedly aware. 

- 4-
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USPS/GFL-73. In your answer to USPS/GFL-43, you state "Game Fly has 
no responsive documents other than ... and the documents produced by the 
Postal Service in discoveiy ... " Please identify the documents produced by the 

.. ·-·.:·:postal:Service thatyciu assert are responsive tothisdiscovery-request. 

Answer: 

In our response to USPS/GFL-43, GameFly stated that "documents 

produced by the Postal Service in discovery in this case conceming the damage 

suffered by DVDs in automated let1er processing" would shed light on GameFly's 

decision to use a flat-shaped mail piece, as this decision was made primarily to 

reduce the damage that automation let1er processing would cause to GameFly 

discs. the documents referred to include: GFL 29 ("CD/DVD CFR Draft" stating 

that '''[o]n the DBCS and AFCS, the let1ers are bent through sharp angles at high 

speeds in diverter gates which can damage CD/DVDs"); GFL 30 (culling retum 

mailers rather than running them on automation let1er processing equipment 

"prevents significant DVD cracking that would occur as disks are repetitively bent 

through gates on our equipment"); GFL 58 ("In their return configuration, most of 

the current envelope designs do not process effectively on let1er-sorting 

equipment."); GFL 211 ("Anecdotal information at1ributed DVD damage to the 

cancellation process on the Advanced Facer Canceler System (AFCS),,); GFL 

272 ('We are concerned that the non-machinable standard may not be sufficient 

to avoid significant jams, damage, and lost productivity in some operations .... 

[T]here are field reports that let1ers containing CDs in collection mail (e.g. DVD 

movies being returned, home movies on CDs) are a major and rapidly growing 

problem on the AFCS."); GFL 317 (request from Blockbuster for manual 
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----processing of its return--mailers as avoiding-automafed-processes "may result in.--" 

.. reduced damage to our product"}; GFL773 {the Round-Trip Disc Mail {RDM} 

Work Group Minutes: 26 September 2005} ("Disc damage is now becoming the 

number one issue with RDM [round-trip DVD mail] mailers as more mail is 

processed on equipment."); GFL 1335 {slide from USPS PowerPoint Presentation 

titled "LSS Project Re-Measure: Return DVD Handling & Damage Reduction" 

and -dated February 24, 2009} {"Automated USPS handling procedures cause a 

perceived amount of damage to mailers' DVD products causing a large return 

volume to be processed manually at the mailers' request."}; GFL 126 {document -

titled "Netflix and the Round-Trip Disk Mail {RDM} Project"} (''these tests suggest 

that if RDM disks are processed completely within letter automation in both 

directions, they would suffer losses due to cracking in excess of 5 pt:lrcent per 

round trip."); GFL216 {reporting a disk breakage rate of 4.5% within "a small 

sample set of other mailers"}; GFL768 {"[T]he overriding issue for Netflix 

concerned disc damage on the AFCS"}; GFL 10 (internal USPS memorandum 

noting that "damaged {broken} disks during processing and/or delivery" were 

"common problems" reported by Netflix); GFL 771 {"[Blockbuster] expressed 

concern about damage to the discs in the current Blockbuster design. 

[Blockbuster] reported an overall damage rate of 3% with the newer envelope 

designs."}; GFL374 {stating, in response to testing of a DVD mailer's proposed 

envelope design, that "engineering's ongoing experience with the poor 

machineability of this design indicates that the [DVD mailer's] mailer will sustain 

-2- -
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damage, .. during processing."); GFL7293 (same); GFL7295 (same); and Joint 
.. - - ". - ----.--. ---- :-.":.': -- .. ~ : .. ".:;;-"-' .. - .c.. . 

Statement at 11102 (noting that Blockbuster formally asked the Postal Service to 

"immediately implementmanual culling and processing of inbound mail pieces for 

Blockbuster Online" to mitigate the "persistent damage to mailer contents and 

longer mail duration rates as judged against compar~ble mailings."). 

Other documents produced by the Postal Service in discovery also 

support these statements. Perhaps the most telling document is GFL 1484-85, 

an email exchange between Netflix and USPS personnel. In this exchange, 

Netflix states that '70% of our scrap is focused on our rental return product" and 

"[c)urrently the only viable solution to scrap reduction is the culling of our returns 

prior to getting into the automation stream." Netflix also iildicates that, with 

respect to preventing damage to its discs, "the Pacific Area and Cap Metro are 

the best by far and it just so happens that the Pacific Area has issued an SOP 

that calls for complete culling." 

There are many other documents on point, including: GFL 10 (internal' 

USPS memorandum noting that "damaged (broken) disks during processing 

and/or delivery" were "common problems" reported by Netflix); GFL 22-23 ("I 

have seen many messages from processing folks all over the country all saying 

the same thing, we do not handle and process CDs very well"; "This [Netflix] CD 

is not, repeat not machineable maiL"); GFL 28 (email chain from September 2004 

indicating that USPS was "planning a telecon ... with Netflix to discuss damage 

- 3-
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to their DVD discs during auiomated-processing"and th"arNetflix was "noticing an· 

increase in brakeage [sic] ... after we told the Plants to work the DVD's [sic] 

through letter automation"); GFL 125-26 (document titled "Netflix and the Round

Trip Disk Mail (RDM) Project") ("these tests suggest that if RDM disks are 

processed completely within letter automation in both directions, they would 

suffer losses due to cracking in excess of 5 percent per round trip"); GFL 189 

(handwritten notes from 11/1/04 indicating that Netflix was not interested in a 

.Negotiated SelVice Agreement "because they don't want it on auto");· GFL 290 

(March 11, 2005 email from Netflix to Postal SelVice) (''Thanks again for meeting 

with us and your willingness to work together and reduce product damage."); 

GFL 458 ("[I]t appears the rriajority of [Netflix] mail (98%) is being captured at the 

AFCS and then manually put into EMM trays."); GFL 462 (USPS document dated· 

Dec. 18, 2003 stating that "[r]ecent reviews in the field indicate this [Netflix] 

product has migrated away from letter automation and is being processed most 

frequently on the Automated Flat Sorting Machine 100 and Small Parcel and 

Bundle Sorter); GFL 467· (page from presentation on Round Trip Disk Mail 

discussing various degrees on manual processing received by Netflix in different 

facilities); GFL 509-10 (email chain from July 2003 discussing the development 

of·a new mailpiece "in view of the ongoing problems the Postal SelVice is 

experiencing with similar mailing envelopes being used by Netflix" and noting that 

"most" of the inbound pieces "is not processed on our faster letter-sorting 

equipment but rather on the slower FSM 1000, or worse yet, manually worked"); 

- 4-
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GFL167 (Minutes from RDM Work-Groupqn_~~p.~~,_2QD!5 indicating that . . . . 

Netflex views "processing of return RDM pieces on the AFCS as the major 

source of disc breakage"); and GFL768 ("[T]he overriding issue for Netflix 

concerned disc damage on the AFCS") . 

. This is not an exhaustive list. The documents produced by the Postal 

Service to GameFly in discovery include many other documents in the same 

vein, as the Postal Service is undoubtedly aware. 

- 5-
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USPS/GFL-74. In your answer to USPS/GFL-44, you state "GameFly has 
no responsive documents other than ... and the documents produced by the 
·Postal Service in discovery ... ". PJeaseJdentify the Ppc.umefl!s_ ~r()duced by the 

. P6stal Service that you assert are responsive to this discovelY- request.· "- --. 

Answer: 

Please see GameFly's response to USPS/GFL-73. 
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USPS/GFL-75. In your anSWer to USPS/GFL-45, you state "Game Fly has 
no responsive documents other than ... and the documents produced by the 
Postal Service in discovery ... " Please identify the documents produced by the 
'~ostaf service that you assert are responsiVe to this disc(:iVery request. '. .... 

AnsWer: 

Please see GameFly's response to USPS/GFL-73. 
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USPS/GFL-76. In your answer to USPS/GFL-56, you state "Game Fly 
bases the quoted statements on documents produced by the Postal SeNice in 

c .discovery in this case." Please identifythedocument!?-I)rod~c~d by the Postal 
SeNice that you assert support the quoted statements. - .. _. . . .-

Answer: 

As GameFly stated in its response to USPS/GFL-56, GameFly cited a 

number of the documents to support its contention that Netflix mailers suffered 

high breakage rates when processed on automation equipment and that many 

mail processing sites began to manually cull Netflix mailers in Paragraph 30 of its 

Memorandum. The cited documents were GFL 4 (timeline indicating that 

between approval of Netflix mailer on June 24, 2002 and the beginning of work 

by USPS Engineering on designing a proprietary mailer in June 2003, many 

processing facilities were "reporting problems" handling Netflix mailers and were 

"handling the return mailers manually (culling from AFCS)"); GFL 8 (describing 

manual processing of Netflix mail in detail), G,FL 9 ("Although some Netflix mail 

pieces are processed on automation, many are not."); GFL 272 ("[T]here are field 

reports that letters containing CDs in collection mail (e.g. DVD movies being 

returned, home movies on CDs) are a major and rapidly growing problem on the 

AFCS."), and GFL 460 (September 12, 2002 letter to USPS managers including 

a 8eNice Talk designed to resolve some of the common processing problems 

reported by Netflix, including "Damaged (broken disks) during processing and/or 

delivery''). 
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Other documentsproduGed··by the-~stal.Service in discovery also 

support these statements. Perhaps the most telling document is GFL 1484-85, 

an email exchange between Netflix and USPS personnel. During this exchange, 

Netflix states that "70% of our scrap is focused on our rental return product" and 

"[c]urrently the only viable solution to scrap reduction is the culling of our returns 

prior to getting into the automation stream." Netflix also indicates that, with 

respect to preventing damage to its discs, '1he Pacific Area and Cap Metro are 

the best by far and it just so happens that the Pacific Area has issued an SOP 

that calls for complete culling." 

There are many other documents on point, including: GFL 10 (internal 

USPS memorandum noting that "damaged· (broken) disks du·ring processing 

and/or delivery" were "common problems" reported by Netflix); GFL 22-23 ("I 

have seen many messages from processing folks all over the country all saying 

the same thing, we do not handle and process CDs very well"; ''This [Netflix] CD 

is not, repeat not machineable mail."); GFL 28 (email chain from September 2004 

indicating that USPS was "planning a telecon ... with Netflix to discuss damage 

to their DVD discs during automated processing" and that Netflix was "noticing an 

increase in brakeage [sic] ... after we told the Plants to work the DVD's [sic] 

through letter automation"); GFL 125-26 (document titled "Netflix and the Round

Trip Disk Mail (RDM) Project") ('1hese tests suggest that if RDM disks are 

processed completely within letter automation in both directions, they would 

suffer losses due to cracking in excess of 5 percen(per round trip"); GFL 189 
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(hanCiirritten- notes from 11 i1 /04 IndTcatlng-thafNetflix was -noCInterested ilia 

Negotiated Service Agreement "because they don't want it on auto"); GFL 290 

(March 11, 2005 email from Netflix to Postal Service) (''Thanks again for meeting 

with us and your willingness to work together and reduce product damage."j; 

GFL 458 ("[I]t appears the majority of [Netflix] mail (98%) is being captured at the 

AFCS and then manually put into EMM trays."); GFL 462 (USPS document dated 

Dec. 18, 2003 stating that "[r]ecent reviews. in the field indicate this [Netflix] 

product has migrated away from letter automation and is being processed most 

frequently on the Automated Flat Sorting Machine 100 and Small Parcel and 

Bundle Sorter); GFL 467 (page from presentation on Round Trip Disk Mail 

discussing various degrees on manual processing received by Netflix in different 

facilities); GFL 509-10 (email chain from July 2003 discussing the development 

of a new mail piece "in view of the ongoing problems the Postal Service is 

experiencing with similar mailing envelopes being used by Netflix" and noting that 

"most" of the inbound pieces "is not processed on our faster letter-sorting 

equipment but rather on the slower FSM 1000, or worse yet, manually worked"); 

GFL 767 (Minutes from RDM Work-Group on Sep. 26. 2005 indicating that 

Netflex views "processing of return RDM pieces on the AFCS as the major 

source of disc breakage"); and GFL768 ("[T]he overriding issue for Netflix 

concerned disc damage on the AFCS"). 

- 3-
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USPS/GFL·77. What percentage of the GameFly DVDs entered into the 
mail stream is damaged before entering the mail stream by the actions of 

. ___ ... Go:uTlefly or customers? Please produce all documents related to damage- of 
.. :' -:Game-Fly DVDs before entering the maiL.stream or in.processiagsubsequent to_ .' _ .. 

return from customers. 

Answer: 

Before receiving this request, GameFly had no documents that would 

indicate the percentage- of DVDs that are damaged by the actions of GameFly or 

its customers before entering the mail stream. As indicated in GameFly's 

response to USPS/GFL-73, the main cause of damage of DVDs is the 

processing of reply DVD mailers on automation letter processing equipment. 

Anecdotally, GameFly employees have evaluated discs that have returned 

damaged and concluded that the' most. likely source of the majority of the 

damage was processing on Postal Service equiprnent. To test these anecdotal 

assumptions, GameFly recently evaluated discs returned damaged at GameFly's 

distribution center in Pittsburgh. The evaluation confirmed that DVD damage 

was caused primarily by Postal Service automated processing equipment. 

Appendix USPS/GFL-77A contains the data GameFly collected. Appendix 

USPS/GFL-77B contains photographs of the most common types of damage to 

GameFly discs caused by the Postal Service and GameFly customers. 
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USPS/GFl-7a. In your answer to USPS/GFL-9, y.ou state "[a] GameFly 
employee ... transports the pieces by truck to the GameFly Distribution Center 

_'"served by-thePpstaJService la,gllLty," J?!e.1isedescribe how the GameFlymail 
pieces are 'arranged for transportation on the trucks: 'In-'your answer, please 
describe any procedures undertaken by GameFly to ensure that GameFly mail 
pieces are not damaged in transit from the postal facility to the GameFly 
Distribution Center, or when in transit from a GameFly Distribution Center to a 
postal facility. 

Answer: 

All GameFlymaii is placed in and transported in USPS Mail Transport 

Equipment (MTE) including 775 Flat Tubs and APCs. The MTE is secured in the 

transport vehicle to minimize the shifting of the mail during transport. 
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USPS/GFL-79. Your answer to USPS/GFL-55(a) indicates that GameFly 
does not monitor the type and number of uses by its subscribers or other 
customers for each of its DVDs. Please identify what, if anything, GameFly 
keeps frack of regararng each Tridividua[ DVD ih its inventory, -

Answer: 

Please see Appendix USPS/GFL-79, which. contains a representative 

screenshot of the information GameFly tracks about each individual DVD' in its 

inventory. GameFly also tracks the following data on each DVD: Universal 

. Product Code (UPC); ESRB Rating; Publisher; Developer; and Release Date. 
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USPS/GFL-81. Please identify what information about customers 
GameFly routinely records or keeps specifically including any breakage or 
damage each customer reports, or any breakage or damage noted by GameFly 
when receiving a DVGl baek from cacustomer. Please·specify each· data element 
GameFly can record, and any text fields used for any purpose. For each such 
text field, please provide a representative sample of customer records so that a 
reviewer understands how each is used by GameFly. 

Answer: 

Appendix USPS/GFL-81 is a representative customer record containing 

the information requested. The customer name and address have been redacted 

to protect the customer's privacy. 
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USPS/GFL-82. Your answer to USPS/GFL-57 states, in pertinent part, 
"[t]he Postal Service presumably separates undeliverable pieces" from other 

---- -. . - returns. This_.language expressly referstQ a presumption rather than the fact the 
... - -'qliesfiori seeks. ."--~. ."" "-. -- . ----. ---- ---- .--- -

(a) In preparing the answer to USPS/GFL-57, was GameFly 
management asked by anyone, counselor on behalf of counsel, 
whether management had ever made a request of the type 
referenced in that question? 

(b) What percentage of DVD mail pieces that GameFly receives are 
UAA returns? 

(c) What, if any1hing, does GameFly do with respect to UAA pieces it 
receives? 

Answer: 

(a) Yes. 

(b) GameFly does not keep track of this information in the ordinary 

course of business.. Mike Gimlett, Senior Vice President, Merchandising & 

Logistics, recently conducted an informal survey of GameFly's facilities in 

Pennsylvania, Florida, Louisiana, and Texas and estimated that approximately 

0.3% of DVD returns received by GameFly were UAA returns over the course of 

4 weeks. 

(c) A GameFly customer service representative tries to obtain a current 

customer address for each piece returned as UAA. If the customer service 

representative cannot obtain and verify a current address for the customer, the 

account is closed. 
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USPS/GFL-83. Your answer to USPS/GFL-58 relies, for documentation, 
only upon Bates stamped documents provided by the Postal Service. In 
preparing your answer to USPS/GFL-58, was GameFly management asked 

.. ----_ whether any individual-manager had a personairecoliectionoLthe fact of testing, 
or of not testing? 

Answer: 

Yes. 

One clarification to the question: the documents were provided by the 

Postal Service, but the Bates numbering was provided by GameFly. 
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USPS/GFL-S4. Please refer to your responses to USPS/GFL-65 and SO. 
Please explain how the UAA return rate of GameFly's outbound DVD· mailings 

790 

·-has varied·overtimeand why, .. -.-... -.- -.--- .... . - .. _- -- __ .... ___ . __ _ 

Answer: 

GameFly does not have any responsive information. The UAA data 

produced in response to discovery requests USPS/GFL-65 and 80 were the 

result of a special study performed in response to those discovery requests. 

GameFly did not collect UAA data before being served with those discovery-

requests. 
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USPS/GFL-85. The response to USPS/GFL-66 claims that GameFly lacks 
any quantitative data on the mailpiece designs that it used before 2005 and 
believes the mailpiece wasidentical-to',of·similar to the design identified as· Mailer . 
#1 in Appendix USPS-GFL-1. Please explain in what ways the mailpiece design 
used before 2005 was not identical to the design identified as Mailer #1 in 
Appendix USPS-GFL-1. 

Answer: 

To the best recollection of the GameFly employees who were involved in 

mailpiece design before 2005, the mailpiece design used before 2005 was very 

similar, if not identical, to the design identified as Mailer #1. GameFly personnel 

have no recollection of any differences between the two designs. 
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USPS/GFL-88. Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL-77. 

(a) Do DVDs ever crack or become damaged while extracting them 
from factory packaging prior to enclosing them in a mail piece and 
entering them into thE'! m~iI?. . 

(b) Please provide all documents that discuss this source of damage 
or its origin. .. 

(c) Please describe fully all forms of packaging used by manufacturers 
of DVDs that GameFly distributes tei its subscribers. 

(d) Please describe fully the procedures used by GameFly to extract 
DVDs from each form of packaging prior to preparing a mail 
package to enter into the mailstream. 

Answer: 

(a) Yes. In GameFlts experience, however, disc breakage during this 

operation is extremely rare. 

(b) GameFly has no documents discussing this source of damage or its 

origin. 

(c) The majority of Games arrive at GameFly in 3D-count boxes. The 

game is cased in a plastic DVD-type case with instructions and artwork. These 

cases are cellophane wrapped for security. The 30 count cases are shipped 

individually via FedEx and UPS. For larger orders, the 30 count box is palletized 

and shipped via common carrier. 

(d) The majority of Games arrive at GameFly in 3D-count boxes. Each 

box is opened with a safety blade by hand. The individual units are then cut 

along the security seal (for Xbox 360 games) or the top of the case (for PS3 and 

Wii games) by hand. The shrink wrap is then removed by hand. The cases are 
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then opened and the games are removed from the case. They are then placed in 

tyvek sleeves that have already had the label applied. 

- 2-
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USPS/GFL·S9. Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL-77. Please 
describe completely the methodology employed in conducting the Pittsburgh 
evaluation. Include a description of the personnel employed in the evaluation, 
their qualifications, and any training given prior to the evaluation. 

Answer: 

1. Potentially broken disks were identified by the opening team and placed in a 

collection bin for the repair specialist daily. 

2. A specialist visually inspected each disk and maintained a tally of b'reaks by 

category. 

3. Questionable disks were tested by a Checkflix machine and consoles. 

4. 'The broken tally was readjusted based on outcome of the tests in ,#3 

The repair specialist is a GameFly employee with a minimum of one year 

experience. He/she is trained on the job in accordance with the damaged training 

guide. He/she is subject to quality control testing by the warehouse supervisor 

and/or manager. 

The study was a census of all broken discs received at the Pittsburgh 

during the study period; no sampling was performed. 
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USPS/GFL-91. Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL-77. 

(a) 

(b) 

In evaluating the sources of damage to GameFly's DVDs, either in 
the Pittsburgh evaluation, or any other evaluation, has GameFly 
differentiated the sources' ohlamage in the mailstream according 
to the type of machine or other operation that is thought to have 
caused the damage? 

Please provide any documents that might exist discussing this 
source of damage. 

Answer: 

(a) No. 

(b) GameFly does not believe that any responsive documents exist. It 

is possible, however, that the Postal Service might consider the caption to the 

photograph reproduced asAppendix USPS-GFL-91 as responsive. Accordingly, 

GameFly is producing the photograph. 
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USPS/GFL-92. Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL-77. Has 
GameFly ever compared the sources of damage to its own DVDs with sources of 
damage to Netflix or Blockbuster DVDs? If yes, please discuss and provide any 
documents that might exist regarding the differences in sources of damage . 

. _-- ._-------" - ....... _._----_._--"--.-----.. -_ ... _-, 

Answer: 

GameFly's management and employees have not performed such a 

comparison because they had no access to any company-specific information 

about the "sources of damage to Netflix ... DVDs" until June 28, 2010, when 

David A. Hodess became an authorized reviewing representative for GameFly 

under the protective order in this case. GameFly in-house personnel still lack 

access to any specific information about the "sources of damage to ... 

Blockbuster DVDs." 

GameFly's legal counsel and economic consultants, by contrast, have had 

'access to the documents produced by the Postal Service in discovery in this 

case. Many of the documents concern the causes of damage to Netflix and 

Blockbuster DVDs. The documents show that the processing of DVD return 

mailers on automated fetter processing equipment is a major source of damage 

to DVDs, and that bypassing automated letter processing greatly reduces DVD 

breakage rates. See, e.g., GameFly Answer to USPS discovery request 

USPS/GFL-72 at 2-4 (citing and discussing, documents produced by USPS); 

Memorandum of GameFly, Inc., Summarizing Documentary Evidence (April 12, 

2010) at 8-13, 17-26 (citing and discussing documents produced by USPS). 

The cited documents were entered into evidence on June 16, 2010, and 

constitute a substantial fraction of the documents reproduced in Tr. 4/158-652. 
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The 80,OOO-odd pages of documents produced by the Postal Service in 

discovery contain still other documents on the issue. 
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USPS/GFL-93. Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL-77. Please 
describe how GameFly detects breakage in its DVDs. For example, are the 
DVDs scanned with equipment or are they subjected only to visual inspection? 
Include in your description an identification of all equipment used and each step 
in the process o/detecting damage. 

Answer: 

Broken discs are first identified through a viSual inspection during the 

opening process. Discs that seem questionable are reevaluated using a 

Checkflix machines (see www.checkflix.com) and sometimes a console test. 
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USPS/GFL-95. Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL·77. 

(a) Does GameFly analyze (or has it ever analyzed) DVD breakage 
according to whether DVDs are broken on the outbound mail trip or 
the inbound trip? .----.----' 

(b) If so, how has GameFly determined the trip on which breakage 
occurs (e.g., customer reports, reports from GameFly employees 
inspecting returned DVDs)? Please describe fully. 

(c) Please provide any documents that might exist discussing these 
analyses. 

Answer: 

(a) Yes. See Appendix USPS-GFL-20. 

(b) Inbound breaks are reported by GameFly employees. Outbound 

breaks (unplayables) are reported by GameFly subscribers. 

(c) See Appendix USPS-GFL-20. 
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Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL-77 

(a) Has GameFly ever attributed DVD damage to processes or 
equipment used to prepare or package a DVD for mailing? 

(b) Please describe every step in the process of preparing the DVD for 
mailing. Include iri the description each piece of equipment used in 
the preparation and packaging. 

(c) Please provide any documents that might exist discussing the 
packaging of DVDs for mailing in relation to potential sources of 
damage. 

Answer: 

(a) In theory, a DVD could be damaged during the handling needed to 

prepare and package a DVD for mailing. In practice, breakage during handling, if 

it occurs at all, is extremely rare. 

(b) The steps are as follows: 

1. Each disc (in its own protective Tyvek sleeve) is scanned using a hand

held barcode scanner. 

2. Shipping and return labels are automatically generated and then manually 

placed on the mailer. 

3. The shipping label is placed on the front cover and the return label is 

placed on the inside/return portion of the mailer. 

4 .. The game in its Tyvek sleeve is manually inserted into a cardboard outer 

sleeve for additiona.l protection. 
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5. The closed ends of both the Tyvek sleeve and cardboard sleeve are 

oriented in opposing directions to encapsulate the unit/disc so that it 

cannot come loose. 

6. An employee: 

• Unfolds the mailer. 

• Places the disc inside cardboard so the sleeve opening is in the fold of 

the cardboard with the disc title facing up 

• Folds the cardboard over and slides the entire item into the mailer 

opening with arrow facing down. 

• Peels off the clean-tac strip covering the adhesive strip in the middle of 

the loose flap ot the mailer, and folds the flap over while aligning the 

loose end with the top clean-tac fold 

• Peels off the top clean-tac adhesive strip and folds over the remaining 

flap. 

• Stacks the sealed mailers in a pile. 

7. The sealed mailers are stacked in a mail bin (775): 

• Mailers in the bin must ali face the same direction for the USPS 

processing equipment. 
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• Bins are prepared for acceptance based on local USPS presentation 

preferences. 

• Once prepared, the bins are placed in an APC or hamper cart per local 

USPS preferences. 

• APC or hampers are loaded onto the GameFly truck and secured 

using e-track straps. 

• The GameFly truck delivers the containers of mail to the BMEU using a 

dock assigned by the BMEU. APC containers or hampers are rolled 

off the truck and placed into the acceptance area designated by the 

BMEU for an acceptance clerk to inspect the mailing. 

(c) We assume that this question seeks information about the damage 

. potentially caused to DVDs by the preparation and assembly of outbound 

GameFly mailings. GameFly has no such documents. (Alternatively, if the 

question seeks information about the effectiveness of alternative mailpiece 

designs in preventing DVD damage caused by the Postal Service, GameFly has 

already produced all responsive information it possesses in response to previous 

Postal Service discovery requests.) 
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USPS/GFL-97. Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL-77. 

(a) Has GameFly ever experienced damage to its DVDs during their 
evaluation or cleaning them after return by a customer? 

(b) Please describe fully how returned DVDs are evaluated, cleaned 
or repaired prior to sending them out to subsequent customers. 

(c) Please provide any documents that might exist discussing the 
cleaning or repair process in relation to potential sources of 
damage. . 

(d) Please provide any documents that might exist discussing cleaning 
or repair processes in relation to damage. 

Answer: 

(a) Yes, but GameFly has not quantified this damage due to its very 

low incidence. 

(b) GameFly cleans newly-returned DVDs with a microfiber towel and 

Azurdisc cleaning solution specially formulated for optical media. A GameFly 

employee inspects each DVD to verify that the game and sleeve match, and that 

the disc has not been rendered unplayable by scratches or· other forms of 

damage. Damaged discs are sent to the Damage and Repair specialist for 

further evaluation. The specialist send discs with minor scratches to an in-house 

buffing operation. Internal repair is done using JFJ buffing machines that use a 

foam buffing pad and buffing compound. Discs with deep scratches are sent to 

an external repair service. See also Appendix USPS/GFL-97, a training guide 

provided to GameFly employees responsible for cleaning and repairing discs. 
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(c) and (d) See Library Reference GFL-LR-C2009-1-5, Document 

Number 0.7.10.848572. 
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USPS/GFL-98. Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL-77. 

(a) Is GameFly aware that the processes used for manufacturing 
DVDs, and qualities of the polycarbonate used, can affect the 
susceptibility of DVDs to cracking or otherwise breaking? (For 
example, numbers of layers of paint and degree of curing in the 
manufacturing process). 

(b) Please describe fully the extent of GameFly's knowledge 
concerning the linkages between DVD manufacturing and 
subsequent breakage during handling and play. 

(c) Please describe fully the extent of GameFly's knowledge 
concerning the linkages among type(s) and/or mix(es) of 
polycarbonate in DVD manufacturing and subsequent breakage 
during handling and play. 

(d) Please provide any documents that might exist discussing the. 
relationship between DVD manufacturing and breakage. 

Answer: 

(a) No. 

(b) GameFly has no such knowledge, nor does it have any control over 

the manufacturing process. 

(c) GameFly has no such knowledge, nor does it have any control over 

the manufacturing process .. 

(d) GameFly has no such documents. 
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USPS/GFL-99. Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL-80. Please 
explain what considerations led to GameFly's decision to mail its DVDs at single 
piece rates. 

Answer: 

The presort discounts were too small to justify the purchase of sorting 

equipment. 
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USPS/GFL-100. Please refer to your response to USPS/GFL-8, including 
your Supplemental Answer. Has the process described changed over time? 
Please describe in detail the process by which GameFly historically has 
assembled its mailers once procured and. all mailing/shipping supplies to the 
point actuaLmaii is inducted or entered. If changes in mail Ri~ce design triggered 
or coincided with any change in the production process, please" explaIn 
completely the before and after processes and why such changes were 
undertaken. 

Answer: 

The clean-tac strip (a self-sealing dry adhesive strip covered by a peel-off 

protective strip) was added in November 2006. Before that, GameFly sealed its 

mailers by running them through a tabbing machine. GameFly adopted the use 

of c1ean-tac strips instead of tabbing because the tabbing machine could not 

provide sufficient throughput. 
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USPS/GFL~101. The invoices contained in Appendix USPS-GFLc8 show 
that a GameFly uses two different mailers of one size, a 2 color DVD mailer and 
4 color DVD mailer. Please describe how each mailer differs and how each is 
utilized. 

Answer: 

A 2 color mailer is printed in two colors, while a 4 color mailer is printed in 

four colors. There is no functional difference. 
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USPS/GFL-102. The response to USPS/GFL-51 appears to reference 
only emails which relate to tests conducted by GameFly to determine mailability 
or machinability, including susceptibility to breakage and frequency of breakage 
of GameFly's own mail pieces, and any tests conducted on mail piece designs 
listed. in your response to USPS/GFL-1.[)QcumeQts, as defined in the Second 
Discovery Request of USPS to GameFly, Inc. (USPS/GFL-47 to -62), encompass 
any written, recorded, computer-stored, computer-generated or graphic material 
however stored, produced or reproduced, construed to the full extent of the 
definition in Rule 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Please produce all 
documents and communications related to any tests responsive to USPS/GFL-
51, including any communications with the Postal Service. 

Answer: 

GameFly has objected to producing documents previously sent to or 

received from the Postal Service. GameFly has produced all of other responsive 

documents it possesses in response to previous Postal Service discovery 

requests. See Appendix USPS/GFL-4A and Appendix USPS/GFL-6. 
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USPS/GFL·103. The response to USPS/GFL·60 states that GameFly has 
searched its email files and determined that is has no communications related to 
the live mail tests performed from July 2007 through July 2008. Documents, as 
defined in the Second Discovery Request of USPS to GameFly, Inc. (USPS/GFL-
47 to -62), encompass any written, recorded, computer-stored, computer
generated or graphic material however stored, produced or reproduced, 
construed to the full extent of the definition in Rule 34 of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Please produce all documents and communications related to 
the 'live mail' tests of multiple mailer configurations performed from July 2007 to 
July 2008 referred to on page 106 of the GameFly Memo. 

Answer: 

GameFly has produced all responsive documents it possesses in 

response to previous Postal Service discovery requests. See Appendix 

USPS/GFL-4A and Appendix USPS/GFL-6. 
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From: Natalie Marin </o=gamefly/ou=first 
administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=nmarin> 

To: Terri Luke </o=gamefly/ou=first 

Cc: 
Bcc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=tluke>; Brent Freidlin 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=bfreidlin>; Chuck lacuzzo 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative . 
group/cn=recipients/cn=ciacuzzo>; Daniel Blanchard 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
grbup/c-n=recipients/cn=dblanchard>; Geoffrey LOhg 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/qn=recipients/cn=glong>; Gregory Paz </o=gamefly/ou=first 
administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=gpaz>; Jaime Gonzalez 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=jgonzalez>; Jolie Baca 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=jbaca>; Julia Verano 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=jverano>; Julie Stautzenbach 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cri=jstau\zenbach>; Justin Freeman 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=jfreeman>; Kelly King 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=kking>; Kristyn Willis
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 

. group/cn=recipients/cn=kwillis>; Marquita Biscoe 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=mbiscoe>; Mia Powell 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=mpowell>; Monique Tripplett 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=mtripplett>; Paul Knepper 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=pknepper>; Phuong Ly 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=ply>; Robert Koenig </o=gamefly/ou=first 
administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=rkoenig>; Roscio Ponce 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
grciup/cn=recipients/cn=rponce>; Sopheak Phuong 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=sphuong>; Steve Marrichi 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=smarrichi>; Violet McKeon 
</o=gamefly/ou=first administrative 
group/cn=recipients/cn=vmckeon> 

RE: New GameFly Mailer 
Wed Nov 01 200612:48:44 PST 
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Team, 

When discussing the new mailElrs with customers do not communicate in any way that the new mailer is 
an attempt to prevent loss within the USPS. The new mailer is just one of the many ways the company 
is looking to improve the service and this is what should be communicated to our customers. 

Thanks, 
Natalie 

From: Terri Luke 
Sent: Tuesday; October 31,20068:48 AM 
To: Brent Freidlin; Chuck lacuzzo; Daniel Blanchard; Geoffrey Long; Gregory Paz; Jaime Gonzalez; 
Jolie Baca; Julia Verano; Julie Stautzenbach; Justin Freeman; Kelly King; Kristyn Willis; Marquita 
Biscoe; Mia Powell; Monique Tripplett; Natalie Marin; Paul Knepper; Phuong Ly; Robert Koenig; Roscio 
Ponce; Sopheak Phuong; Steve Marric\1i; Terri Luke; Violet McKeon 
Subject: FW: New GameFly Mailer' 

This went out this morning to announce our new mailer. For a period of time (until the orange mailers 
run out), we will.be using both. 

Thanks. 

----Original Message---
From: GameFly [mailto:respond@gamefJy.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 31,20067:16 AM 
To: Terri Luke 
Subject: New GameFly Mailer 

This e-mail was sent to you from GameFly. 
To ensure delivery to your inbox (not bulk, junk, or spam folders), please add us to your address book. 

Dear Terri, 

We've changed our mailer! As of this week, you may see your games arrive in a new white envelope, 
instead of the orange envelope you've come to know and love. 

During the transition, your games may arriVe in either an orange or a white mailer. 
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If you have any questions or comments, please contact our Customer Service department at 
support@gamefly.com. 

Happy Gaming! 

GameFly Support 
E-mail: supporl@gamefly.com 
Online Help: www.gamefly.comlhelp 

GameFly - Ready to PlayTM 

If you have received this message in error, or wish to modify your GameFly mailing preferences, please 
edit your account settings. 

Please do not reply to this e-mail, as we are unable to respond from this address. If you need help or 
would like to contact us, please visit our Help/FAQ section or e-mail support@gamefly.com. 

GameFly, Inc. PO Box 5326 Culver City, CA 90231-5326 

EMAIL 10 543444GF 
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Levy, David M. 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Levy, David M. 

Monday, September 14, 2009 4:18 PM 

Timothy J. May (tmay@pattonboggs.com) 

GameFly complaint - response to Netflix motion 

Attachments: 09-09-14 GFL response to Netflix motion for access to sealed docs. pdf 

Tlm-

As filed this afternoon. 

David 

6/11/2010 
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Levy, David M, 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Levy, David M .. 

Friday, September 25,20093:12 PM 

Timothy J. May (tmay@pattonboggs.com) 

Page 1 of 1 

Cc: 'Reed, Elizabeth A - Washington, DC'; Keith E. Weidner (Keith.E.Weidner@usps.gov) 
. - -- ---_ ..... _- . --- -- •.. _----- -_. 

Subject: GameFlyoomplaint -motion to unseal documents 

Attachments: 09-09"25 GFL motion to unseal':"PUBLIC VERSION. pdt, 09-09-25 GFL motion to unseal
PROPRIETARY.pdf 

Tim-

Attached is the proprietary version of a motion filed on behalf of GameFly this afternoon to unseal a number of 
documents that the USPS produced in discovery in the complaint case. Weare also sending you by messenger 
this afternoon a set of the documents that are the subject of the motion. Many of the documents obviously involve 
Netfiix. . 

Tihe Postal Service has designated all of this stuff as proprietary. I'm sending it to you because you've signed the 
protective conditions. . 

Also attached is a public version of the motion. Could you be kind enough to forward it to Mr. Hyman? I don't 
have .an email address for him. 

Thanks, 
David 

611112010 
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Levy, David M, 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Levy, David M. 

Friday, September 25, 2009 3:32 PM 

Timothy. J. May (tmay@pattonboggs.com) 

""" Subject: GameFly complaint - ruling"issued today on Netflix's motion for access to protected 
documents" " 

Attachments: 09-09-25 POR 4 [re Netflix request for access to docs].pdf 

Tim-

Page 1 of! 

I just saw this ruling. It suggests that Mr. Hyman won't be able to see the protected materiai for a while yet 

David" 

6/11/2010 
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Levy, David M. 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [BOMelinn@PatlonBoggs.comjon behalf of May, Timothy 
[TMay@PatlonBoggs.conij 

Sent: Tuesday, September,29, 2009 3:24 PM 

To: Levy, David M. 

_ .. -Subjecf: -RE:-GameFly complaint:" motion .for.access to~protecteddocuments-

HelioMr. Levy, 

Page 1 of2 

We still await a copy of the unredacted version of your September 3, 2009 filing - Response of Gamefly, Inc to 
Opposition of the USPS to Motion to Compel. ' 

Thank you. 

Barbara O'Melinn 
for TImothy May 

From: Levy, David M, [mailto:DMLevy@Venable.oom] 
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2009 3:32 PM 
To: May, Timothy 
Subject: GameFly complaint - ruling issued today on Netflix's motion for access to protected documents 

Tim-

I just saw this ruling. It suggests that Mr. Hyman won't be able to see the protected material for a while yet. 

David' 

********************************************************************** 
U.S. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: AIry tax advice contained in'this conmnmication--
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be,used, 
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties that may be imposed un 
Code or by any other applicable tax authority; or (b) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any tax-related matter-addressed herein. We provide th 
disclosure on all.outbound e-mails to assure oompliance with new standards of 
professional practice, pursuant-to which certain tax advice must satisfy requi~ement 
form and substance. 
************************************************************************ 
************************************************************************ 
This electronic mail transmission may contain confidential or privileged information 
you believe·you.have· received this message in error, please notify the sender .by rep 
transmission and delete the message without copying or disclosing it. 
***************************************'*************~ ************.****** 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e-mail messagecontainsconfidential.privileged information intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read" copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee.lfyou have received it in error, 

6/11/2010 
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please call us·(collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
, appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you, 

This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's fum are for 
informational purposes only, No such communication is intended by 'the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 

", .. , .. transaction by electronic m~, Any such intention or agr.eement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
" otherwise specifically indicated, To leartl more:about.ourfum;p-Jease,¥isitoui::Webslte -at . .. .. -:-~ ... 

http://www.pattonboggs.com. ' 

611112010 
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Levy, David M. 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] on behalf of May, Timothy 
[TMay@PattcinBoggs.ccm] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 2:56 PM 

To: Levy, David M. 

,,-.:".:""c::~:."". A,ubwcti HE: GarileFly complaint".c. rnotLoQ\g :unse?1 qocuments "". 

Hello Mr. Levy, 

Page 1 of2 

Thank you kindly for the documents you sent to Mr. May by courier last Friday. I understand from Mr. May that 
(either at the front or back of the bundle you sent) there was a document dated 2009 • probably a couple of " 
months ago. I am unable to locate that docurnent and wonder if I might be so bold to request that if if exists you 
might kindly forward another copy to me. 

Thank you. 

Barbara O'Melinn 
Secretary to Timothy May 

From: Levy, David M. [mailto:DMLevy@Venable.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 25,20093:12 PM 
To: May, Timothy 
Cc: Reed, Elizabeth A • Washington, DC; Keith.E.Weidner@usps.gov 
Subject: GameAy complaint - motion to unseal documents 

Tim-

Attached is the proprietary version of a motion filed on behalf of GameFly this aftemoon to unseal a number of 
docurnents that the USPS produced in discovery in the complaint case. We are also sending you by messenger 
this afternoon a set of the documents that are the subject of the motion. Many of the documents obviously involve 
Netflix. 

The Postal Service has designated all of this stuff as proprietary. I'm sending it to you because you've signed the 
protective conditions. 

Also attached is a public version of the motion. Could you be kind enough to forward it to Mr. Hyman? I don't 
have an email address for him. 

Thanks, 
David 

********************************************************************** 
U.S. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: Any tax advice contained in this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, 
and cannot be used, for "the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties that may be imposed un 
Code or by any other applicable tax authority; or (b) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any tax-related matter addressed herein. We provide th 
disclosure on all outbound e-mails to assure compliance with new standards of 

6/1112010 
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professional practice, pursuant to which certain tax advice must satisfy requirement 
form and substance. 
************************************************************************ 
************~***************************************** ****************** 
This electronic mail transmission may contain confidential or privileged information 
you believe you h~ve received this message in error, please notify the sender by rep 
transmission and delete the message without copying or disclosing ,it. 
****************************************************** *****~************ 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e-mail messagecontainsconfidential.privileged information intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 

This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) co=unications from the sender's firm are for 
informational purposes only. No such co=unication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an eleCtronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please visit our website at 
http://www.pattonboggs.com. 

611112010 
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Levy, David M. 

From: 
Sent: 

To: 

O'Melinn, Barbara [BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] 

Monday, October 05, 2009 2:35 PM 

LevY, David M. 

Subject: RE: GameFly complaint - motion for access to protected d()cuments 

Hello Mr. Levy, 

Page 1 of2 

Mr. May asked me to let you know that we are still awaiting a copy of the unredacted version of your September 3 
filing. I believe the 7 day perfod for Blockbuster to answer has passed. 

Many thanks. 

Barbara 
for Timothy May 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara On Behalf Of May, Timothy 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 3:24 PM 
To: 'Levy, David M.' . 
Subject: RE: GameFIy complaint - motion for access to protected documents 

Hello Mr. Levy, 

We still await a copy of the unredacted version of your September 3, 2009 filing· Response of Gamefly, Inc to . 
Opposition of the USPS to Motion to Compel. 

Thank you. 

Barbara Q'Melinn 
for Timothy May 

From: Levy, David M. [mailto:DMLevy@Venable.com] 
. Sent: Friday, September 25, 2009 3:32 PM . 

To: May, Timothy 
Subject: GameFly complaint - ruling issued today on Netflix's motion for access to protected documents 

Tim -

I just saw this ruling. It suggests that Mr. Hyman won't be able to see the protected material for a while yet 

David 

********************************************************************** 
U.S. Treasury Cir~lar 230 Notice: Any tax advice contained in this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, . 
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (al avoiding penalties that may be imposed un 

6/1112010 
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Code or by any other applicable tax authority·; or (b) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any tax-related matter addressed herein. We provide th 
disclosure on all'outbound e-mails to assure compliance with new standards of 
professiqnal practice, pursuant to .which certain tax advice must satisfy requirement 
form and substance. . 
***********************************************~****** ****************** 

************************************************************************ 
This ele.ctropic; _m_a~J t;r.an~~~~s_i<?n may contain confidential or privileged information 
you believe you have received -this- .rne$sag·e~in error I plea-se' notify' the sender -by -rep 
transmission and delete the message without copying or disclosing it. .. . .. -
************************************************************************ 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e-mail messagecontainsconfidential.privileged information intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 

This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications from·the sender's·firm·.are for. 
informational purposes only. No such communicatioll is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic. signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to Conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more abouf our firm, please visit our website at 
http://www.pattonboggs.com. 

6/1112010 
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Levy, David M. 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

O'Melinn, Barbara [BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.comj 

Monday, October 05, 2009 2:37 PM 

Levy, David M. 

Subject: RE: GameFly complaint - motion to unseal documenis 
-- . - -

FYI. 

Many thanks. 

Barbara 
For Timothy May 

From: D'Melinn, Barbara On Behalf Of May, Timothy 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30,20092:56 PM 
To: 'Levy, David M.' 
SUbject: RE: GameFly complaint -- motion to unseal documents 

Hello Mr. Levy, 

Page 10f2 

Thank you kindly for the documents you sent to Mr. May by courier last Friday.. I understand from Mr. May that 
. (either at the front or back of the bundle you sent) there was a document dated 2009 - probably a couple of 
months ago. I am unable to locate that document and wonder if I might be so bold to request that if it exists you 
might kindly forward another copy tome. . 

Thank you. 

Barbara O'Melinn 
Secretary to Timothy May 

From: Levy, David M, [mailto:DMLevy@Venable.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 25,20093:12 PM 
To: May, Timothy 
Cc: Reed; Elizabeth A - WashingtOn, DC; Keith,E. Weidner@usps.gov 
SUbject: GameFIy complaint - motion to unseal documents 

TIm-

Attached. is the proprietary version of a motion filed on behalf of GameFly this aftemoon to unseal a number of 
documents that the USPS produced in discovery in the complaint case. We are.also sending you by messenger 
this aftemoon a set of the documents th",t are the subject of the motion. Many of the documents obviously involve 
Netflix. 

The Postal Service has designated all of this stuff as proprietary. I'm sending it to you because you've signed the 
protective cond~ions. 

Also attached is a public version of the motion. Could you be kind enough to forward it to Mr. Hyman? I don't 
have an email address for him. 

Thanks, 
David 

6/1112010 
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********************************************************************** 
U.S. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: Any tax adv~ce contained in this communication 
(including' any attachments) was not- -intended or -written ,·to -be used, 

and cannot be used, for· the purpose of (a) avoiding penali:fes -that may be impos'ed un 
Code or by any other applicable tax authority; or (b) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any tax-related matter addressed herein. We provide th 
disclosure on all outbound e-mails to assure compliance with'new standards of 
professional practice, pursuant to which certain tax advice must satisfy requirement 
form and substance. 
************************************************************************ 
*******************~********************************** ****************** 
This electronic mail tran.smissi.on may contain confidential or privileged information 
you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by rep 
transmission and delete ,the message without copying or.disclosing it. 
** * *** ***** * * * *** ****** **<i:***** **** ** *** ** * * * *** *****'I:*'9r*** *** +. ** * *** +. *,w' 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e-mail message pontains confidential, privileged infonnation intended solely for the addressee . 

. Please do not read, ccipy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 

This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's fInn are for 
informational purposes only. No such communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless . 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please visit our website at 
http://www.pattonboggs.com. 

6/1112010 
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Levy, David M. 

From: Levy, David M. 

Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 2:40 PM 

To: 'O'Melinn, Barbara' 

......... -Subject: . RE: GameFlycoinplaint - motionfoI §lcce.ssJo flrotEl<;\ed doc:uments 

Attachments: 09-09-03 GFL response to USPS opposition + attachments [PROPRIETARy).pdf 

Dear Ms. c)'Melinn -

You are right - the.last day for objecting was Friday, and no one did. Here is the protected version of our 
September 3 filing. 

David 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [mailtO:BOMelinn@Paj:tonBoggs.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 05,20092:35 PM 
To: Levy, David M •. 
Subject: RE: GameFIy complaInt - motion for access to protected documents 

Hello Mr. Levy, 

Mr. May asked me to let you know that we are still awaiting a copy of the unredacted version of your September 3 
filing. I believe the 7 day period for Blockbuster to answer has passed. 

Many thanks. 

Barbara 
for Timothy May 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara On Behalf Of May, Timothy 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 :3:24 PM 
To: 'Levy, David M.' 
Subject: RE: GameFIy complaint -- motion for access to protected documents 

Hello Mr. Levy, 

. We still await a copy of the unredacted version of your September 3,2009 filing - Resporise of Ganiefly, Inc to 
Opposition of the USPS to Motion to Compel. 

Thank you. 

Barbara O'Melirin 
for Timothy May 

From: Levy, David M. [mailto:DMLevy@Venable.com] . 

611112010 
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Sent: Friday, September 25, 2009 3:32 PM 
To: May, TImothy 

Page 2 of2 

Subject: GameFiy complaint -- ruling Issued today on Netflix's motion for access to protected documents 

TIm-

I just saw this ruling. It suggests that Mr. Hyman won't be able to see the protected material for a while yet 

David 

********************************************************************** 
u.s. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: Any tax advice contained in this communication 
(including any'attachments) was not intended or written to be used, ' 
and cannot be 'used, for the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties that may be imposed un 
Code or by any other applicable tax authority; or (b) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any tax-related matter addressed herein. We provide th 
disclosure on all outbound' e-mails to. assure compliance with new., standaz;ds ... of..... ;','-:: 
prof~ssional practice, pursuant to which certain tax advice must s~tisfy requirement 
form and substance. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'* * * '* '* * *. ok * * * * * * * * * * * '* '* * '* * * * * * * * * * '* *-* * * * '* * * '* '* * 
******************************************************~***************** 
This electronic mail transmission may contain confidential or privileged. information 
you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the "sender by rep 
transmission and delete the message without copying Or disclosing it. 
* ** * * ** ** * * ********* * ** *******. ******** * ** * * * * 1: **** **** ** **** * * ****** ."* * 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e-mail message contains confidential, privileged information intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it-unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 

This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's fum are for 
infonnational purposes only. No such communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or.an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our fum, please visit our website at 
http://www.pattonboggs.com. 
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. Levy, David M. 

From: Levy, David M. 

Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 2:45 PM 

To: 'O'Melinn, Barbara' 

Subject: RE: GameFly. complaint - motion.\o_ um;e;al documents 

There are several 2009 documents in the September 25 bundle. I don't have tinie to search through the whole 
stack now, but perhaps Mr. May has in mind the document that begins on page GFL 1334 or the one that begins . 
on page 1349. 

DML 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [mailto:BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 05,20092:37 PM 
To: Levy, David M. 
SubjeCt: RE: GameFly complaint - motion to unseal documents 

FYI. 

Many thanks. 

Barbara 
For Timothy May 

.From: O'Melinn, Barbara On Behalf Of May, Timothy 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30,20092:56 PM 
To: 'Levy, David M.' . 
Subject: RE: GameAy complaint -- motion to unseal documents 

Hello Mr. Levy, 

Thank you kindly for the documents you sent to Mr. May by courier last Friday. I understand from Mr. May that 
(either at the front or back of the bundle you sent) there was a document dated 2009 • probably a couple of 
months ago. I am unable to locate that document and wonder if I might be so bold to request that if it·exists you 
might kindly forward another copy to me. . 

Thank you. 

Barbara O'Melinn 
Secretary to Timothy May 

From: Levy, David M. [mailto:DMLevy@Venable.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 25,20093:12 PM 
To: May, Timothy 
ec: Reed, Elizabeth A· Washington, Dei Keith.E.Weidner@usps.gov 
Subject: GameFIy complaint - motion to unseal documents 

Tim-

Attached is the proprietary version of a motion filed on behalf of GameFly this afternoon to unseal a number of 
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documents that the USPS produced in discOvery in the complaint case. We are also sending you by messenger 
this aftemoon a set of the documents that are the subject of the motion. Many of the documents obviously involve 
Netflix. 

The Postal Service has designated all of this stuff as proprietary. I'm sending it to you because you've signed the 
protective conditions. 

Also attached is a public version of.the motion ... Could.you be kind enough to forward it to Mr. Hyman? I don't 
have an email addres_s for him. 

Thanks, 
David 

. ********************************************************************** 
U.s. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: Any tax advice contained in this communication 
(inoluding any attaohments) was not intended or written to be used, 
and oannot be used, for the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties that may be imposed un 
Code or by any other applioable tax -authority; or (b) promoting, marketing or 
reoommending to another party any tax-related matter addressed herein. We provide th 
disclosure on all outbound e-mails"to assure compliance ·with new standards of 
professional practice, pursuant to which certain tax advice must satisfy requirement 
form and substanoe. . -
************************************************************************ 
**********************************~******************* ******************' 
This electronic mail transmission may contain confidential or privileged information 
you believe you have reoeived this message in error,please notify the sender by rep 
transmission and delete the message without copying or dis'closing it. 
**********************************~******************* ****************** 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e-mail-messagecontainsconfidential.privileged information intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee.- If you have received it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 

This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) co=unications from the sender's firm are for 
informational purposes only. No such co=unication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an elecironic signature, or to coristitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed Un!ess 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please visit our website at 

_ http://www.pattonboggs.com. 
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Levy, David M. 

From: Levy, David M. 

Sent: Monday, October 05, 20,09 2:47 PM 

To: 'O'Melinn, Barbara' 

. Subject: RE: GameFly comRlaint - motioll!D .. unsealdocume.n,ts .... ". ___ ..... __ 

Dear Ms. Melinn -

A moment ago, I sent you by email a pdf of the protected version of our September 3 filing and attachments. Ifs 
an 8 MB file. If you didn't receive it, let me know and I'll send you a hard copy by messenger. 

David Levy' 

From: O'Melinn,. Barbara [mailto:BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] 
Sent: Monday, October OS, 2009 2:37 PM 
To: Levy, David M. 
Subject: RE: GameFly complaint - mot\On to unseal documents 

FYI. 

Many thanks. 

Barbara 
For Timothy May 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara On Behalf Of May, Timothy 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 2:56 PM 
To: 'Levy, David M.' . 
Subject: RE: GameFly complaint - motion to unseal documents 

Hello Mr. Levy, 

Thank you kindly for the documents you sent to Mr. May by courier last Friday. I understand from Mr. May that 
(either at the front or back of the bundle you sent) there was a document dated 2009 - probably a couple of 
months ago. I am unable to locate that document and wonder if I might be so bold to request that if it exists you 
might kindly forward another copy to me. 

Thankyou. 

Barbara O'Melinn 
Secretary to Timothy May 

From: Levy, David M. [mailto:DMLevy@Venable.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 25,2009 3:12 PM 
To: May, Timothy 
Cc: Reed, Elizabeth A - Washington, DC; Keith.E.Weidner@usps.gov· 
Subject: GameFly complaint -- motion to unseal documents 

Tim -
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Attached is the proprietary version of a motion filed on behalf of GameFly this afternoon to unseal a number of 
documents that the USPS produced in discovery in the complaint case. We are also sending you by messenger 
this afternoon a set- of the documents that are the subject of the motion. Many of the documents obviously involve 
Netflix. 

The Postal Service has designated all of this stuff as proprietary. I'm sending it to you because you've signed the 
protective conditions. 

Also attached is a public version of the motion. Could you be kind enough -tororwardifto Mr. Hyman?- I don't 
have an email address for him. 

Thanks, 
David 

********************************~********************* ********.******* 
u.s. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: Any tax advice contained in this co~unication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be. used, 
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties that may be imposed un 
Code or by any other applicable tax authority, or (b) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any tax-related matter addressed herein. We provide th 
disc19sure OD all outbound e-mails to assure compliance with new standards Of 
pro.fessional prac·tice, pursuant to which certain tax advice must satisfy requirement 
form and substance. 
************************************************************************ 
*~*****.******************************************'*** ***********-******" 
This electronic mail transmission may contain confidential or privileged information 
you believe YO\l have received this message in error, please notify the sender by rep 
transmission and delete the message without copying or disclosing it. 
************************************************************************ 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e-mail message contains confidential,privileged information intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addr~ssee: If you have received it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202)457"6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. A1so;-we·would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you; 

This e-mall and all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's firm are for 
informational purposes only. No such communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please visit our website at 
http://www.pattonbollgs.com. 
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Levy, David M. 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

O'Melinn, Barbara [BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] 

Monday, October OS, 2009 2:52 PM 

Levy, David M. 

·····SubJec:t:-RE~ GameFlycomplaint - motion to unseal documents 

833 

Page 1 of3 

. __ ._.-.... _-.. --- - -------- .. 

No, thank you - this is perfect. Thanks again. 

From: Levy, David M. [mailto:DMLevy@Venable.com] 
Sent: Monday, October OS, 2009 2:47 PM 
To: O'Melinn, I>arbara 
Subject: RE:GameFly complaint -- motion to unseal documents 

D~ar Ms. Melinn-

A momei'lt ago, I sent you by email a pdf of the protected version of our September 3 filing ana attachments. Ifs 
an 8 MB file. If you didn't receive it, let me know and I'll send you a hard copy by messenger. 

David Levy 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [mailto:BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] 
Sent: Monday, October OS, 2009 2:37 PM 
To: Levy, David M. . 
Subject: RE: GameFly complaint - motion to unseal documents 

FYI. 

Many thanks. 

Barbara 
For Timothy May 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara On Behalf Of May, Timothy 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 2:56 PM 
To: 'Levy, David M.' 
Subject: RE: GameFly complaint -- motion to unseal documents 

Hello Mr. Levy, 

Thank you kindly for the documents you sent to Mr. May by courier last Friday. I understand from Mr. May that 
(either at the front or back of the bundle you sent) there was a document dated 2009 - probably a couple of 
months ago. I am unable to locate that document and wonder if I might be so bold to request that if it exists you 
might kindly forward another copy to me. . . 

Thank you .. 

Barbara O'Melinn 
Secretary to Timothy May 

6/1112010 



From: Levy, David M. [mailto:DMLevy@Venable.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2009 3:12 PM 
To: May, Timothy 
ee: Reed, Elizabeth A - Washington, DC; Keith.E.Weidner@usps.gov 
Subject: GarneFly complaint - motion to unseal documents 

Tim-

Page 20f3 

Attached is the proprietary version of a motion filed on behalf of GameFly this afternoon to unseal a number- of· 
documents that the USPS produced in discovery in the complaint case. We are also sending you by messenger 
this afternoon a set of the documents that are the subject of the motion. Many of the documents obviously involve 
Netfiix. 

The Postal Service has deSignated all of this stuff as proprietary. I'm sending it to you because you've signed the 
protective conditions. 

Also atteched is a public version of the motion. Could you be kind enough· to forward it to Mr. Hyman? I don~ 
have an email address for him. 

Thanks, 
David 

********************************************************************** 
u.s. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: Any tax advice contained in this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, 
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties that may be imposed un 
Code or by any other applicable tax authority; or (b) promoting, marketing or .. 
recommending to another party any ·tax-related matter addressed herein. We provide th 
disclosure on a"ll outbound e-mails to assure compliance with new standards of 
professional practice, pursuant to which certain tax advice must satisfy requirement 
form and substance. 
************************************************************************ 
****************************************i*****************************i. 
This electronic mail ·transmission may contain confidential or privileged.. information 
you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the .~ender by rep 
transmission and delete the mess.age without copying or disclosing it. 
*****************************'************~*********** ****************** 

DISCLAIMER: 
Tbis e-mail message contains confidential, privileged information intended solely for .the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 

Tbis e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) co=unications from the sender's firm are for 
informational purposes only. No such co=unication is intended by the sep.der to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless' 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please visit our website at 
http://www.pa~onboggs.com. . 
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************************************:********************************.** 
U.S. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: Any tax advice contained in this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, 
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties that may be imposed un 
Code or by any other applicable tax authority; or (b) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any tax-related mat:ter addressed herein. We provide th 
disclosure on all outbound e-mails to' assure compliance with new standards of 
professional practice, pursuant to which certain tax advice must satisfy requirement 
form and substance. . ... __ . __ _ 

***i:"****"****** ~* +. "-ik'* '1r** +. ** **** +. * +. +. ** ** ***** * ***** ****.* +. *_****.*-**.** +. +. ~ +. ** * 
************************************************************************ 
This electronic mail transmission may contain confidential or privileged information 
you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by rep 
transmission and delete the mess~ge without copying or disclosing it. 
************************************************************************ 

DISCLAIMER: 
1bis e-mail messagecontainsconfidential.privileged infOnilation intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in·error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak With the message.sender. Aiso.:we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 

This e-mail and all other eiectronic (including voice) commUnications from the sender's firm are for 
informational purposes only. No such communication is intendedby the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the ·sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaiIned unless 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please visit ou): website at 
http://www.pattonboggs.com. 
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Levy, David M, 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

. Cc: 

Subject: 

Levy, David M. 

Wednesday, October 07, 2009 3:26 PM 

Reed, Elizabeth A • Washington, DC; 'May, Timothy' 

'Weidner, Keith E - Washington, DC' 
- - ... 

GameFly complaint - GFUUSPS-201 through 211 

.Attachments: DCl DOCS1-#36621B-vl-GFL_rogsYOl-211.DOC 

Dear Liz and Ti'Tl';" 

Page 1 of 1 

Attached are some follow-up interrogatories that GameFIy plans to file concerning a Postal Service study of the 
costs of handling Netflix DVD mailers. Because the Postel Service has designated the study as propnetary, we 
will file these questions under seal except for questions that the Postal Service and Netflix content to our filing 
publicly. Could you let me know by noon tomorrow whether you so consent for any questions? (If you can't 
respond by noon, I won't be offended, but will simply file the questions under seaL) 

Regards, 
David 

6/1112010 
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Levy, David M. 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] on behalf of May, Timothy 
[TMay@PattonBoggs.com] , 

Sent: Thursday, October 08, '2009 11 :46 AM 

To: Levy, David M. 

Subject:RE: GameFly complaint - GFUUSPS-201 through-211--· 

Hello Mr. Levy, 

Further to your email of yesterday, Mr. May has no objection to any of your questions being made public. 

Barbara O'Melinn 
for Tim May 

From: Levy, David M. [mailtq:DMLevy@Venable.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07,20093:25 PM 
To: Reed, Elizabeth A - Washington, DCi May, Timothy 

, Cc: Weidner, Keith E - Washington, DC 
Subject: GameFly complaint -- GFljU5PS-201 through 211 

Dear Liz and tim -

Attached are some follow-up interrogatories that GameFly plans to file concerning a Postal Service study of the 
costs of handling Netflix DVD mailers. Because the Postal Service has designated the study as proprietary, we 
will file these questions under seal except for questions that the Postal Service and Netflix content to our filing 
publicly. Could you let me know by noon tomorrow whether you so consent for any questions? (If you can't 
respond by noon, I wont be offended, but will simply file the questions under seaL) 

Regards, 
David 

********************************************************************** 
U.S. Treasury Circular 230 No~ice: Any tax advice contai~ed in this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be llsep, 
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (a)' avoiding penalties that may be imi'qs,ed, un 
Code or by any other applicable tax authority; or (b) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any tax-related matter addressed herein. We provide th 
disclosure on all outbound e-mails to assure comPliance with new standards of 
professional practice, pursuant to which certain tax advice must sati"sfy requirement 
form and substance. 
*********************************************************,************** 
************************************************************************ 
This electronic mail transmission may· contain" confidential ~r privileged information 
you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by rep 
transmission and delete the message without copying or disclosing it. 
************************************************************************ 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e-mail message contains confidential, privileged infonnation intended solely for the addressee. 
Ple~e do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in ertor, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message bacle to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 

6/1112010 
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This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's fIrm are for 
informational purposes only. No such communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic meanS. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
otherwise specillcally indicated. To learn more about our fIrm, please visit our website at 
http://www.pattonboggs.com. 
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Levy, David M. 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] on behalf of May, Timothy 
[TMay@PattonBoggs.com] 

Sent: Friday, October 09,20091:49 PM 
.... To: Levy, David M. . ._._ .. 

Subject: GameFly -Access to un redacted documents filed yesterday. 

Mr. Levy, 

Page 1 of 1 

Mr. May would like to have a copy of the unredacted version of your Seventh Discovery request, filed yesterday, 
(GFUUSPS 201-211): 

Is it possible you could email it to him. 

Many than ks. 

Barbara forTim May 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e-mail message contains confidential, privileged information intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee, If you have receivect it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 

This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's firm are for 
informational purposes only, No such communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please visit our website. at 
http://www.pattonboggs.com. 
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Levy. David M. 

From: Levy, David M. 

Sent: Friday, October 09, 2009 3:04 PM 

To: 'May, Timothy' 

Cc: 'O'Melinn, Barbara'.-
."- . . .. , .. 

Subject: RE: GameFly - Access to un redacted documents filed yesterday. 

Attachments: 09-10-08 GFL-USPS-201-211 [PROPRIETARy].pdf; 09-10-06 GFL-USPS-201-211 
[REDACTEDJ.pdf; 09-10-08 GFL motion to unseal.pdf; 09-10-08 GFL 3007.22 
application. DOC. pdf . . 

Tim-

Page 1 of 1 

Attached are (1) the proprietary version of the yesterday's discovery requests, (2) the public version, (3) GFL's 
application to file the prop.rietary version under seal, and (4) GFL's motion to unseal the proprietary version. 

David 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [mailto:BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com) On Behalf Of May, Timothy 
Sent: Friday, October 09, 2009 1:49 PM . 
To: Levy, David M. 
Subject: GameFly - Ar:t:S5 to unreclacted documents filed yesterday. 

Mr. Levy, 

Mr. May would like to have a copy of the un redacted version of your Seventh Discovery reques~ filed yesterday, 
(GFUUSPS 201-211). 

Is it possible you could email it to him. 

Many thanks. 

Barbara for Tim May 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e~mall message contains confidential, privileged information intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message setider. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 

This e-mall and. all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's firm are for 
informational purposes only. No such communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please visit our website at 
http://www.pattonboggs.com. 
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Levy, David M. 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] on behalf of May, Timothy 
[TMay@PattonBoggs.com] . 

. Sent: Friday, October 09, 20093:06 PM 

To: Levy, David M. 

Subject: RE: 'GameFly - Access to unredacted documents filed yesterday. 

Mr. Levy, 

Thank you very much. I appreciate it 

Barbara for Tim May 

From: Levy, David M. [mailto:DMLevy@Venable.coml 
Sent: friday, October 09, 2009 3 :04 PM 
To: May, Timothy 
Cc: O'Melinn, Barbara 
Subjec:;t: RE: GameFly - Access to unredacted documents filed yesterday. 

Tim-

Page 1 of2 

Attached are (1) the proprietary version of the yesterday's discovery requests, (2) the public version, (3) GFL's 
application to file the proprietary version under seal, and (4) GFL's motion to unseal. the proprietary version. 

David 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [mailto:BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] On Behalf Of May, Timothy 
Sent: Friday, October 09, 2009 1:49 PM 
To: Levy, David M. 
Subject: GameFly - Access to unredacted documents filed yesterday. 

Mr. Levy, 

Mr. May would like to have a copy of the unredacted version of your Seventh .Discovery reques~ filed yesterday, 
(GFUUSPS201-211). 

Is it possible you could email it to him. 

Many thanks. 

Barbara for Tim May 

DISCLAIMER: 
This e-mail messagecontainsconfidential.privileged information intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error, 
please call us (ccillect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. 
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1bis e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's flI1li are for 
informational purposes only. No such communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
1ransaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please visit our website at 
http://www.pattonboggs;com. . . 

** ** * * * '* ** * * * * * * * * * * '* * * * * '* '* * * * *_.t * '* *_* '* '* '* '* * '* +;'1" * t_* * *" * i."t-. 'J:.*:*. *: 1; * * * f: .*.t ~ t* * t.* * 
u.s. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: ~ny tax advice contained in this communication 
(including any att-achments) was not inte..'lded or written to be used, 
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties that may be imposed un 
Code or by any ather applicable tax authoritYi or (b) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any tax-related matter addressed herein. We provide th 
disclosure on all outbound e-mafls to assure compliance with new standards of 
professional practice, pursuant to which certain tax advice must satisfy requirement 
form and substance. 
**'***********-*************************************.********************** 
** ********* ****** **** * ** ** * * *** ********** *** ****"* *"* ** ** *** *'***'** ** *** ***-.. 
This electronic mail transmission may contain confidential or privileged~ iniorma·t.ion '''' 
you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by rep 
transmission and delete the message without copying or disclosing it. 
**********************************************~******* ****************** 

DISCLAIMER: . . 
This e-mail message contains confidential, privileged information intended solely for the addressee. 
Please. do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it .from your system. Thank you. 

1bis e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's firm are for 
informational purposes only. No such communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic, means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please visit our website at 
http://www:pattonboggs.com. 
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Levy, David M, 

From: Levy, David M. 

sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2009 9:14 PM 
To: . Weidner, Keith E - Washington, DC; 'Reed, Eiiz:abeth A - Washington, DC'; 'May. Timothy' 

Subject: GameFly complaint - proprietary version of motion to compel filed today 

Attachments: 09·-10-13 GFL motion to compel-PROPRIETARY.pdf 

611112010 



Levy. David M. 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Levy, David M. 

Wednesday, October 21, 20092:33 PM 

Keith E, Weidner (Keith.E.Weidner@usps.gov); Elizabeth A Reed 
(elizabeth.a,reed@usps.gov);·'11mothy J, May·(tmay@pattonboggs.com} '. 

Subject: . Proporietary version of GameFly discovery"requests212 and 213 

Attachments: 09c1 0-19 GFL-USPS-212-213-PROPRIETARY.pdf 

Ketih, Liza and Tim -

I'm not sure that I sent these to you before .. 

David 

~/lll?()l n 
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Levy, David M. 

From: Levy, David M. 

Sent: Wednesday, October 28,20093:18. PM 

To: Weidner, Keith E • Washington, DC; Timothy J. May (tmay@pattonboggs.com) 

- --SUbfect: Unredacted versions of documents filed under seaLb¥.GameFly y.E!s!~rday . 

Attachments: 09-10-27 GFL rogs 214-217 [PROPRIETARYj.doc; 09-10-27 GFL rejoinder to USPS and BB- -- - -- ---. 
opps [PROPRIETARYj.pdf 

6/11/2010 



Levy, David M. 

From: Levy, David M. 

Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 20092:54 PM 

To:'lvlay, TImothy' 

Subject: RE: Request for an unredacteaversioh of GFtlUSPS'21B·Z20.-Many thanks.--

Attachme;;"ts: 'ii9~1-1':i OGFL-USPS-21 B-220 [PROPRIETARYj:pdf 

Here it is. 

David 

From: O'Melinn, Barbara [maiito:BOMelinn@PattonBoggs.com] On Behalf Of May, TImothy 
Sent:: Tuesday, November 10, 2009 2:33 PM 
To: Levy, David M. 
Subject: Request fOr an unredacted version of GFL/USPS-21B-220. Many thanks. 

Barbara O'Melinn 
fOr Timothy J. May 

. DISCLAIMER: 

Page 1 of 1 

This e-mail meBsage contains confidential, privileged information .intended solely for the addressee. 
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error, 
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would 
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you. . 

This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's finn are for 
informational purposes only. No such communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an 
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a 
transaction by electronic means. Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless 
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our finn, please visit our website at 
http://www.pattonboggs.com. 
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Levy, David M. 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Levy, David M. 

Tuesday, November 24,20092:24 PM 

Timothy J. May (tmay@pattonboggs.com) 

Page 1 of 1 

·SUbject:-- - GameFly vs; USPS - PROPR~ETARY version off~!!ow.."'u£.. disCOcveryJelll.!est§ filecf'yeste~al'_ 

Attachments: 09-11-23 GFL-USPS-221-224 [PROPRIETARYj.pdf 

6/11/2010 
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Levy, David M. 

From: Levy, David M. 

Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2009 11 :52 PM 

To: Timothy J. May (tmay@pattonboggs.com) 

Subject: FW: Version of comments fik:db.yGamE>F.!}!un~E>i'~se~1 t?~ay 
Attachments: 09-12-09 GFL Comments on POR12-PROPRIETARY.pdf 

Tim-

Page 1 of 1 

-..... ~ .. "-_. 

Attached is the proprietary version of GarneFly's comments on POR 12. The proprietary item is a phrase on page 
11. 

Regards, 
David 

MIl /?Jll 0 
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Levy, David M .. 

From: Mecone, James M • Washington, DC [James.M.Mecone@usps.govJ 

Sent: Tuesqay, February 02, 20104:29 PM 

To: Levy, David M . 

..... -Cc:~ TMay@patton~oggs.com. 

Subject: C2009-1 

Attachments: 122(i)-d) NP.pdf 

David: 
I attached the Non-Public version ot our response to 122(i) - 0), filed with the PRC today. 

James M. Mecone 

US Postal Service Law Department 

4-;>5 L'Enfant Plaza, SW 

Washington, DC 20260-1 t37 

+ 1 202 261) 6525 

Fax + 1 2022686187 

Jarn:es.M.Mecone@usps.gov 

611112010 
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APPENDIX USPS-GFL-50 
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Title Platform Disc Diameter Inner Ring Diameter 

Bionic Commando PS3 120mm 15mm 

Tekken 6 Xbox 360 120mm 15mm 

Operation Flashpoint: Dragon Rising PS3 120mm 15mm 

Prince of Persia Xbox 360 120mm 15mm 

Mario and Sonic at the Olympic Games Wii 120mm 15rTim 
. Wii Sports Wii . 120mm --15mm 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
RESPONSES OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
USPS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

MAY 25,2010 

USPS/GFL-1. Please admit that, in meetings with Area postal officials at 
the spring 2009 Postal Forum, representatives of GameFly claimed that DVD 
games are thicker than other DVDs, in particular those used for movies. 

Answer: 

Denied. The GameFly employees who attended the National Postal 

Forum in May 2009 (identified in the meeting sign-in sheets reproduced in GFL 

appendix USPS/GFL-38D) have no recollection of making such a statement. 

Moreover, DVD thickness is not a matter within their responsibilities or expertise. 

Furthermore, GameFly understands that such a statement would have been 

incorrect because the standard thickness of both movie and game DVDs is 1.2 

mm. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
RESPONSES OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
USPS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

MAY 25,2010 

USPS/GFL-2. Please admit that, in the spring 2009 Postal Forum 
meetings GameFly arranged with postal Area managers, GameFly 
representatives stated that GameFly's two percent theft rate was approximately 
double its one percent breakage rate .. 

Answer: Denied, with a qualification. GameFly representative have no 

recollection· of offering those particular figures at the Postal Forum. The 

GameFly employees do recall discussing breakage and theft rates, however, and 

GameFly believes today that the figures stated in the question were reasonably 

accurate for the period covered. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
RESPONSES OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
USPS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

MAY 25,2010 

USPS/GFL-3. Please admit that GameFly's breakage rate when using the 
flats mail processing stream is approximately the same as the Netflix breakage 
rate as found via discovery in this docket. 

Answer: Admitted-with the qualification that GameFly must pay 

approximately $1.22 more in postage per roundtrip to achieVe "approximately 

the same" breakage rate as Netflix. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009·1 
RESPONSES OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
USPS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

June 9, 2010 

USPS/GFL-4. Please admit that GameFly did not ever enter into the mail 
stream an orange-mail piece that qualified for the one ounce letter rate. 

Answer: 

Admitted. - The Postal Service never offered to provide GameFly with the 

manual processing that make would the use of such a piece feasible. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
RESPONSES OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
USPS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

June 9, 2010 

USPS/GFL·5. Please admit that a returning piece subsequently identified 
as "lost" in Appendix USPS-GFL-11 received at least one confirm scan. 

Answer: 

Denied, given the Postal Service's clarification that "a returning piece" 

should be read as "each returning piece." A significant percentage of pieces for 

which GameFly has requested Confirm service do not receive Confirm scans. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
RESPONSES OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
USPS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

June 9, 2010 

USPS/GFL~6. Please admit that, in conversations with Area Postal 
Service representatives at the 2009 National Postal Forum, Dave Barthel claimed 
that at one time GameFly sought permission to copy the DVDs it purchases. 

Answer: 

Denied. 
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. DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
RESPONSES OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
USPS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

July1,2010 

USPS/GFL-7. Please refer to your answer to Postal Service Request for 
Admissions USPS/GFL-S. Please admit that some returning rnailpieces 
subsequently identified as "lost" in Appendix USPS-GFL-11 did incur Confirm 
scans that were reported to GameFly. 

Answer: 

Admit. Some mailpieces are stolen after receiving a Confirm scan. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
RESPONSES OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
USPS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

July 1, 2010 

USPS/GFL-8. Please refer to your answer to Postal Service Request for 
Admissions USPS/GFL-6. Please admit that GameFly has never sought 
permission to copy any game DVDs it purchases. 

Answer: 

Admit, in that GameFly has never formally sought permission to copy and 

game DVDs it purchases. It is conceivable that a GameFly employee could 

have, at some point in time, made an offhand comment to a vendor about the 

possibility of copying game DVDs. GameFly has no records of such offhand 

comments, however. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
RESPONSES OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
USPS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

July 1, 2010 

USPS/GFL·9. Please refer to your answer to Postal Service Request for 
Admissions USPS/GFL-6. Please admit that GameFly has never sought a 

. -license to manufacture copies of DVDgames. 

Answer: 

Admit. 
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DOCKET NO. C2009-1 
RESPONSES OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
USPS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

July 1,2010 

USPS/GFL-10. Please refer to your answer to Postal Service Request for 
Admissions USPS/GFL-6. Please admit that GameFly has never received 

. permission to copy any game DVDs.it.purchases .... _ . 

Answer: 

Admit. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(July 27,2010) 

USPS/GFL-4. Please produce all documents and communications related 
to any of the following matters: 

(a) GameFly's decision to use a mail piece to transport its DVDs 
through the mail; 

(b) GameFly's decision to stop using a particular mail piece or to use 
some other design; and 

(c) GameFly's decision to modify the design of its mail piece. 

Supplemental Answer: 

The two individuals who managed the mailer design changes described in 

GameFly's original response to USPS/GFL-4 (Steve Brown and Jeff Kawasugi) 

left GameFly in December 2007 and August 2009, respectively. GameFly's 

May 18 response to the interrogatory stated that "Game Fly did not retain the two 

employees' files on these matters." This statement was true in that GameFly did 

not retain the two employees' files as distinct and separate files. To the extent 

that the quoted response can read as a statement that the contents of the files 

were deliberately discarded, destroyed or not searched, however, the record 

should be clarified. 

Consistent with standard practice at GameFly, both Mr. Brown and Mr. 

Kawasugi were each directed before leaving GameFly to turn over custody of 

their files to Mike Gimlett, GameFly's Vice President-Merchandising. Mr. Brown 

turned over two cartons of files to Mr. Gimlett before leaving GameFly in 

December 2007. Mr. Gimlett did not segregate Mr. Brown's files, but simply left 
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them in the centralized file area where they were stored. Because Mr. Gimlett, 

like other senior GameFly executives, handles is management responsibilities in 

an almost entirely paperless fashion, he did not look at the files again before 

searching through them (along with his other files) in response to the Postal 

Service's discovery requests in May 2010. 

Mr. Kawasugi tumed over a much smaller volume of files to Mr. Gimlett 

before leaving GameFly in August 2009. Like Mr. Brown's files, Mr. Kawasugi's 

files were not reviewed by Mr. Gimlett before he searched through them in 

response to the Postal Service's discovery requests in May 2010. GameFly did 

not focus on the completeness of the hard copy files turned over by Mr. 

Kawasugi until the Postal Service raised the retention of Mr. Kawasugi's 

documents as an issue in this case. That prompted GameFly to launch a 

renewed search for additional files in more remote and less promising locations 

than Mr. Kawasugi's former office, department and nearby file storage area. The 

renewed search unearthed approximately one carton of additional files at 

GameFly's distribution center in Lakewood, California, about 20 miles distant 

from Mr. Kawasugi's former offices in GameFly's headquarters in Los Angeles. 

While it is possible that some files kept by Mr. Brown or Mr. Kawasugi may 

have been lost or destroyed (as indicated in GameFly's original response to 

USPS/GFL-68), GameFly has no reason to believe that this occurred. Neither 

individual was instructed to destroy any of his files, or to do anything other than 

surrender them to GameFly. Moreover, since obtaining custody of the files, Mr. 

Gimlett has not purged any documents relating to the complaint case. Indeed, as 

-2-
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note above, Mr. Gimlett never looked at the Brown and Kawasugi files from the. 

time that he gained custody of them before they were searched in response to 

the Postal Service's discovery requests. 

As soon as the Postal Service served GameFly with discovery requests, 

Mr. Gimlett searched all of the files discussed above-including all files in his 

possession, including those inherited from Messrs. Brown and Kawasugi, as well 

as the additional Kawasugi files discovered separately in the Lakewood 

distribution center-for documents responsive to the Postal Service's discovery 

requests. Although GameFly did not segregate these files in a way that would 

enable GameFly to determine which parts of its current employees' files were 

originally maintained by Mr. Brown or Mr. Kawasugi, the documents in the files 

from these two individuals were reviewed and produced if responsive. 

Finally, in the course of preparing for the July 28 hearing, GameFly has 

discovered that an email thread involving Mr. Kawasugi previously produced by 

Mr. Kawasugi represents only a portion of the original document, and that 

GameFly possesses the complete original. A copy of the latter has been 

produced in Supplemental Appendix USPS/GFL-4A. 

- 3-
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL Y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(July 27, 2010) 

USPS/GFL-67. In your answer to USPS/GFL-4, you state "[t]he two 
individuals who managed these changes (Steve Brown and Jeff Kawasugi) left 
GameFly in December 2007 and August 2009, respectively, and GameFly did 
not retain the two employees' files on these matters." Did GameFly impose a 
litigation hold on the files of the two employees described above? Please 
describe the litigation hold, including the effective dates and the preserved 
content, and produce all documents related to the litigation hold. If you did not 
impose a litigation hold on the files of the two employees described in your 
answer to USPS/GFL-4, please explain the reasoning for this decision. 

Supplemental Answer: 

Please see GameFly's Supplemental Answer to USPS/GFL-4. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER OF GAMEFL y, INC., TO 
DISCOVERY REQUEST OF USPS 

(July 27,2010) 

USPS/GFL-68. In your answer to USPS/GFL-4, you provide a partial 
email thread dated 6/2/2009. Please produce the complete email thread and the 
attachments referenced in that email thread. 

Supplemental Answer: 

Please see Supplemental Appendix USPS/GFL-4A. 
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Field, Matthew 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Levy, David M. 

Monday, July 26, 2010 4:49 PM 

Field, Matthew 

FW: Northern VA P&DC - Mailer Testing 

Attachments: 1 AFCS - Mailers bunching up and jamming the in-feed line.JPG; 1 DPRC - first belt and wheel.JPG; 1 DPRC -
where height rejects coliect.JPG 

From: Dave Hodess [mailto:dhodess@gamefty.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2010 7:12 PM 
To: Levy, David M. 
Subject: FW: Northern VA P&DC - Mailer Testing 

David-

Mike just found this email. I think we may have sent the body earlier but I don't remember 
sending the pictures. 

dave 

From: Mike Gimlett 
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2010 4:08 PM 
To: Dave Hodess 
Subject: FW: Northern VA P&DC - Mailer Testing 

From: Jeff Kawasugi 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2007 4:04 PM 
To: Dave Hodess 
Subject: Northern VA P&DC - Mailer Testing 

Dave, 

Yesterday 12/4 I tested 4 configurations of our mailer at the Northern VA P&DC with Steve Tkacik, Flats 
Engineer and Chris Stratton (sp) Letter Engineer. 

The objective of the test was to observe how mailers with different dimensions and thicknesses would be 
treated at the 010 area of the P&DC, more specifically the Dual Pass Rough Cull (DPRC) portion of the 
Barney machine and the Advanced Facer Canceller System (AFCS). We also ran a number of the discs 
on the DBCS Letter sorter to test 

Here is a summary of the results: 

Qty. Test Mailers InlOut Height Length TTL Weight DPRC Reject 
300 Simpsons 12/07 Outbound 67/8" 6 15/16" .899-.999 4.3°A 

No Cardboard Inbound 67/8" 615/16" .802-.902 

Refer a Friend circa '06 Outbound 7 1/4" 7 1/2" 1.688-1.788 

7/2612010 
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300 With Cardboard Inbound 71/4" 7 1/2" 1.569-1.669 6.5% 100% 

Refer a Friend circa '06 Outbound 7 1/4" 7 1/2" 1.02-1.12 
300 No Cardboard Inbound 7 1/4" 7 1/2" .901-1.01 10.3% 100% 

Refer a Friend circa '06 Outbound 7 1/4" 7 1/2" 1.354-1.454 
300 Half Cardboard Inbound 7 1/4" 7 1/2" 1.235-1.344 did not run 100% 

Observations: 

Jeff 

• The first cull that the DPRC performs is for height. I believe the test we ran was inconclusive. We were using mailers with 
a uniform height, build and texture and that may have contributed to a bunching effect. We later viewed regular mixed 
collection mail going through the DPRC and letter mail was being culled for the same bunching. Further, when we spoke to 
the operators/maintenance people they said that the height tolerance for that first cull could be adjusted differently at each 
machine or each facility differently. Roughly 90% of the collection mail is able to go through the DPRC to the AFCS, the 
remainder gets processed either by re-entering into the DPRC or manually sorting and sending to the flats area. 

• ·Thick mailpieces are also culled the DPRC but that thickness tolerance is set between v.. and 3/8". None of mailers were 
thicker than v.." so that would explain the result. 

• The InFeed line to the AFCS bunched up as well during testing due to the uniformity of the mail pieces. So instead we 
bypassed and used the manual feeder for our mailers. 100% were rejected, due to height. Chris Stratton said that 
anything greater than 6 1/8" blocks light barriers and kicks the piece into a reject bin. The operator has the ability to 
manually sort (taking flats to the AFSM) or to take the items to the letter machine (DBCS). We believe this may be an 
opportunity to work with the USPS Plants to make sure Gamefly mailers are sent to the AFSM. 

• Finally, we took 40 of our mailers to the DBCS and ran the same 40 for 3 passes. Not sure if it was the cardboard but the 
machine jammed each time and we had to pull discs from the wheels and belts to get the machine started. Again, a 
potential opportunity if we want to re-inforce that our mailers do not belong on the DBCS - USPS operators save 
maintenance time and increase output by keeping our mailers out of the letter machines. Note, the DBCS does not cull 
mailers for either height, thickness or rigidity. 

7/26/2010 
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1 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Mr. Mecone, will you 

2 identify the non-public written cross-examination to 

3 be included in the separate sealed transcript? 

4 MR. MECONE: The Postal Service designates 

5 GameFly's responses to discovery requests USPS-GFL-12, 

6 15, 17 through 18, 24, 37, 52, 57, 60, 70, 86 through 

7 87, 90 and 94; Appendix USPS-GFL-4A, 6, 8, 10, 11, 20, 

8 23 through 25, 38A through D, 54, 59, 63, 65, 77A 

9 through B, 79, 81, 90 and 94; Library Reference GFL-

10 LRC2009-1-1, material responses to USPS/GFL-38, 46 and 

11 49; Library Reference GFL-LRC2009-1-2; material 

12 response to USPS-GFL-5; Library Reference GFL-LR2009-

13 1-3, Kawasugi files responsive to USPS-GFL-67; Library 

14 Reference GFL-LRC2009-1 through 14; GameFly emails 

15 responsive to USPS-GFL-46; Library Reference GFL-

16 LRC2009-1, 5; GameFly emails responsive to USPS-GFL-

17 77; Library Reference GFL-LRC2009-1-6; GameFlyemails 

18 responsive to USPS/GFL-51; Library Reference GFL-

19 LRC2009-1-7; weekly report responsive to USPS/GFL-54; 

20 Library Reference GFL-LRC2009-1-8; GameFly e-mail 

21 responsive to USPS/GFL-5; Library Reference GFL-

22 LRC2009-1-9; Library Reference GFL-LRC2009-1-10; and 

23 finally the response to PR/GFL-T-1. 

24 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Are there any 

25 objections? 
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1 MR. LEVY: No objections subject to we will 

2 get back to the Commission if we notice anything that 

3 physically wasn't complete, but that sounds fine. 

4 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Having no objections, 

5 the identified non-public written cross-examination 

6 will be received into the record. The reporter will 

7 include this material in a separate sealed transcript 

8 to accompany cross-examination during the in camera 

9 session. 

10 (The document referred to as 

11 USPS/GFL-12, was marked for 

12 identification and was 

13 received in evidence.) 

14 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: We are now going to 

15 begin the cross-examination. Mr. Mecone. 

16 MR. MECONE: Thank you. 

17 Now that we are aware of the division of 

18 labor and knowing our lines of questioning, we will 

19 not be questioning Mr. Glick during this first 

20 session. So given the prejudice, the potential 

21 prejudice, the Postal Service brought in its last 

22 motion the Postal Service would like to move to have 

23 Mr. Glick excluded from the panel for the first 

24 session given that we won't be asking any questions 

25 pertaining to him, and despite the safeguards, which I 
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1 think will be effective it might just be best to have 

2 him off the panel for the first session. 

3 MR. LEVY: I think the record should reflect 

4 that the two witnesses are sitting approximately eight 

5 to 10 feet from Commissioner Langley, and in full 

6 sight of all five members of the Commission, and if 

7 Mr. Glick were to whisper sweet nothings to Mr. 

8 Hodess, that would be quite evident to members of the 

9 Commission. 

10 We didn't file a response yesterday to the 

11 Postal Service's request for reconsideration because 

12 the Commission issued a ruling rendering it moot, but 

13 I do want to note that panel witnesses are common in 

14 adjudication. They are not so common at the 

15 Commission. They are common at the FCC, and at the 

16 FERC. I personally have participated in cases of that 

17 kind; they are not considered improper. 

18 If these witnesses misbehave you'll be able 

19 to see it. Mr. Glick can get off the stand but then 

20 if a question comes out that it turns out that he 

21 really is the more knowledgeable witness, he needs to 

22 get back up, then we are going to be delaying the 

23 proceeding. I don't make a federal case of this but I 

24 think it's kind of silly to have him sit 10 feet away 

25 as opposed to up on the stand just because of the 
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1 potential for wasting time, and if it turns out that 

2 Mr. Glick needs to answer a question. 

3 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Just a point of 

4 clarification. When you say the first session, you 

5 mean the public hearing? 

6 MR. MECONE: Yes, that's right, the public 

7 session. 

8 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: And you are not 

9 registering an objection to his motion, I take it. 

10 MR. LEVY: I am registering an objection 

11 although not a strong one. My only objection is I 

12 think it could be wasteful and it's unnecessary, but 

13 that's my only objection. 

14 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: The Presiding Officer 

15 realizes that the whole purpose of them being seated 

16 together was to avoid wasting additional time. I will 

17 grant the Postal Service"' s motion at this time, but if 

18 we have to go back and forth, back and forth, and it 

19 adds to additional delay, we will reseat them 

20 together. 

21 So at this point, Mr. Glick, you may step 

22 down. 

23 Mr. Mecone, would you like to proceed? 

24 

25 / / 

MR. MECONE: Yes, thank you. 
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1 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

2 BY MR. MECONE: 

3 Q Mr. Hodess, you responded to Mr. Levy's 

4 earlier questions and noted you are the chief 

5 executive officer of GameFly and have been for seven 

6 years. Have you held any other positions at GameFly? 

7 A I have not. 

8 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Is your microphone on? 

9 THE WITNESS: I believe so, yes. 

10 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: The green light should 

11 be bright. 

12 THE WITNESS: It is. 

13 BY MR. MECONE: 

14 Q Could you please describe how GameFly makes 

15 its decisions related to postal operations? 

16 A Sure. I would say the day-to-day operations 

17 are handled principally by our warehouse managers in 

18 the field. There is a second layer of management that 

19 includes one person responsible for USPS operations, 

20 and sometimes issues are brought to his attention. He 

21 happens to be an ex-USPS employee and has some 

22 knowledge that can be helpful. 

23 We have two former postal inspectors on our 

24 staff that work internally with data and provide 

25 primary liaison with the relevant authorities, and 
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1 their primary focus is, of course, identifying and 

2 trying to stop theft within the postal system. 

3 We have two executives at the vice president 

4 level that are in charge of operations that would 

5 handle most high-level issues, and I would say the 

6 most serious and important issues are brought to my 

7 attention, but generally those are handled in small 

8 group discussions between myself and the two vice 

9 presidents. 

10 We are a relatively small entrepreneur 

11 organization and we move quickly. We try to assemble 

12 the relevant data and make decisions so that we can 

13 move on with our business. 

14 Q Thank you. Would you please identify the 

15 one former USPS employee who it sounds like is in 

16 charge of most of the postal decisions as well as the 

17 two former postal inspectors? 

18 A Sure. The operations person is David 

19 Barthell, and I wouldn't say he's in charge. I would 

20 say that he's a meaningful contributor based on his 

21 experience. And Don Judge and Sam Guttman are the two 

22 ex-postal inspectors. 

23 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Before you move on, we 

24 are having trouble with the audience hearing you, so 

25 move your microphone up closer. 
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THE WITNESS: Okay. 

COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Thank you. 

BY MR. MECONE: 
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4 Q So in your description of different types of 

5 decisions and how they are made. How are decisions 

6 such as how to mail your DVDs, whether a letter or 

7 flat, what level would that decision be made at? 

8 MR. LEVY: Well, I'm going to ask that 

9 counsel link the question to the particular 

10 interrogatory answer just for clarity, and as the 

11 Commission directed. 

12 MR. MECONE: I was just trying to get 

13 background, but I can save that until later on when we 

14 actually talk about the interrogatory answer if you 

15 would like. 

16 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Do you withdraw the 

17 question? 

18 MR. MECONE: Sure, I will withdraw the 

19 question. 

20 BY MR. MECONE: 

21 Q You mentioned that the higher level 

22 decisions are made between a small group of people, 

23 and would you say that you have final approval for 

24 even the decisions made below you or just the ones 

25 that you talked about in that small group? 
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1 A Well, I retain the ability to have final 

2 approval, but as you might expect, most decisions are 

3 made by people within the organization and don't reach 

4 me. 

5 Q You also mentioned that -- you characterized 

6 Gamefly as kind of a small company. Do you know where 

7 you rank as far as the DVD mailers? As to size and 

8 revenue? 

9 A Well, to the best of my knowledge both 

10 Netflix and Blockbuster are larger than GameFly. I'm 

11 not aware of anybody else who is larger in 

12 subscription DVD or video game rental. 

l3 Q Is GameFly a private company, is that right? 

14 A Right. 

15 Q But there have been -- I've seen recent 

16 articles in respectable periodicals talking about the 

17 possibility of going public so that you agree it would 

18 be feasible for GameFly to go public? 

19 A Well, we are currently in registration with 

20 the SEC. 

21 Q So I'm going to move on to the discovery 

22 responses but just to clarify, I guess we kind of 

23 earlier -- but did you review all the discovery 

24 requests issued by the Postal Service in this matter? 

25 A I did. 
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1 Q And each response said that you sponsored 

2 the responses to the -- GameFly responses to our 

3 request. Is that accurate? 

4 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: That's a legal 

5 question. 

6 BY MR. LEVY: 

7 Q Did you supervise the answers? 

8 A I did. 

9 Q How about the citations to documents that 

10 are contained in those answers, did you supervise that 

11 aspect of it? 

12 A I did not. 

13 Q I now want to move on to the responses and 

14 appendices included in those responses, and just to 

15 clarify, the appendices were prepared or supervised by 

16 you, right, just the documents that the Postal Service 

17 produced that were supervised by Mr. Glick, is that 

18 accurate? 

19 A The items prepared by GameFly in response to 

20 discovery, I prepared. 

21 Q And that includes the appendices, correct? 

22 A Correct. 

23 Q And do you have all the responses and 

24 appendices in front of you? 

25 A I believe so. 
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1 Q I have an extra copy if you don't have it. 

2 Okay, we will start with the first response, 

3 Appendix USPS-GFL-l. And this appendix identifies 

4 some of the changes GameFly has made to its mail piece 

5 over the years, and I guess we'll go to the first 

6 change between Type 1 and Type 2. This reflects that 

7 GameFly changed the color from white to orange, is 

8 that correct? 

9 A Correct. 

10 Q And that you also changed the type of 

11 postage, is that correct? 

12 A Yes. 

13 Q Okay. And GameFly's response to USPS 

14 Discovery Request 2 states that the change was made to 

15 reduce theft. Are you aware of what happened to the 

16 breakage after this change? 

17 A I believe it's in the exhibit. 

18 Q Okay. Do you know why the change to the 

19 mail piece led to I believe it's an increase in 

20 breakage? 

21 MR. LEVY: I'm going to object to having 
• 

22 this in the public session. The last question by 

23 counsel revealed information that we marked as 

24 proprietary. 

25 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: will counsel withdraw 
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1 that question? 

2 MR. LEVY: Yes, counsel withdraws and 

3 reserves the right to ask it during the confidential 

4 session. 

5 MR. LEVY: And I ask that question be 

6 stricken from the public transcript. 

7 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Without objection? 

8 MR. MECONE: Without objection. 

9 BY MR. MECONE: 

10 Q Okay. We're going to move on to No.2, 

11 GameFly's Response to USPS Discovery Request No.2. 

12 It states that adding a cardboard insert while the 

13 most expensive alternative proved to be the most 

14 effective way to increase rejection rates and thereby 

15 minimize disk breakage. I guess the first question is 

16 GameFly enters its DVDs as a flat, is that correct? 

17 A Correct. 

18 Q Why does GameFly pay the flat rate rather 

19 than the letter rate? 

20 A To avoid being processed on letter 

21 equipment. 

22 MR. MECONE: Okay. The next question deals 

23 with confirm. Is that a confidential issue? 

24 

25 

MR. LEVY: What? The interrogatory answer? 

MR. MECONE: It's 2. 
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1 MR. LEVY: I'm sorry. Maybe I'm losing my 

2 eyesight. I don't see any mention of confirm on 

3 question or answer No.2. 

4 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: will counsel please 

5 point in the interrogatory where a mention of confirm 

6 is? 

7 MR. MECONE: This is a followup to the 

8 answer about adding the cardboard insert and his 

9 answer for why GameFly uses flat service over letter 

10 service. 

11 MR. LEVY: We had an interrogatory, and we 

12 answered it that specifically dealt with confirm, and 

13 I wouldn't object to asking about confirming in 

14 connection with that interrogatory and answer, but if 

15 this is going to be an orderly process, I really think 

16 the questions ought to comply with the presiding 

17 officer's two rulings which said that the questions 

18 have to be linked to interrogatory answers. 

19 MR. MECONE: I would just say I think all 

20 the content of our questions are within different 

21 interrogatory responses, but if we can't follow up on 

22 an answer and we have to move to another response to 

23 follow up with that answer, the flow is probably going 

24 to be confusing. It may be easier. He just 

25 stipulated that this subject is contained within the 
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1 discovery responses of GameFly, and I could certainly 

2 look through the documents and find the confirm one 

3 and then ask the followup question. I guess it's up 

4 to you to decide whether that's necessary. 

5 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: I would caution counsel 

6 to please link the questions to the interrogatory at 

7 hand, and I'll allow this one question, but I would 

8 caution that you please find in your interrogatories 

9 where it is mentioned, and you can link to that in 

10 order to stay to the conditions that the Commission 

11 has put forth on this cross-examination. 

12 BY MR. ME CONE : 

13 Q Okay. So the question is, does GameFly pay 

14 for confirm scan service? 

15 A Yes. 

16 Q Okay. And this goes back to the answer 

17 about the reason why you add the cardboard insert to 

18 increase rejection, so GameFly makes the intentional 

19 choice to send its DVDs through the flat sorter like 

20 you said to avoid letter processing and to receive and 

21 wants to receive confirm scan, so why would Gamefly 

22 want to mail a piece that is rejected from the 

23 automated processing if its mail piece is not intended 

24 to go through letter processing? 

25 A Such as when our disks go through the letter 
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1 automated processing, they tend to break, and that's 

2 costly for GameFly, and so we needed to employ a 

3 strategy which made sure that our disks didn't get in 

4 the letter processing equipment, and we found that the 

5 most effective strategy was to add a piece of 

6 cardboard, and we've generally found that to be 

7 effective over time. 

8 The byproduct of that is that it's very 

9 expensive, and so since we haven't been offered 

10 essentially what Netflix experiences, which is much 

11 lower cost postage and manual handling, which avoids 

12 those letter machines, we had to choose the next best 

13 alternative. 

14 Q What other alternatives besides the 

15 cardboard insert has GameFly attempted in order to 

16 reduce breaks? 

17 A Well, we've done some testing with larger 

18 envelopes that don't include cardboard, but 1) they 

19 tended to break more than the versions that included 

20 cardboard, and 2) to make the mailer much larger than 

21 it is currently, pushed it into the two-ounce rate 

22 category itself, and so from an economic point of 

23 view, there's no real distinction between 1.01 ounces 

24 or 1.99 ounces, and given that fact, we opted for the 

25 increased protection and the increased projection 
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1 rate. 

2 Q As an alternative to cardboard, did you 

3 consider any modifications to the actual DVDs 

4 themselves? 

5 A We did not. 

6 Q Are you aware that other DVD manufacturers 

7 actually modify their DVDs? Instead of putting a 

8 cardboard insert, they focused on their DVD? 

9 A I'm not aware of that, no. 

10 Q Have you contacted any other DVD mailer 

11 regarding their practices? 

12 A I have not. 

13 Q We're going to go to GameFly's responses to 

14 USPS 12 and 15. Those are under seal, so we're going 

15 to save those for the second session. This question 

16 relates to GameFly's response to Discovery Request 21, 

17 and GameFly's answer states that GameFly is spending 

18 over $700,000 per month in extra postage to reduce 

19 disk breakage and that the company is willing to 

20 invest resources to reduce breakage as long as the 

21 additional financial and customer service benefits 

22 outweigh the additional costs. 

23 My question is do you know what the cost of 

24 breakage would be if GameFly instead of paying the 

25 $700,000 a month in postage ran its DVDs through 
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1 automated letter processing like some other DVD 

2 mailers? 

3 A I do not. I don't know what the breakage 

4 rates would be. 

5 Q Has GameFly ever attempted to run its DVDs 

6 through automated letter processing, and that way it 

7 would be one way of discovering the cost? 

8 A Well, when I first got to GameFly, the first 

9 thing they told me about mail processing was don't let 

10 the DVDs go on the letter machines because they break 

11 them, and in fact just to see what would happen, in 

12 2007 after the flat rates were increased 

13 substantially, I went down to the LA P&DC, and we 

14 brought a bunch different disks to test, including 

15 some versions with the cardboard and some without. 

16 I personally got to observe 100 or 200 disks 

17 going through a letter machine without protection, and 

18 a substantial amount of those broke, and that was 

19 very, very indicative anecdotal evidence that running 

20 the DVDs on the letter processing machines would not 

21 be an appropriate solution. 

22 Q 

23 test? 

24 A 

25 Q 

What type of packaging did you use for the 

We used the standard mailer at the time. 

Okay. And if I remember that in 2007 you 
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1 might have had two different types of mailers. Do you 

2 remember the month or anything? 

3 A I think it was shortly after the rate case 

4 came out. 

5 Q Okay. And during those tests, did you 

6 specifically instruct the Postal Service to run the 

7 disks through the machines? 

8 A Yes. 

9 Q Okay. And the next question relates to 

10 GameFly's responses to 31 and 32, and these responses 

11 GameFly cites to a Wikipedia article when asked about 

12 an industry standard for DVDs and competition in DVDs. 

13 Have you viewed the wikipedia article? 

14 A I have not. 

15 Q Did you supervise that response? 

16 A I delegated that to my attorneys. 

17 Q Okay. Did you review it at all before it 

18 was sent out? 

19 A I did not review that specific citation. 

20 Q How about any other aspects of the response? 

21 A I reviewed what was in the documents. 

22 Q I'm sorry. You reviewed what was in the 

23 document, you mean the question or 

24 A 

25 it. 

I reviewed the question and the answer to 
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1 Q But not the actual Wikipedia page? 

2 A That's it. 

3 Q Okay. So do you have any sources of 

4 knowledge about the industry standard for DVDs or the 

5 composition of DVDs? 

6 A I do not. 

7 Q All right. The next question relates to 

8 GameFly's response to 37. That's under seal actually, 

9 so it relates to 38. Your response refers to 

10 paragraph 26 through 34 and 44 through 47 of the 

11 complaint. It states that these paragraphs contain a 

12 summary of the meeting between the Postal Service and 

13 GameFly concerning disk breakage. Did you have any 

14 meetings with the Postal Service regarding disk 

15 breakage before October 2007? 

16 A Did I personally? 

17 Q Did you or anybody else to your knowledge at 

18 GameFly? 

19 A I have no direct knowledge of specific 

20 meetings, but my guess is that folks at the local 

21 level in our warehouses have low-level discussions 

22 with a variety of the contacts at the local P&DCs when 

23 they see specific things happening to a disk. 

24 Q Paragraph 16 of the complaint indicates that 

25 since the beginning of GameFly's operations, the 
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1 company experienced breakage of DVDs in themail.so 

2 how come GameFly waited under October 2007 to have the 

3 higher-level discussions with the Postal Service about 

4 breakage? 

5 A It's interesting. We spent many years 

6 trying to figure out how to best interact with the 

7 Postal Service. We spent a lot of time at the local 

8 level, mostly through the folks in the Business 

9 Services Network, and honestly, we couldn't penetrate 

10 the Postal Service very far to get the folks in the 

11 headquarters or what we might consider a 

12 decisionmaker, and it wasn't until I was introduced to 

13 and hired Mr. Glick and Mr. Levy that we actually 

14 gained access to folks that had a more broad 

15 responsibility within the Service and gain access to 

16 discuss some of these things at higher levels. 

17 Q So what were some of the subjects that the 

18 lower level that they asked about? 

19 MR. LEVY: I'm going to object and ask 

20 counsel to clarify the time period that the question 

21 is asking about? 

22 BY MR. MECONE: 

23 Q The pre-October 2007 meetings that you 

24 . mentioned earlier between local officials and the 

25 Postal Service? 
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1 A I have no direct knowledge of what occurred 

2 during those meetings. If you'd like me to 

3 hypothetically give you a flavor for what they may 

4 have discussed, I'm happy to. 

5 Q That's okay. If you don't have direct 

6 knowledge, I think that answers the question. 

7 A Throughout the pleadings and your 

8 interrogatories, you stated that the Postal Service 

9 forced GameFly to mail their DVDs as flat, and based 

10 on your response of 38 and your response earlier 

11 regarding the mailing as flats since the inception of 

12 GameFly, can you explain how the Postal Service forced 

13 GameFly to mail DVDs as flats despite the fact that 

14 GameFly always mailed its DVDs as flats and the fact 

15 that you had none of these high-level discussions with 

16 the Postal Service until October 2007. 

17 MR. LEVY: I'm going to object. That 

18 mischaracterizes the testimony. I don't believe that 

19 GameFly or Mr. Hodess has ever testified that the 

20 Postal Service "forced" GameFly to mail those flats. 

21 I think the testimony is that they didn't give manual 

22 processing. Therefore, Gamefly found flats the best 

23 alternative, so I'm going to object, and I'm going to 

24 ask counsel to point to a specific place where he 

25 wants the witness to comment on it. 
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1 BY MR. MECONE: 

2 Q Do you agree with that representation your 

3 counsel just gave? 

4 A I do. 

5 Q Okay. I can rephrase the question then, so 

6 your position was that you mailed as flats because the 

7 Postal Service did not take action to alternatively 

8 offer you the manual processing, is that accurate? 

9 A That's fair. 

10 Q Okay. So you didn't ask for that manual 

11 processing before up to 2007, is that correct? 

12 A If you look at the chronology of what 

13 happened, even before I was at GameFly, the founders 

14 and first CEO determined that they did not want the 

15 DVDs on letter machines, and the best strategy to 

16 accomplish that was to send it down the flat line. At 

17 the time, GameFly wasn't aware of the particular 

18 service that Netflix was getting. Over the ensuing 

19 years, even though some of our folks observed manual 

20 handling of Netflix and Blockbuster, most of the time 

21 when we discussed the possibility of having that kind 

22 of service, folks within the Postal Service would not 

23 admit to us that manual handling was happening. 

24 Therefore, even though we may have made some 

25 suggestions that would have been better for our 
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1 product, nobody ever responded to those suggestions or 

2 requests. Subsequent to that, starting in 2007, when 

3 we had access to some more senior Postal officials, 

4 and it became more and more apparent to the degree 

5 that Netflix was refusing manual handling, we became 

6 more directed in our request, and I think that's what 

7 you all know at this point. That offer has not been 

8 made to GameFly. 

9 Q First, can you identify any of those 

10 discussions, the earlier pre-2007 discussions, with 

11 the Postal Service regarding manual processing? 

12 A I can't identify specific conversations. 

13 They were, you know, off the cuff generally during 

14 visits to postal facilities that were focused on other 

15 issues. 

16 Q Do you know any of the participants in those 

17 discussions? 

18 A Well, I'm sure the subject came up with our 

19 representatives at the Los Angeles BSN and other 

20 contacts. Some of those folks are Doreen Sanders, 

21 Angela Williams, Robert Tenucci. I believe that I 

22 would characterize those discussions as more questions 

23 because I think we recognized at the time that those 

24 folks certainly weren't in the position to make those 

25 decisions or commitments to GameFly, and honestly, 
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1 they couldn't even really tell us how we could 

2 accomplish that if we wanted to. 

3 Q And you mentioned also that it was your 

4 understanding that the Postal Service never offered 

5 manual processing to GameFly. Are you familiar with 

6 the May 17 letter from Andy German to your counsel? 

7 A I am. 

8 MR. LEVY: For the record, that's May 17, 

9 2010. 

10 MR. MECONE: That's correct. 

11 BY MR. MECONE: 

12 Q Did that letter offer manual processing to 

13 GameFly? 

14 A It offered manual processing but made no 

15 commitment that it would actually be performed to the 

16 levels at which Netflix receives it. 

17 Q Let me know if this should be in the second 

18 session, but what's the Netflix level that you're 

19 aware of? What's your understanding of the Netflix 

20 level? 

21 A In general, my understanding is that the 

22 proportion of the total Netflix mailers handled 

23 manually is very high. 

24 Q Are you able to get any more specific than 

25 that, very high? 
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1 MR. LEVY: I'm going to ask the questioning 

2 going into this level of detail be directed to Mr. 

3 Glick. Mr. Glick has seen the documentation provided 

4 going into more detail about that. Mr. Hodess has 

5 not. 

6 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Is this something that 

7 would be subject to the public or in camera 

8 proceeding? 

9 MR. LEVY: I'm not 100 percent certain, but 

10 I believe that it would be in the in camera. 

11 MR. MECONE: I don't have to pursue that. I 

12 guess what I'm getting at here is that my presumption 

13 is any decision to respond to that letter would be 

14 made by the people at GameFly and not their counselor 

15 consultants. 

16 BY MR. MECONE: 

17 Q Is that a business decision how to respond 

18 to a letter related to operations? 

19 A Well, ultimately it's my decision, but I 

20 would lean heavily on the consultants and attorneys. 

21 Q Okay. So ultimately it would be your 

22 understanding of what they tell you? You'd make the 

23 decision, right? 

24 A Correct. 

25 Q When you received that letter, did you 
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1 discuss with them what the Netflix-like levels were? 

2 A Only in general terms that they were high. 

3 Q Okay. So you were able to make a decision 

4 how to respond to that letter without getting into the 

5 details on that aspect of the letter? 

6 MR. LEVY: I'm going to objection and ask 

7 counsel to rephrase. There's a lot of reference to 

8 this and that that's definite antecedent. 

9 MR. MECONE: Sure. 

10 BY MR. MECONE: 

11 Q As I heard your initial response to my 

12 question regarding what did the May 17, 2010, letter 

13 offered manual processing, you stated you did not want 

14 to accept the manual or whatever your understanding of 

15 what was put forth in the letter because it could not 

16 offer Netflix-like levels of processing, so I'm just 

17 wondering if the Netflix-like levels of processing was 

18 the main factor in your decision in how to respond to 

19 that letter? 

20 A It was, and that portion of the letter that 

21 was most unacceptable was the lack of commitment from 

22 headquarters to make sure that the manual processing 

23 was actually done in the field. There was no 

24 commitment that would happen. 

25 Q So what level of commitment would you have 
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1 accepted? 

2 A A commitment to the level that Netflix 

3 receives. 

4 Q Okay. You don't know with specificity what 

5 level that is? 

6 MR. LEVY: Objection. We're back into the 

7 Glick territory. 

8 MR. MECONE: I'm not asking about Mr. 

9 Glick's knowledge, I'm asking about Mr. Hodess as a 

10 decisionmaker and how to respond to this letter. I 

11 understand what counsel is saying, but he already he'd 

12 be the ultimate decisionmaker about how to respond to 

13 the letter. 

14 MR. LEVY: And I'm also going to object that 

15 I think that we're going to be engaged in a long 

16 colloquy about the letter, which after all is in the 

17 record that the witness be given a chance to actually 

18 look at the letter and so we're not talking at length 

19 about a document that's not before us all, including 

20 the witness. 

21 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Does Postal counsel 

22 plan on continuing this line of questioning regarding 

23 the letter? 

24 MR. MECONE: The relevance in the testimony 

25 he stated that the Postal Service has never offered 
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1 manual processing. 

2 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Right. But I'm just 

3 asking if you're going to continue down this line, I 

4 think it's fair that you produce the letter for the 

5 witness. 

6 MR. MECONE: Okay. We'll follow up on this 

7 line of questioning later if that's okay. 

8 BY MR. MECONE : 

9 Q Okay. We can go on to GameFly's response to 

10 49, and GameFly's response state that GameFly has not 

11 studied the wholesale or retail prices of non-game 

12 DVDs. Are you aware that in your pleadings GameFly 

13 alleges it's similarly situated to Netflix? 

14 A I am aware. 

15 Q When deciding to make the discrimination 

16 claim, how did you determine that GameFly was 

17 similarly situated to Netflix? 

18 A That's a legal question, and I relied on my 

19 attorneys for that determination. 

20 Q So before bringing the complaint, you didn't 

21 look into that, comparing GameFly to the subject of 

22 the alleged discrimination? 

23 A The attorneys performed the legal analysis 

24 as expected, and I relied on that advice. 

25 Q But at some point you had a pre-conversation 
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1 with an attorney, is that correct? At some point, 

2 something motivated you to go speak to the attorney. 

3 MR. LEVY: I'm going to object to this line 

4 of questioning. First of all, it's asking the witness 

5 to disclose attorney-client communications. Second of 

6 all, it's beyond the scope of the witness' expertise. 

7 As we said before, if counsel wants to ask about 

8 specific factual attributes of GameFly's mailing 

9 practices, that's fair game, and then they can link it 

10 up with information about Netflix to argue that 

11 Netflix is so dissimilar, that they're not similarly 

12 situation. 

13 If counsel wants to have a factual 

14 comparison of Netflix and Gamefly, then he can ask Mr. 

15 Glick to do that kind of comparison at factual level. 

16 If he wants to make a legal argument about the 

17 differences between the two companies are so great 

18 that they're not similarly situation, that's something 

19 that you and I need to argue about in our post-trial 

20 brief. 

21 MR. MECONE: The Postal Service is 

22 interested in the witness' knowledge before any 

23 conversations with his attorney regarding I guess the 

24 DVD industry and the conduct that its complaining of. 

25 MR. LEVY: And you can ask the witness 
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1 questions like what are the characteristics of your 

2 DVDs, how do you mail them, what kind of envelope do 

3 you use, how many distribution points it has. All of 

4 the grit for the arguments that they want to make that 

5 the two companies are dissimilar, he can ask the 

6 witness the factual predicate about GameFly. 

7 MR. MECONE: I'll just move on to the next 

8 discovery response, and that's 53. 

9 BY MR. MECONE: 

10 Q GameFly's response to USPS Discovery Request 

11 53 states that to the best of GameFly's knowledge, 

12 game DVDs are manufactured by the console 

13 manufacturers. What is the basis for this statement? 

14 A General industry knowledge. 

15 Q Okay. Can you give an example of what you 

16 mean by console manufacturers, meaning Sony, Nintendo? 

17 A Correct. 

18 Q I'll move on to GameFly's response to 59, 

19 and this response refers to the memorandum of GameFly, 

20 which I understand is under seal. I'll ask about the 

21 actual memorandum, but it connects the question to the 

22 interrogatory response. Okay. In the portion of the 

23 confidential memorandum that's cited in the response, 

24 it cites to paragraphs 116 through 118 of the joint 

25 statement of undisputed and disputed facts, which do 
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1 you have a copy of that? 

2 A I don't believe to. 

3 Q Okay. I'm referring to paragraphs 116 to 

4 118 which were cited by way of the memo in your 

5 response. Would you like a moment to look it over? 

6 A Let me see if I have the memo. 

7 Q No, you don't have to look over the memo. 

8 A I looked over those. 

9 Q Okay. And this described a September 10, 

10 2008, meeting between GameFly and representatives of 

11 the Postal Service's operations, engineering, manage 

12 and pricing. Did you recall attending that meeting? 

13 A I believe so, yes. 

14 Q Do you remember the purpose of that meeting? 

15 A Yes. 

16 Q Okay. What was the purpose? 

17 A There were two purposes. One was to explore 

18 engineering and operational solutions that would 

19 enable us to get better pricing while continuing to 

20 minimize damage and theft, and the second one was to 

21 explore ways in which we could bring postage down and 

22 make it more economic to mail. I will point out that 

23 I did engage Mr. Levy and Mr. Glick in 2007, not with 

24 the intention of filing a complaint. 

25 My hope was and still is that the Postal 
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1 Service and GameFly could come to a mutually 

2 acceptable agreement, and we wouldn't have to follow 

3 through with the complaint process, and that was 

4 clearly my intention at the time. 

5 Q And how did GameFly apply the information 

6 that they gained from this meeting? Did it change any 

7 operations of GameFly based on the information from 

8 these meetings? 

9 A Ultimately, it didn't. We tested a variety 

10 of things, but ultimately we decided to continue 

11 mailing as a flat with the cardboard was the best 

12 available alternative. 

13 Q Okay. I'm going to move on to GameFly's 

14 response to 77. This discovery request is information 

15 related to damage to GameFly DVDs, and in the response 

16 you refer the Postal Service to GameFly's response to 

17 73. I can withdraw this line of questioning for 77. 

18 Okay. We can move on to GameFly's response to 86. 

19 A Did you say 86? 

20 Q Yes, and here GameFly's response states that 

21 disks may be broken during repair or refinishing 

22 process. Can you please describe the repair or 

23 refinishing process referred to in this response? 

24 A Sure. At times, disks arrive back through 

25 the mail with scratches on them, and those are 
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1 identified in the opening process, and essentially, 

2 based on a visual inspection, if they look like 

3 they're scratched and repairable, they're brought to a 

4 buffing machine, which essentially has the effect of 

5 making that bottom plastic layer clear again so that 

6 the disk is readable and therefore playable. 

7 Q Is that an in-house operation, the buffing 

8 machines? 

9 A Some is handled is in house, and some is 

10 done out. 

11 Q And who do you send that out to? Do you 

12 know the names of the --

13 A I don't know them offhand. 

14 Q Okay. I want to move on to GameFly's 

15 response to 93. 

A 

17 Q Okay. And this response refers to a console 

18 test. 

19 A Yes. 

20 Q Can you explain what you mean by a console 

21 test? 

22 A Sure. We simply take a questionable disk 

23 and put it in a game console and determine whether it 

24 actually works or not. 

25 Q And the response also talks about the 
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1 Checkflix machine. How do you determine which DVDs 

2 are subjected to the console test versus the Checkflix 

3 machine test? 

4 A It's based on the determine of the Checkflix 

5 machine whether it's given a console test. 

6 Q So all the DVDs would go through the 

7 Checkflix test and then some would also go through the 

8 console test, is that correct? 

9 A Only questionable disks are first put into 

10 the Checkflix. Most go through the normal process. 

11 They either go back on shelf or out to another 

12 customer. 

13 Q I'm going to move on to GameFly's response 

14 to request for admissions No.3. Do you have your 

15 request for admission responses? 

16 A I'm not sure. 

17 Q Okay. In this response, GameFly states that 

18 GameFly must pay approximately $1.22 more in postage 

19 per round trip to achieve approximately the same 

20 breakage rate as Netflix. What would GameFly's 

21 breakage rate be if it did not pay the $1.22 in 

22 postage? 

23 A That's a hypothetical question. I don't 

24 have the answer to it. 

25 Q Okay. So you say it's hypothetical? The 
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1 answer seems to explain the additional payment based 

2 on the breakage rate that would occur if a payment was 

3 not made, so is it your position that the $1.22 more 

4 in postage pays based on an uncertain breakage rate 

5 that would occur otherwise? 

6 A Well, if you're asking whether we'd pay the 

7 extra $1.22 to achieve reasonably low breakage, the 

8 answer is yes. 

9 Q But is it accurate to say you do not know 

10 what the breakage rate would be if you did not pay 

11 $1.22? 

12 A Correct. 

13 Q Okay. Let me move on to GameFly's response 

14 to request for admission No.2. In this response, it 

15 rates the 2009 Postal forum discussions between 

16 GameFly and Postal Service officials. 

17 A Yes. 

18 Q And the response states that GameFly 

19 employees do recall discussing breakage and theft 

20 rates. Were you present for those discussions? 

21 A I was not. 

22 Q Are you aware of the content of those 

23 discussions? 

24 A Only that I asked individuals in order to 

25 respond to this discovery request. 
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1 Q Again, did you speak with them before 

2 preparing for this? 

3 A I didn't speak with them for nothing for 

4 this hearing. 

5 Q Okay. The next question refers to 

6 supplemental appendix USPS 5, which I believe is 

7 actually a public appendix. 

8 A Okay. 

9 Q This appendix contains an email from Natalie 

10 Marin regarding a new GameFly mailer, and the email is 

11 from November 1, 2006? 

12 A Yes. 

13 Q And the core part of the email states, "When 

14 discussing the new mailers ... " 

15 MR. LEVY: I think we need to put this under 

16 seal as what follows has a commercial sensitivity to 

17 it. I don't mind having this questioning continue in 

18 the closed session. 

19 MR. MECONE: It wa~ my understanding this is 

20 already posted on the website. It's public. But we 

21 don't object to keeping it under seal. 

22 MR. LEVY: If it was mistakenly put public, 

23 I would at least like to minimize the consequential 

24 damage. 

25 MR. MECONE: Okay. I'll withdraw the 
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1 question and revisit that issue in the next session. 

2 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Without objection. 

3 BY MR. MECONE: 

4 Q Okay. The next question refers to GameFly's 

5 response to USPS 58. 

6 MR. LEVY: Can counsel repeat that again, 

7 please? 

8 MR. MECONE: The response to 58. Actually, 

9 I think GameFly's responded to this question in its 

10 pleadings, so I'll withdraw any questioning on 58 for 

11 now, so move on to the response to 67. 

12 THE WITNESS: Okay. 

13 BY MR. MECONE: 

14 Q Okay. And the response here explains that 

15 GameFly did not impose a litigation hold on the files 

16 due to the individuals listed in the question because 

17 it did not believe the individuals had information 

18 relevant to the complaint, and their response also 

19 sets forth GameFly's position that the complaint turns 

20 on Postal Service's actions and that all the 

21 information was likely to be in the possession of the 

22 Postal Service. Did you supervise that response? 

23 A I did. 

24 Q Okay. And are you aware that GameFly as a 

25 plaintiff and not the Postal Service has the burden of 
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1 explaining how its complaint is justified? 

2 A That's a legal question I can't answer. 

3 Q Okay. Are you aware that there are legal as 

4 well as factual elements to a discrimination claim? 

5 A In theory, yes. 

6 Q Okay. So what is your understanding of the 

7 factual elements? 

8 A Could you clarify that question? 

9 Q You just said in theory there are both legal 

10 and factual elements of discrimination, and I'm asking 

11 just for your understanding of the factual elements of 

12 discrimination? 

13 A I can't answer that. I leave it to my 

14 attorney to understand the factual elements. 

15 Q Okay. Well, the question goes back to the 

16 decision regarding a litigation hold and not to put a 

17 litigation hold. Was that your decision? 

18 A I was not familiar with the term "litigation 

19 hold" until after it was mentioned in these 

20 proceedings. Therefore, not being familiar with the 

21 concept, I didn't even consider it and wasn't advised 

22 to do so by my attorney. 

23 Q So, as far as the document retention policy 

24 of GameFly, are you familiar with that? 

25 A Yes. 
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1 Q Okay. Were you involved with the drafting 

2 of it? 

3 A I wasn't involved in the approval of it. 

4 Q And at the time when you filed this 

5 complaint, did you have a document retention policy in 

6 place? 

7 A It was. 

8 Q And what's your understanding of the 

9 reasoning for a document retention policy? 

10 A Well, we implemented a document retention 

11 policy for email because we were having technical 

12 problems due to the amount of space on the server that 

13 was being taken up, and principally I decided that the 

14 cost of retaining all those emails over time was 

15 greater than the benefit, and that's why we initiated 

16 the process that made that decision. 

17 Q Were there any considerations related to 

18 litigation made when you were just determining the 

19 document retention policy? 

20 A The only thoughts on litigation were that we 

21 weren't a defendant in any action at the time. 

22 Therefore, I thought it was most appropriate to 

23 implement it at that time. 

24 Q So is it your understanding that the 

25 allegation to keep records is more of the defendant's 
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1 obligation in litigation than a plaintiff's 

2 allegation? 

3 A That was my believe at the time, but once 

4 again, I'm not an attorney and not knowledgeable on 

5 these matters. 

6 Q Your response states that GameFly expected 

7 that all the relevant information was likely to be in 

8 the possession of the Postal Service. Is that a 

9 determination you made when determining how to apply 

10 the document retention policy as it relates to this 

11 matter? 

12 A Could you restate that please? 

13 Q Sure. Since the inception of this 

14 complaint, you had the document retention policy in 

15 place? 

16 A Yes. 

17 Q And determining how to apply that after you 

18 brought the complaint, it is your understanding that 

19 you did not have to make any changes to this policy 

20 based on the complaint? 

21 A I didn't even consider the potential for 

22 complaint at the time. 

23 Q Okay. But when you did actually realize 

24 that you were going to file a complaint, did you 

25 consider at all how the document retention policy 
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1 would affect that? 

2 A I did not. 

3 Q Was the reasoning because you didn't think 

4 the Plaintiff had the obligation to retain records? 

5 A I didn't consider it. I've never been 

6 involved in discovery before either as the defendant 

7 or a plaintiff and really had no context to make that 

8 evaluation. 

9 Q Okay. So how did the reasoning that you 

10 believed all the relevant information would likely be 

11 in the possession of the Postal Service, how did that 

12 affect your decision, or was your decision just based 

13 on your role as the Plaintiff? 

14 MR. LEVY: I'm going to object to this. 

15 It's been asked and answered several times. He said 

16 he didn't consider it. We made clear in pleadings 

17 that we filed that he was not advised to do it. That 

18 was advice that was provided by this firm. I think 

19 you stated the limit of his understanding. 

20 BY MR. MECONE: 

21 Q I guess we have to clarify because the 

22 response asks about why the litigation hold was not in 

23 place. I know you said you didn't know that term, but 

24 you knew about a document retention policy, so I guess 

25 what was stated in the response is not entirely 
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1 accurate. The reasoning was because of your role as a 

2 plaintiff and not because of who possessed the 

3 information, and that's the question. 

4 A I don't understand the question then. 

5 Q Okay. In your response about why you didn't 

6 impose a litigation hold, you state because for 

7 GameFly's case because GameFly thought all the 

8 relevant information was in the possession of the 

9 Postal Service, and I believe you just stated, and 

10 correct me if I'm wrong, that the reasoning was 

11 because of your role as a plaintiff and not 

12 necessarily any specific aspects of this case? 

13 A I didn't even consider this case, the 

14 potential case is it related to document retention. 

15 It didn't occur to me to do that. 

16 Q Okay. So the response to 67 was entirely 

17 accurate? 

18 A I think it certainly represents our 

19 position, but it wasn't a consideration at the time 

20 from my point of view. 

21 Q Okay. So it's a justification that what you 

22 just said was not considered at the time, but it was 

23 considered after the fact kind of? 

24 MR. LEVY: I'm going to object again. This 

25 has been asked and answered. The interrogatory was 
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1 the institutional collective answer of the Client that 

2 represented the opinions of the people who prepared 

3 the answer, including again counsel, who was 

4 responsible for the decision not to advice the client 

5 to make a litigation hold. The witness has testified 

6 that he personally didn't consider the issue. I mean, 

7 we can go through this a dozen more times, and I think 

8 we're going to get variations of the same answer. 

9 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Counsel, do you have a 

10 response? 

11 MR. MECONE: I just want to make sure it's 

12 clear. I understand it's been asked and answered, but 

13 I want to make sure it's clear about the reasoning 

14 because it's inconsistent between what the witness is 

15 stating and what's in the response. 

16 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Why don't you go ahead 

17 and rephrase it one last time, and then we can move 

18 on? 

19 BY MR. MECONE: 

20 Q Okay. So is it accurate to state that your 

21 position on why the litigation hold was not put in 

22 place is because you did not consider that was 

23 necessary at the time that you filed the complaint? 

24 MR. LEVY: And I'm going to ask counsel to 

25 clarify that. Does "you" mean him personally or 
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1 GameFly as a party? 

2 MR. MECONE: GameFly as a party. It's 

3 GameFly's responses. 

4 THE WITNESS: I can only answer on the 

5 process at the time, and I never considered a 

6 litigation hold. 

7 BY MR. MECONE: 

8 Q Was there somebody else at GameFly who would 

9 have been responsible for the litigation hold? 

10 A No. We have no lawyers on staff. 

11 Q So it was you then responsible for 

12 determining whether or not to put a litigation hold 

13 on? 

14 A I would have if I was familiar with the 

15 concept and felt that it's appropriate. 

16 Q Well, would you have been the one who would 

17 have contacted an attorney regarding this issue? 

18 A I would have been the one who would have 

19 asked the question had it occurred to me. 

20 Q Okay. I think that clarifies. 

21 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Thank you. 

22 BY MR. MECONE: 

23 Q There are a host of other responses, and the 

24 questions are similar for all of them. Go to the 

25 response to 43 first, and these responses state that 
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1 other written or electronic communications created by 

2 GameFly in response to some of these questions would 

3 have been created long enough ago to have them placed 

4 in the ordinary course of business pursuant to 

5 GameFly's document retention policy. 

6 We're just trying to see if there's any way 

7 if the documents are lost trying to just find out if 

8 there's any way we can find out what the content of 

9 these documents are because this is really the only 

10 opportunity to cross-examine you where we can figure 

11 out what was in these documents, so 43 asks about 

12 GameFly's decision to use a flat-shaped mail piece. 

13 Are you aware of the content of the documents that are 

14 referred to as having been destroyed in the ordinary 

15 course of business? 

16 A Well, I think the reference is to emails 

17 that were deleted over time, and I do not know the 

18 contents of them. 

19 Q Okay. Are there any other documents besides 

20 emails? 

21 A We have no policies other than an email 

22 retention policy as it relates to documents. We 

23 generally keep all of the data that we generate over 

24 time, and we have no policy as it relates to physical 

25 files. We expect people will keep the files that they 
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1 deem important. 

2 Q Can you just explain .why you determined that 

3 the document retention policy would apply only to 

4 emails and not to the many other types of documents? 

5 A I explained earlier there were technical 

6 issues that led us to institute the email policy, and 

7 there weren't technical issues associated with the 

8 other types of documents. 

9 Q Do you currently have any document retention 

10 policy that applies to documents other than email? 

11 A We do not other than protecting the 

12 documents that are involved in this complaint. 

l3 Q Okay. We can move on to 44, which is a 

14 similar line of questioning, but this question relates 

15 to communications related to Gamefly's research 

16 analysis or other consideration of price and cost 

17 differences between flat-shaped mail and letter-shaped 

18 mail, and once again, the response states that certain 

19 responsive communications were deleted in the ordinary 

20 course of business. Are you aware of any of the 

21 content of these emails? 

22 A I am not. 

23 Q Okay. How about the documents cited in 45? 

24 Documents related to GameFly's research analysis or 

25 other consideration of breakage differences between 
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1 flat-shaped mail and letter-shaped mail? Are you 

2 aware of the contents of any of those emails that were 

3 deleted? 

4 A I am not. 

5 Q We can move on to GameFly's response to 65, 

6 and here the response states that GameFly has not kept 

7 complete documentation of the information requested 

8 for all the mailer designs that have been used. I 

9 guess I'll ask the question, but it sounds like it may 

10 be similar to what you answered earlier why you didn't 

11 keep complete documentation on these issues? 

12 MR. LEVY: Which issues is the question 

13 asking about? That's a pretty broad term. 

14 MR. MECONE: The issues addressed in the 

15 decided part of the response, the information related 

16 to the mailer designs that GameFly has used. 

17 THE WITNESS: We only keep documentation 

18 that's useful in running our business, and information 

19 about mailer designs that might be four or five or six 

20 or seven years old simply isn't useful to us anymore. 

21 BY MR. MECONE: 

22 Q Okay. Do you learn from any of the, I don't 

23 want to say mistakes, but any of the effects that the 

24 processing had on earlier designs? Did that inform 

25 your development of newer designs? 
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l A Yes. 

2 Q Okay. But it's your position that after a 

3 certain number of years, those earlier designs aren't 

4 important, worthy of keeping I guess? 

5 A From a record keeper's point of view, we 

6 don't view them important. I think the lessons 

7 learned are pretty apparent to all of the managers, 

8 and we certainly do apply those, but the specific 

9 records are things that we just don't look at. 

lO Q Do you know who was responsible for this 

II information related to mailer design, who would have 

l2 the information that was contained in those documents? 

l3 A Whoever the vice president of operations at 

l4 the time. 

l5 Q How many vice presidents of operations have 

l6 you had since the inception of Gamefly? 

l7 A We've had four. 

l8 Q Four? And do you recall their names? 

19 A Sure. Steve Brown, Jeff Kawasugi, both of 

20 whom are no longer GameFly employees and two people 

2l share the job no, Mike Gimlett and Terri Luck. 

22 Q Do you which of those VPs are responsible 

23 for the mailer design before 2005? 

24 A 

25 Q 

Steve Brown. 

Okay. I'll move on to GameFly's response to 
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1 88. This discovery request asks about damage to 

2 GameFly's DVDs and specifically the source of damage 

3 or its origin, and GameFly's response states that 

4 GameFly has no documents discussing this source of 

5 damage or its origin. Did any documents exist at any 

6 time that would have addressed this issue, the issue 

7 of the source or damage or its origin? 

8 A Could you tell me what "this source of 

9 damage" refers to? 

10 Q It refers to the damage that is incurred 

11 when DVDs are taken from their factory packaging and 

12 the full description is in 88(a). 

13 A That sort of breakage is so rare that it's 

14 not material to our business, and we never kept any 

15 records documenting it. 

16 Q Okay. I want to move on to GameFly's 

17 response to 49. This response cites to paragraphs 113 

18 through 131 of the joint statement of undisputed and 

19 disputed facts which I think Postal Service counsel 

20 gave you earlier. I draw your attention specifically 

21 to paragraph 121 where it states that GameFly 

22 requested that the Postal Service waive the additional 

23 ounce rate for GameFly's pieces at a private meeting 

24 that included the Postal Service's manager pricing 

25 strategy and senior vice president mailing services. 
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1 Did you attend that meeting? 

2 A Yes. 

3 Q If the Postal Service had agreed to this 

4 request, would there still have been a need to file 

5 the complaint? 

6 A Yes. That was viewed and presented as a 

7 temporary method in the hopes of negotiating a more 

8 permanent solution. 

9 Q Do you believe that it would have been fair 

10 for the Postal Service to waive that rate for GameFly 

11 and no other DVD mailers? 

12 A I don't believe our request was limited to 

13 GameFly, and so if they had offered it to other DVD 

14 mailers, I can't see us objecting. 

15 Q Are you aware of any other DVD mailers that 

16 mailed DVDs as flats? 

17 A I'm not aware of any. 

18 Q So to your knowledge, that waiver would have 

19 applied to any other DVD mailers? 

20 A I'm not sure. 

21 Q So you don't know of anyone? 

22 A I don't know of any. 

23 Q Okay. So are you aware of any DVD mailers 

24 that received a similar waiver? 

25 A I am not. 
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1 Q Would you agree that this was an instance 

2 where GameFly was able to get access to high-level 

3 Postal Service executives to discuss a particular type 

4 of treatment unique to GameFly? 

5 A Well, we had the meeting, and we weren't 

6 asking for unique treatment. We were asking for a 

7 specific treatment, and if the Postal Service wanted 

8 to offer it to other mailers, then that would be find 

9 with us. 

10 Q The meeting just between GameFly and the 

11 Postal Service? 

12 A Yes. 

13 Q And were the interests of any other DVD 

14 mailers discussed at that meeting? 

15 A Not to my recollection. 

16 Q Is it your understanding that these types of 

17 meetings between a mailer and the Postal Service 

18 requesting specific treatment for the mailer pieces, 

19 is it your understanding that those meetings are 

20 common? 

21 A I don't know. 

22 Q Did you request the meeting personally? 

23 A I believe Mr. Glick or Mr. Levy did. 

24 Q Okay. And when they mentioned they 

25 requested this meeting, do you recall your 
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1 understanding about what he thought was something 

2 routine, or was it a special situation, special case? 

3 A I don't recall considering that at the time. 

4 Q Okay. I'll move on to GameFly's response to 

5 59. I'll withdraw that. I believe the appendix to 59 

6 is under seal, so we'll revisit that in the second 

7 session. 

8 I'll move on to 72. GameFly's response to 

9 72 states that because the Postal Service never 

10 offered to process GameFly's mail in the same manner 

11 as Netflix GameFly had no reason to believe that 

12 preparing GameFly mail in the same manner as Netflix 

13 would provide any benefit to GameFly. Is it your 

14 understanding that before Netflix started using the 

15 Postal Service to send their mail Netflix received an 

16 offer from the Postal Service to manually cull its 

17 mail? 

18 A I have no knowledge of those Netflix 

19 matters. 

20 Q Okay. Well, let's look at the response of 

21 GameFly there. Is it your position that GameFly 

22 should have received an offer for manual processing 

23 before it started to produce the mail through using 

24 the Postal Service? 

25 MR. LEVY: I'm going to object to this line 
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l of questioning. If you look at the answer to the 

2 Interrogatory 72, the bulk of it is a discussion of 

3 documents produced in discovery by the Postal Service 

4 that concern Netflix that Mr. Glick had reviewed and 

5 is prepared to testify about, but not Mr. Hodess. If 

6 the questioning is going to go into that sort of 

7 thing, then I think we need to get Mr. Glick up there. 

8 MR. MECONE: Well, the Postal Service is 

9 asking about a statement that's in the first paragraph 

lO before there are any citations to the documents. I 

II guess to clarify, was this a portion of the response 

l2 that you supervised? 

l3 THE WITNESS: It's a portion of the response 

l4 that I reviewed. 

l5 MR. MECONE: Well, I don't know how Mr. 

l6 Glick would know the reasoning behind GameFly's 

l7 decisions to enter its mail. I believe this statement 

l8 refers to a time before Mr. Glick was employed as a 

19 consultant by GameFly. 

20 MR. LEVY: Questions about GameFly's 

2l decisions are fair game for Mr. Hodess. Questions 

22 about what was offered to Netflix are for Mr. Glick. 

23 BY MR. MECONE: 

24 Q Okay. I'm not asking about what was offered 

25 to Netflix now. I'm asking about the decision to mail 
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1 the GameFly DVDs as flats, and it seems to me this 

2 answer states that GameFly made that decision because 

3 there was no offer from the Postal Service at the 

4 beginning when GameFly first made the decision to mail 

5 as flats. I guess what I'm asking is what you would 

6 have expected from the Postal Service. Would you have 

7 expected the Postal Service to offer you manual 

8 processing before you even mailed your DVDs? 

9 A Well, as I stated earlier, the decision to 

10 mail as flats was made in 2002 before I joined the 

11 company. At the time, I don't believe anybody was 

12 aware at GameFly that Netflix was getting manual 

13 processing, so the objective of GameFly at the time 

14 was making sure that the mailers didn't go in the 

15 automated letter machine, and so they made the most 

16 rational decision at the time knowing what they knew. 

17 Q So what's your understanding of how a 

18 transition to manual processing would have worked for 

19 GameFly? Like at what point would that have occurred, 

20 and who would take the action to make that happen? 

21 What's your understanding of that? 

22 A I don't have a strong enough understanding 

23 of USPS procedure to answer the question. 

24 Q Okay. Well, I guess have to ask because so 

25 much of what is claimed in the complaint is based on 
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1 this alleged failure to offer manual processing, and 

2 I'm just trying to understand where the Postal Service 

3 alleges that you went wrong and should have offered 

4 the manual processing according to the allegation of 

5 the complaint. 

6 A I think that's a legal question and I can't 

7 answer it. 

8 Q I'm not focusing on the legal aspects of it, 

9 I'm focusing on I guess GameFly's expectations totally 

10 removed from the legal aspects unless your position is 

11 that GameFly didn't have any problems until it spoke 

12 with the attorney. I mean, I'm assuming there was 

13 some sort of issue before speaking with the attorney, 

14 but you can correct me if I'm wrong on that. 

15 MR. LEVY: I'm going to object to this line 

16 of questioning. It's a counterfactual hypothetical. 

17 It's, you know, what would have happened if the Postal 

18 Service had agreed to provide or offered to provide 

19 manual processing at the Netflix level. The Postal 

20 Service has never offered to provide manual processing 

21 at the Netflix level ever. When GameFly asked, they 

22 were not offered it. So the line of questioning about 

23 what would have happened if the Postal Service had 

24 offered it is not only hypothetical, but it's one 

25 that's at odds with the facts. 
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1 MR. MECONE: What the service is trying to 

2 get out of this questioning is to identify the alleged 

3 wrongful conduct, when it occurred, what specifically 

4 it actually was. I mean, we're trying to identify a 

5 time period when this occurred, I mean, before the 

6 filing of the complaint. 

7 MR. LEVY: Then I'm going to object that 

8 this has been asked and answered. We're not asking 

9 for monetary damages in this claims case, we're asking 

10 for a prospective remedy. Repeatedly in the testimony 

11 and the pleadings we said the Postal Service even as 

12 today is not offering Netflix' level of manual 

13 processing to GameFly. Even as we sit here today. 

14 So, you know, at what point they might have offered it 

15 isn't relevant. I mean, it would be relevant if we 

16 were seeking retroactive damages, but we're not. 

17 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Does counsel wish to 

18 rephrase the question? 

19 MR. MECONE: Sure. We'll give that a try. 

20 BY MR. MECONE: 

21 Q I guess first I'll ask you do you agree with 

22 counsel's testimony on this issue? 

23 A Yes. 

24 Q Yes. Okay. I guess to rephrase the 

25 question, what is the wrongdoing you're alleging the 
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1 Postal Service did to GameFly? 

2 A That seems like a legal question to me. 

3 Q Well, I mean, at some point you had to make 

4 a decision, you felt like, GameFly felt like it was 

5 being wrongly treating, or assuming. Why else would 

6 they contact an attorney to discover whether they 

7 should bring a complaint? I'm not talking about the 

8 legal aspects or what counsel told you about what was 

9 wrong. Just trying to determine what GameFly had 

10 issue with as far as treatment by the Postal Service. 

11 As far as the time period, it's not for retroactive 

12 damages, just to help identify what the actual conduct 

13 that you're complaining about is. 

14 A Well remember, I hired Mr. Levy and Mr. 

15 Glick to try to reach a settlement with no intention 

16 of filing a complaint, so I guess that's the first 

17 point I want to make. Secondly, you know, I think the 

18 question you asked is contained and the answer is 

19 contained in the substance of the complaint, and it's 

20 legal in nature and I can't offer any explanation 

21 that's better than what we've already submitted. 

22 Q When you first contacted Mr. Levy, what were 

23 you trying to settle? What was the issue that 

24 motivated you to contact him? What was the problem 

25 with the Postal Service that you were trying to 
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1 resolve? 

2 MR. LEVY: I'm going to object. This has 

3 been asked and answered again and again. The witness 

4 has said and the pleadings say and the written 

5 testimonies say that they had high levels of breakage 

6 and that they have been denied getting the same level 

7 of manual processing as Netflix. If Mr. Mecone is 

8 asking something different than that, I haven't heard 

9 it, but that fact has been testified to by this 

10 witness and by Mr. Glick and in our papers again and 

11 again. 

12 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Mr. Levy, I have to 

13 agree with you. It seems that you're eliciting 

14 testimony that is contained in the complaint. I want 

15 to give you an opportunity to rephrase the question if 

16 you're attempting to get different information, but it 

17 seems that we've been down this path repeatedly today. 

18 MR. MECONE: Okay. Well, I guess first, you 

19 know, we were hoping that the witness would answer the 

20 questions rather than the counsel, but do you agree 

21 with the last piece of testimony from counsel? 

22 THE WITNESS: Yes. 

23 BY MR. MECONE: 

24 Q Okay. So can you just point to -- I guess 

25 the problem is you keep claiming there was a denial of 
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1 manual processing, but we can't really point to any 

2 particular instance where that occurred. Can you 

3 further develop when that actually occurred and what 

4 was said that actually constituted a denial? 

5 A I guess I can offer two responses to the 

6 question. One is more informal, the second probably 

7 could be constituted as more formal. When we were in 

8 postal facilities at the invitation of postal 

9 officials we would notice all this manual handling of 

10 Netflix and Blockbuster and naturally we asked how we 

11 could get that service. The responses were, no, 

12 that's special, you know, we can't give that to 

13 anybody else. Not knowing or having access to anybody 

14 more senior than the Postal Service, those discussions 

15 really ended there. I'd say post hiring Mr. Glick and 

16 Mr. Levy in 2007 and becoming more well-aware and more 

17 acquainted with the level of manual processing Netflix 

18 was getting, you know, we made, you know, a 

19 constituted, more formal request for similar rates and 

20 similar service levels at that time with officials 

21 that we thought, you know, could reasonably influence 

22 the process at headquarters. 

23 Q Do you have any evidence of the first 

24 description of different meetings at the lower level? 

25 A I do not. They were very informal during 
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1 towards an observation. 

2 Q Can you identify anybody who would have that 

3 information who participated in the conversations from 

4 either the Postal Service or GameFly? 

5 A I can't identify anybody specifically. 

6 Q Okay. So, I mean, the support for this 

7 statement is you relaying what you heard from somebody 

8 you cannot identify. 

9 A Not specifically. 

10 Q Okay. And then after, is it accurate to say 

11 after you hired Mr. Levy and like you just said Mr. 

12 Glick, through your contacts with them you became 

13 aware of more conduct that was allegedly wrong? 

14 MR. LEVY: That more conduct that was 

15 allegedly wrong? I'd like to object and ask counsel 

16 to try to phrase a little clearer question. 

17 MR. MECONE: Alleged wrongful conduct. 

18 THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the question, 

19 please? 

20 MR. MECONE: Sure. So it's your position 

21 that after you hired Mr. Glick and Mr. Levy, through 

22 your contacts with them, you became aware of more 

23 allegedly wrongful conduct on the part of the Postal 

24 Service? 

25 THE WITNESS: I think allegedly wrongful 
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1 conduct is a legal answer that I'm not prepared to 

2 give. I think steadily over time we've become more 

3 and more aware of manual processing of Netflix. 

4 BY MR. MECONE: 

5 Q Outside of a legal context, you became aware 

6 of conduct that from a business perspective GameFly 

7 did not approve of or took issue with? 

8 A We actually don't take issue with how 

9 Netflix is handled. Our request is for similar 

10 service levels at similar pricing. 

11 Q If we can go back to the discussion about 

12 manual processing. Are you aware of any manual 

13 processing that GameFly now receives? 

14 A I've heard anecdotally that you could find 

15 some of our mailers with the Netflix mailers in 

16 certain facilities, but my understanding is it's not 

17 widespread. 

18 Q How about in the areas where GameFly has its 

19 distribution centers, such as south Florida? Are you 

20 familiar with how GameFly mail is treated there, in 

21 those areas? 

22 A I am not. 

23 Q Okay. So are you aware that, for example, 

24 in south Florida GameFly mail is manually culled and 

25 separated into trays similar to how Netflix mail is 
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1 treated? 

2 MR. LEVY; Objection. He just said he's not 

3 aware of what's done in south Florida, so how can he 

4 be aware of a specific process in south Florida when 

5 he said he's not aware of south Florida? 

6 MR. MECONE; Okay, but you did state you 

7 were aware of some manual processing that GameFly mail 

8 received. So are you aware that in some areas GameFly 

9 mail is manually culled and placed in separate trays 

10 in a similar manner as Netflix mail is treated? 

11 THE WITNESS; I'm not aware of any process 

12 where that happens regularly. 

13 BY MR. MECONE; 

14 Q Okay. We'll go back to 72, GameFly's 

15 response to 72. It cites to paragraph 102 of the 

16 joint statement, and as the source of the statement 

17 that Blockbuster formally asked the Postal Service to 

18 immediately implement manually culling and processing 

19 of inbound mail pieces for Blockbuster online to 

20 mitigate the persistent damage to mailer content and 

21 longer mail duration rates as judged against 

22 comparable mailings. Do you know how the Postal 

23 Service responded to Blockbuster's request that's 

24 cited in that paragraph? 

25 A I'm not. You know, I'm generally not 
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1 familiar with the documents that the USPS produced in 

2 discovery. 

3 Q Okay. We'll move on to GameFly's response 

4 to 14. This response states that GameFly's use of 

5 plant code confirmed scan data is GameFly's only 

6 method of tracking its DVDs. How would GameFly track 

7 its DVDs if they were manually culled by the Postal 

8 Service? 

9 A Well, if the question is would we get 

10 confirm service, I believe the answer is no. 

II Q In their response they said it's the only 

12 method that GameFly has for tracking its DVDs, so it 

13 sounds like you -- and GameFly is seeking manual 

14 processing. Before seeking that, had GameFly 

15 discussed how it would track its DVDs if they actually 

16 got what it asked for? 

17 A In our estimation, the tracking is less 

18 important to us than a lower postage rate, and low 

19 breakage and low theft. 

20 Q Okay. We'll move on to GameFly's response 

21 to 40. This response states without the arrival of 

22 manual processing and other special treatment that the 

23 Postal Service offers Netflix at one ounce letter 

24 rates, the use of DVD mailers is not a viable option 

25 for GameFly. Do DVD mailers, other than Netflix or 
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1 Blockbuster, mail their DVDs as one ounce letters? 

2 A I don't have knowledge of how other DVD 

3 mailers handle their mail. 

4 Q So you're aware only about Netflix and 

5 Blockbuster or you have no awareness about how Netflix 

6 and Blockbuster's DVDs are mailed? 

7 A I have some general idea about how Netflix 

8 and Blockbuster are handled, yes. 

9 Q Okay. So you did not provide information 

10 that shows up in the complaint or the responses 

11 regarding how other DVDs are mailed by other 

12 companies? 

13 A What information specifically do you refer 

14 to? 

15 Q How their process of manual processing 

16 versus letter automation versus flats automation, one 

17 ounce, two ounce, letter rates, things of that nature. 

18 A I did not provide that information. 

19 Q If you'll turn to GameFly's response to 99. 

20 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Before counsel starts, 

21 can I ask him how long he anticipates continuing 

22 cross-exam just for break purposes? 

23 MR. MECONE: Should be maybe 10 or 15 

24 minutes at the most for the public part. 

25 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Okay. Thank you. 
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1 BY MR. MECONE: 

2 Q GameFly's response to 99 states that the 

3 presort discounts were too small to justify the 

4 purchase of sorting equipment. Was that response 

5 supervised by you? 

6 A Yes. 

7 Q Okay. Was there a threshold level of a 

8 presort discount that would justify the purchase of 

9 sorting equipment? 

10 A In theory, yes, but we evaluated the cost of 

11 the equipment against the existing discount structure 

12 and concluded it didn't make sense. 

13 Q So you didn't determine at what level it 

14 actually would have made sense? 

15 A We did not. 

16 Q I'll turn to GameFly's response to request 

17 for admission seven. The response states that some 

18 mail pieces are stolen after receiving a confirmed 

19 scan. 

20 A Yes. 

21 Q What's the basis for this statement? 

22 A Well, it's a factual statement based on the 

23 fact that we'll received a confirmed scan for a 

24 particular disk and it will never show up at GameFly's 

25 warehouse. 
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1 MR. MECONE: Okay. I have no further 

2 questions for the public segment. 

3 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Thank you, Mr. Mecone. 

4 Any other participants have questions for the witness 

5 today? 

6 (No response.) 

7 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: If not, if public 

8 representative is present today, would you identify 

9 yourself, please. 

10 MR. COSTICH: Rand Costich for the public 

11 representative. We have no questions. 

12 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Thank you, Mr. Costich. 

13 Are there any questions from the bench? 

14 (No response.) 

15 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Hearing none, why don't 

16 we -- Mr. Levy, would you like some time with your 

17 witness regarding redirect? 

18 MR. LEVY: Yes. Thank you. 

19 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Why don't we break for 

20 about 10 minutes. Then we'll come back. Thank you. 

21 (Whereupon, a short recess was taken.) 

22 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: The hearing will come 

23 back to order. Mr. Levy, you've had some time with 

24 your witness. Do you have any redirect that you would 

25 like to engage in? 
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1 MR. LEVY: I have a small amount, 

2 Commissioner Blair. 

3 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: I would remind the 

4 witness he's still under oath. 

5 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

6 BY MR. LEVY: 

7 Q Mr. Hodess, you were asked a question that 

8 referred to GameFly and then referred to other DVD 

9 manufacturers. Do you recall that? 

10 A I do. 

11 Q Is GameFly a DVD manufacturer? 

12 A No, we're not. We purchase DVDs. 

13 Q Has GameFly ever been a DVD manufacturer? 

14 A No. 

15 Q To what extent can GameFly influence the 

16 physical composition of the DVDs that it purchases? 

17 A We have no influence over the composition. 

18 Q You were asked what would the breakage rate 

19 of GameFly's DVDs be if the $1.22 extra postage that 

20 GameFly pays were not paid. Do you recall a question 

21 along those lines? 

22 A Yes. 

23 Q What would happen to GameFly's breakage rate 

24 if it stopped mailing its DVDs as flats and mailed 

25 them as lightweight letters, that is, without a 
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1 cardboard insert? 

2 A It would be much higher than our current 

3 experience. 

4 Q How do you know that? I'm going to ask you 

5 to limit your answer to your personal knowledge as 

6 opposed to documents from the Postal Service. 

7 A Because in 2007 I watched a number of 

8 mailers being processed on the letter machines without 

9 cardboard and the breakage rate was extremely high. 

10 Q You were asked by Mr. Mecone some questions 

11 about a meeting with the Postal Service where GameFly 

12 requested from some headquarters officials an interim 

13 relief consisting of waiver of the second ounce rate. 

14 Do you recall those questions? 

15 A Yes. 

16 Q And you were asked whether GameFly had 

17 sought relief just for itself or rather for other DVD 

18 mailers. Do you recall that line? 

19 A I do. Yes. 

20 Q Are you familiar with the term niche 

21 classification? 

22 A I am. 

23 Q Do you recall whether the term niche 

24 classification was raised at the meeting? 

25 A It was. 
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1 MR. LEVY: I have no further questions on 

2 redirect. 

3 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Is there any re-cross-

4 examination that the postal counsel would like to 

5 engage in? 

6 MR. MECONE: Yes. First, to clarify the 

7 question, what question was about DVD manufacturers? 

8 I'm not sure. 

9 MR. LEVY: I'm not sure what I'm being asked 

10 to testify about. 

11 MR. MECONE: You asked questions about a 

12 question given by us about DVD manufacturers. 

13 MR. LEVY: There was a question that Mr. 

14 Mecone asked that said something like in the same 

15 phrase GameFly and other DVD manufacturers, a question 

16 which assumed that GameFly itself was a DVD 

17 manufacturer. The point of my redirect question was 

18 just to clarify that GameFly is not a DVD 

19 manufacturer. It doesn't manufacture DVDs. Never 

20 has. That it buys DVDs from others. That's the 

21 purpose of the redirect. 

22 RE-CROSS-EXAMINATION 

23 BY MR. MECONE: 

24 Q Okay. On redirect, Mr. Hodess, you stated 

25 that GameFly had no influence over the composition of 
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1 its DVDs that it purchases, is that correct? 

2 A Yes. 

3 Q Are you aware that other DVD mailers modify 

4 the composition of their DVDs? 

5 A I am not. 

6 Q And counsel also asked you about the niche 

7 classification, and I think you testified that you are 

8 familiar with that term. 

9 A Generally. Yes. 

10 Q How would you define niche classification? 

11 A I think that's a legal definition I'm not 

12 prepared to give. 

13 Q Can you just provide your understanding of 

14 niche classification? You testified that you were 

15 familiar with the term, so I just wanted to try to get 

16 a sense of what your understanding of the term is. 

17 A Well, my understanding is that a niche 

18 classification would apply in a case like this to all 

19 DVD mailers and wouldn't be a situation in which 

20 GameFly was given treatment that others were not. 

21 Q Just to clarify, in those meetings, the 

22 primary purpose was to request a waiver of the 

23 additional ounce rate, is that correct? 

24 A I don't think that's a fair 

25 characterization. There were a number of issues that 
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1 were important and I don't know that that one was any 

2 more important than the others. 

3 Q So was there one purpose that was the 

4 primary purpose of the meeting? 

5 A I don't recall that meeting specifically, 

6 but in general, our objective has always been to find 

7 a long-term solution that involves lower postage, low 

8 breakage and low theft, and I imagine that that 

9 meeting was consistent with those objectives. 

10 MR. MECONE: Okay. Also, we obtained a copy 

11 of the May 17, 2010 letter, so we'd like to just 

12 continue the questioning on that during the public 

13 session. Before we close the public session. 

14 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Go ahead. 

15 MR. LEVY: May I have a copy of the letter, 

16 too? 

17 MR. MECONE: You do not have a copy of it? 

18 MR. LEVY: Yes. I suspect I had it 

19 somewhere in the transcript, but I --

20 (Pause.) 

21 BY MR. MECONE: 

22 Q 

23 before? 

24 A 

25 Q 

Mr. Hodess, have you seen this letter 

I have. 

I think the earlier line of questioning went 
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1 to why GameFly didn't respond to this letter or accept 

2 the processing offered by the Postal Service. What 

3 was your understanding of why GameFly did not respond 

4 to the letter? 

5 A I think I answered the question before. 

6 Because an important part of the arrangement to us is 

7 a commitment to the same level of manual processing 

8 that Netflix gets. 

9 Q Okay. Let me ask then what your 

10 understanding of a Netflix-like level -- what level 

11 would the Postal Service have had to offer for you to 

12 accept the conditions in the letter, and what is your 

13 understanding of that level? 

14 A As I stated before, my understanding is that 

15 it's high. I don't have a specific number in mind. 

16 Q Okay. But that was the main factor why you 

17 didn't respond to the letter was because of the 

18 Netflix-like processing level. 

19 A Their commitment to the manual processing. 

20 Q But yet you didn't determine what specific 

21 level of commitment would be necessary for you to 

22 accept the conditions in the letter besides a high 

23 level. 

24 A 

25 Q 

Correct. 

Okay. How seriously did you consider the 
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1 letter and accepting the conditions in the letter? 

2 A Well, we always consider proposals 

3 seriously, but without that key part of it, it was 

4 unacceptable to us. 

5 Q Did you consider contacting the Postal 

6 Service to let them know about what type of level of 

7 commitment you wanted? 

8 A I think we considered a number of 

9 alternatives. 

10 Q Have you made any contact with the Postal 

11 Service after receiving this letter? 

12 A To discuss the contents of the letter? I 

13 don't believe so. 

14 MR. MECONE: Okay. We have no further 

15 questions for the public session. 

16 

17 

18 

COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Mr. Levy? 

MR. LEVY: That does prompt some redirect. 

COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Did you want any time 

19 with your witness? 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 Q 

MR. LEVY: No. 

COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Or can you proceed? 

MR. LEVY: I can do it immediately. 

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. LEVY: 

Mr. Hodess, would you take the letter that 
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1 has been the subject of the discussion. 

2 MR. LEVY: Let me ask a procedural question. 

3 Does counsel intend to mark this as a cross-

4 examination exhibit? 

5 MR. MECONE: We can do that. It is on the 

6 record already. 

7 MR. LEVY: I think for the ease of the 

8 transcript I'd like to do it as a duplicate and have 

9 it marked as either a Postal Service exhibit or a 

10 GameFly exhibit so it's in right now. 

11 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Without objection. 

12 MR. MECONE: No objection. 

13 MR. LEVY: All right. Why don't we mark it 

14 as USPS-Supplemental Cross Exhibit 1. 

15 (The document referred to was 

16 marked for identification as 

17 USPS-Supplemental Cross 

18 Exhibit No.1.) 

19 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: The reporter will note 

20 that, please. The reporter has a copy of this, 

21 correct? will counsel provide them with a copy at the 

22 appropriate time? 

23 MR. LEVY: Mr. Hodess, would you direct your 

24 attention to the third paragraph in the letter that 

25 begins with the words it is important. 
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes. 

2 BY MR. LEVY: 

3 Q Would you read that sentence into the 

4 record. 

5 A Sure. It's important to understand that the 

6 processing of DVD mail reflects the discretion of 

7 local mail processing operations and not a centralized 

8 national policy. You'll find that the processing of 

9 DVD mail differs among postal facilities depending on 

10 the specific conditions of each local mail processing 

11 operation. 

12 MR. LEVY: Thank you. I have no further 

13 questions. 

14 MR. MECONE: Just one more question, if I 

15 may. 

16 FURTHER RE-CROSS-EXAMINATION 

17 BY MR. MECONE: 

18 Q Were there any other aspects of the letter 

19 that GameFly had a problem with besides the commitment 

20 level? 

21 A If you'll give me a minute, I'll reread it. 

22 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: While the witness is 

23 reading that letter I'd ask that the reporter 

24 transcribe the letter at this point in the record as 

25 well. Thank you. 
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1 MR. LEVY: This is probably an unnecessary 

2 formality and I'd asked that that be entered into 

3 evidence. 

4 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Without objection. 

5 (The document referred to, 

6 previously identified as 

7 USPS-Supplemental Cross 

8 Exhibit No.1, was received 

9 in evidence.) 

10 / / 

11 / / 

12 / / 

13 / / 

14 / / 

15 / / 

16 / / 

17 / / 

18 / / 

19 / / 

20 / / 

21 / / 

22 / / 

23 / / 

24 / / 

25 / / 
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~'~~-------------------
May 17, 2010 

, 
Mr. David M. Levy, Esq. 
Venable LLP 
575 7th Street, N'N 
Washington, DC 20004 
DMLevy@venable.com 

RE: Processing of GameFIy Mail 

Dear Mr. Levy: 

This letter ouUines the conditions that would be needed to provide GameFIy with the 
manual processing it seeks in its Complaint. If the Postal Service and GameFIy 
agree, the Postal Service is prepared to begin providing this processing to GameFly 
based on local determinations and upon the conditions indicated below. Please note 
that the Postal Service plan is operational in nature, not an offer of setUement that 
would depend upon withdrawal of GameFIy's Complaint currently pending at the 
Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC Docket No. C2009-1). 

The Postal Service cannot institute mail processing that includes manual culling 
unilaterally. Local processing of DVD maa through manual culling has evolved over 
time and depends on mutual cooperation belWeen the mailer and the Postal Service. 
The DVD mail appropriate for manual culling has certain characteristics, including 
large volume, high density at destinations, multiple entry and retum points, and 
relatively short travel distances. If G'ImeFIy wants to get similar mail processing, it 
needs to undertake comparable efforts to make it possible. 

It is important to understand that the proceSSing of DVD mail reflects the discretion of 
local mail processing operations, and not a centralized national policy. You will find 
that the processing of DVD mail differs among postal facilities, depending on the 
specific conditions of each local mail processing operation. Even in mail processing 
facilities where postal employees manually cull DVD mail, the employees are not able 
to identify and manually cull every piece of DVD mail otherwise targeted for manual 
culling that passes through their facility. 

Currently, mail processing employees at the local level have the discretion to cull DVD 
mail pieces man),lally into a separate mail tray reserved for a DVD mailer if they 
believe that local conditions make manual culling a more appropriate method of 
processing. The same discretion can be applied to manually cull GameFly mail 
pieces, provided that GameFly takes the steps nsted below. 

475 L'ENFAHT PLAZA SN 
WASHINGTON DC 20260 
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• GameFIy must color or mark its mail piece to make it more easily and uniquely 
identifiable. This is necessary because it enables Postal Service mail handlers 
to identify and cull GameFIy mail pieces when possible.1 

• GameFIy must employ a mail piece that qualifies for the one-ounce First-Class 
MailleHer price. This will enable GameFIy to enjoy the same rates as other 
DVD mailers, and allow the Postal Service to employ the same processes 
within the same mail stream. 

• GameFIy must take delivery of its mail via caller service at approximately 130 
locations chosen to minimize the distance return mail pieces travel in the mail 
stream. We can work with you to identify Ihose locations best suited to 
GameFly's mail flow. Depending on mail volume and density, multiple pickups 
per day may prove necessary. . 

• GameFly needs to enter outbound pieces deep enough into the mail stream so 
that total one-way distance in the mail drops to approximately the same short 
distance that other DVD mail pieces aHain. Other DVD mailers accomplish this 
by expedited plant verified drop shipment. We need to work cooperatively with 
GameFIy to achieve this goal, which may require expansion of Express Mail 
open and distribute, GameFIy's current practice. 

The Postal Service understands that the plan described above will present difficult 
choices to GameFly in planning and managing its operations. We are willing to 
explore any particular problems and to seek reasonable alternatives thatrnay be 
available. We are available to discuss these maHers at your convenience. 

R. Andrew German 
Managing Counsel, Pricing and Product Development Law 

1 Employees involved In local mail processing operations exercise discretion in determining when 
to cull DVD mail. Culling is optional, until such time as its mail reaches sufficient density that 
attempts to cull all pieces are made. Employees can commence making similar judgments for 
GameFly pieces only after GameFly mail pieces take on a unique, contrasting coloration that 
makes them as recognizable as other DVD mail pieces. 
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1 THE WITNESS: Okay. I'm ready. Could you 

2 repeat the question, please. 

3 MR. MECONE: Sure. Are there any other 

4 aspects of the letter that would prevent you from 

5 accepting the conditions contained in the letter? 

6 THE WITNESS: Well, my counsel can reply 

7 with a more legal interpretation. 

8 BY MR. MECONE: 

9 Q We're not asking for any type of legal 

10 interpretation, we're asking for as a businessman. 

11 MR. LEVY: I ask that the witness be allowed 

12 to continue without interruption. 

13 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Please proceed. 

14 THE WITNESS: Okay. So it's really up to 

15 Mr. Levy on behalf of GameFly to determine if all of 

16 those conditions need to be satisfied to make GameFly 

17 similarly situated, and so if some of those conditions 

18 were not necessary to receive that designation, we may 

19 indeed not want to accede to all of those demands or 

20 conditions that were placed on the provision of that 

21 service. 

22 BY MR. MECONE: 

23 Q Okay. Can you turn your attention to the 

24 last paragraph of the letter on the second page and 

25 just read that last sentence? 
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1 A I'm sorry. Which one? 

2 Q The last sentence, please. 

3 A On the second page? 

4 Q Yes. Right before the signature. 

5 A The Postal Service understands that the plan 

6 described above will present difficult choices to 

7 GameFly in planning and managing its operations. We 

8 are willing to explore any particular problems and to 

9 seek reasonable alternatives that may be available. 

10 We're available to discuss these matters at your 

11 convenience. 

12 Q Did you take this as an invitation from the 

13 Postal Service to discuss the contents of the letter? 

14 A Can I talk to Mr. Levy for a minute? 

15 Q Well, he would object to that. I'm not 

16 asking for any type of -- this is not a legal 

17 MR. LEVY: I'm going to again object to this 

18 line of questioning. I mean, what counsel is trying 

19 to do is to conduct essentially settlement 

20 negotiations on the transcript. This was presented in 

21 a very unorthodox way as a supposedly settlement offer 

22 that wasn't a settlement offer that the Postal Service 

23 immediately moved into the record through discovery 

24 and now they want to cross-examine Mr. Hodess about 

25 it. I mean, we have been in the last few weeks in the 
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1 middle of responding to Postal Service discovery and 

2 getting ready for trial. When the dust settles, we 

3 will certainly try to resume settlement talks with the 

4 Postal Service, although we have no reason to believe 

5 that they'll be any more successful than all of the 

6 other previous meetings, including where our proposals 

7 have been. But I think we've identified the principal 

8 objection to the offer and I don't think that further 

9 cross-examination is going to help settlement. 

10 MR. MECONE: If I may explain this line of 

11 questioning. 

12 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Please proceed. 

13 MR. MECONE: Repeatedly, GameFly stated that 

14 the Postal Service did not offer it manual processing. 

15 This letter just appears to offer manual processing so 

16 we have to try and understand why GameFly did not view 

17 this letter as offering manual processing. This final 

18 section gets to whether they actually, how they 

19 perceived the letter. 

20 MR. LEVY: If that's the question, then I'm 

21 going to object as asked and answered. The witness 

22 has testified, and indeed, we previously said in our 

23 pleadings that this letter essentially says to 

24 GameFly, jump through all of these hoops at your 

25 expense and we make no commitment to you in exchange 
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l for offering a particular level of manual processing 

2 because it's all a matter of local discretion that we 

3 can't control from headquarters. I think GameFly, 

4 both intentionally and through Mr. Hodess, has made 

5 clear that that's their problem with it. 

6 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Do you agree with 

7 counsel's testimony on that point? 

8 THE WITNESS: Yes. 

9 MR. LEVY: But that was also an objection. 

lO COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Does postal counsel 

II have any further cross-examination? 

l2 MR. MECONE: No further questions in this 

l3 public session. 

l4 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Mr. Levy? 

l5 MR. LEVY: No further redirect. 

l6 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Mr. Costich? 

l7 MR. COSTICH: No. Thank you, Mr. Presiding 

l8 Officer. 

19 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Any questions from the 

20 bench at this point? 

2l (No response.) 

22 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: Well, that concludes 

23 the public testimony in today's hearing, and witnesses 

24 Hodess and Glick, you will be excused. I just have 

25 one question for postal counsel. Just for purposes of 
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1 planning the afternoon, what is your estimate, or if 

2 you have one, of the time for cross-examination on the 

3 in camera documents? Do you expect it to be as 

4 extensive as this morning's? 

5 MR. MECONE: It won't be as extensive this 

6 morning's, but it will be pretty close. 

7 COMMISSIONER BLAIR: I can understand that. 

8 We'll certainly accommodate that. To that extent, I 

9 would say that we could break until 1:45 and then 

10 we'll come back and we will continue the in camera 

11 portion of this hearing. So I appreciate everyone's 

12 participation today and your contributions to the 

13 record. We look forward to the afternoon session. So 

14 at this point, the hearing is adjourned. 

15 (Whereupon, at 12:23 p.m., the hearing in 

16 the above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene 

17 in non-public session at 1:45 p.m. this same day, 

18 Wednesday, July 28, 2010.) 

19 / / 

20 / / 

21 / / 

22 / / 

23 / / 

24 / / 

25 / / 
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